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Editor, DSTA Horizons
Director (DSTA College)
Four years have passed since the inaugural issue of DSTA Horizons. It is a testament
to the spirit of knowledge sharing among the local defence ecosystem that with
each year, an increasing number of quality articles have been submitted. The fourth
edition of DSTA Horizons features a record number of 11 articles, among many other
excellent articles that we are not able to feature due to space constraints.
Each article highlights a different aspect of the multi-faceted nature of the local
defence community. If there is a common thread to be found in these diverse articles,
it is the dedication to excellence, regardless of discipline. Four of the articles have
been presented at International or Asia-Pacific conferences.
At times, DSTA’s influence stretches beyond the defence community. This is best
exemplified in the first article, Shaping the Integrated Floating Stage at Marina Bay,
which describes the challenges DSTA engineers faced during the design and
implementation of the Floating Platform for the National Day Parade.
The next article, Island Air Defence: Challenges, Novel Surveillance Concepts and
Advanced Radar System Solutions, discusses the sophisticated threat environment
and proposes novel concepts such as elevated sensors and non-cooperative target
recognition techniques that will likely make up the air surveillance system of
the future.
An Experiment in Machine-Augmented Sensemaking in Intelligence Analysis,
showcasing the Risk Assessment and Horizon Scanning (RAHS) system, follows. The
RAHS system provides a suite of sensemaking tools that allow analysts to scour
through massive loads of information to uncover non-obvious linkages so that
pre-emptive action can be taken.
The fourth article, Realising System of Systems Interoperability, highlights the
importance of interoperability in a System of Systems configuration and puts forward
a proposition for achieving the desired outcome.
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As modern warfare becomes increasingly complex, operational requirements of
Command and Control (C2) systems become harder to define. By adopting a systems
engineering approach that utilises an assembly of emulator and C2 modules for
testing functionalities, commanders can operate a system before it is implemented.
That is the premise of the article, Emulator-Based Command and Control Development:
A Systems Engineering Approach to Developing Command and Control systems
An example of an innovative approach in managing R&D investments can be seen
in the article, The Real-Options Based Approach to Management of Defence R&D
Investments: An Exploratory Study, which proposes the use of this methodology for
valuation and management of R&D investments.
A communication and strategy forum conducted by the Future Systems Directorate
in January 2007 gave rise to the seventh article, Ten Ideas for Designing Next
Generation Communications Network, which gives an overview of the 10 most
promising ideas that emerged from the forum.
The eighth article, Battlespace Communications Connectivity Model, discusses in
detail how the model can provide an analytical tool for a communications engineer
to design feasible solutions based on the four independent domains of Core Network,
Extended Backbone, Access Network and Peer-to-Peer Network.
The ensuing article, Evolution of Communications Payload Technologies for Satellites,
illustrates how intelligent design and processing capabilities can be incorporated to
enhance a satellite’s communications performance using technologies such as
channelisation and space-based inflatable reflector antenna.
The Singapore Armed Forces’ learning management journey is traced in the next
article, The Challenge of Implementing an Enterprise Learning Management System
– The Singapore Armed Forces’ Experience. The article provides insight into the
Enterprise Learning Management System, which promises to bring about a learning
experience that is without boundaries for servicemen.
On a less technical note, the eleventh and last article, Contracting by MINDEF and
DSTA – Understanding the Law and Practice of Defence Procurement in Singapore,
touches on the procedural framework and operative concepts governing the law
and practice of defence procurement in Singapore. It will no doubt provide an
illuminating glimpse for anyone who is interested to learn more about the defence
procurement system.
We hope that Horizons will not only archive the achievements of our members, but
will inspire greater learning and growth within DSTA and the defence community
for many years to come.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the challenges faced and the systems
engineering solutions implemented in developing a large
floating steel platform at the Marina Bay of Singapore. The
floating platform is designed to be a multi-purpose facility on
the bay for mass spectator events, sporting activities and
cultural performances, as well as be a re-configurable “pier”
for water sports and boat shows. This floating stage, the
world’s largest floating performance stage on water, hosted
the National Day Parade 2007, its first big show. Since then,
the stage and its seating gallery have been used as the venue
for lifestyle events, extreme sports, the Singapore Fireworks
Festival, the WaterFest as well as the finishing point for the
Singapore Bay Run, the biggest mass run organised in Singapore.
Building the floating platform for all these events involved
complex engineering and many considerations had to be taken
into account in the systems development.

Dr Koh Hock Seng
Lim Yoke Beng
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INTRODUCTION
Pontoon-type, very large floating structures
are rare in the world (Suzuki, 2005). This very
large floating structure (VLFS) technology
provides an alternative solution to the
traditional land reclamation method for
creating large usable space on water.
Singapore’s first application of the floating
structure technology is the construction of the
floating performance stage at the Marina Bay
(Koh et al., 2007a and 2007b).
The Marina floating stage measures 120m x
83m x 1.2m and was constructed by assembling
multiple steel pontoons on water at the site.
The floating stage hosted Singapore’s National
Day 2007 Parade in August 2007 (see Figure
1). It is the largest floating stage in the world
for performances on water. An artificial turf,
when laid on its large surface, turns the floating
stage into a temporary sports field. As the
floating platform is a multi-purpose facility for
mass spectator events including concerts, mega

festivities and water activities like boat shows,
the connecting system that interlocks the
multiple steel pontoons is designed such that
the floating platform can be dismantled and
reassembled.
A 27,000 seating capacity gallery, which faces
the floating platform allows the spectators on
shore to view various events on the stage as
well as on the water against the backdrop of
the Singapore city skyline. The floating
platform on the edge of the water of the
Marina Bay is located in the new downtown
area, opposite the location of the Marina Bay
Sands Integrated Resort as shown
in Figure 2.

ENGINEERING
CHALLENGES
DSTA was approached to study the technical
feasibility of staging the National Day Parade
on a floating structure and to work out the
design specifications. The main challenge was

Figure 1. National Day Parade held on the floating performance stage on 9 August 2007
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Floating Platform

Figure 2. Location of the floating platform at Marina Bay (courtesy of URA)
to design a large-scale floating platform to
carry a high load comprising 9,000 people, 200
tons of stage props and three 30-ton vehicles.
The solution needed to incorporate floodlight
masts and an artificial turf to create a floating
sports field.
The Marina floating stage is one of the most
technically challenging floating platforms of
her size, in view of the many unique
considerations and the innovative design. As
far as we know, VLFS applications reported by
Watanabe et al. (2004a) have been designed
as a “single piece”. The Marina floating
platform had to be versatile, movable and of
modular design for re-configuration into
various shapes and sizes to meet different
event requirements.
With a modular design, one of the greatest
challenges was connecting all these multiple
floating modules into one single platform to
create the large working surface. It was also
important to keep the motions of this
connected platform within the allowable limits
for its intended purposes. The platform had
to be stable and unaffected by waves, winds
and tidal currents and at the same time be
safe for holding mass performances on it. The
major challenge was the design of the
connecting system for the functionality and
robustness of the integral platform. To hold
the floating platform in position against
currents and waves, dolphins were used for
the mooring system. However, these dolphins
are detachable at the bottom of the seabed

Composite

to allow an unobstructed water surface for
sea-sporting activities at the bay.
To allow large numbers of performers and
vehicles weighing up to 30 tons to go onto
the platform, access bridges were constructed
to connect the floating platform to the land
and the seating gallery.
The other key challenges faced in the design
of such a large floating platform included
having to contend with the environmental
conditions and developments in the downtown
Marina Bay. The shallow water at the site
limits the platform depth while the changing
tides put constraints on both the positioning
of the platform with respect to the shore and
the gradient of the access bridges that link the
platform structure to the land. As the floating
performance stage is relatively flexible due to
its low profile in relation to the length
dimensions, it exhibits elastic behaviour similar
to a thin plate when subjected to wave actions.
Hence there was a need to perform hydroelastic
analyses (Watanabe et al., 2004b) of the stage
under the action of waves found in the Marina
Bay. The design also had to address the nonexistence of established design rules and
standards for connecting multiple floating
pontoons rigidly as an integral platform.
As safety is of paramount importance in the
engineering aspects of the integrated floating
stage, stringent safety requirements have been
adopted in the design.
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SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS
The floating stage design was conceived as a
pontoon-type VLFS to support various
requirements such as hosting the National Day
Parade, and to serve as a re-configurable “pier”
for water sports and boat shows.
Various concepts were assessed technically and
also in terms of schedule risk as such
requirements had not been implemented and
tested on floating structures before. Market
research and engineering feasibility studies of
the static and dynamic behaviour of a thin
flexible floating structural system had to be
performed. These included the parametric
study of the platform freeboard and draft, the
forces at the connection of the floating
pontoons and study of suitable mooring system

Figure 3. Plan View of floating platform
consisting of 15 pontoons (each measuring
40m x 16.6m x 1.2m) and three access bridges

and access bridges. Environmental conditions
such as tidal variation, waves, water currents
and wind speeds were also considered in the
design of the floating platform.
The final solution was to create 15 identical
pontoons of dimensions 40m x 16.6m x 1.2m
each, to form the 120m x 83m floating platform
(see Figure 3). Figure 4 shows the completed
floating stage including the access bridges.
Each pontoon is a box-type structure based on
longitudinal and transverse bulkheads or
girders. In view of the shallow water depth
and the need to carry heavy live loads, the
floating structure is made of steel as the
material is strong and lighter than concrete of
similar strength. These pontoons are connected
by mechanical connectors, but the structural
design provides flexibility for the pontoons to
be customised into smaller platforms, to be
re-located and re-configured for different
purposes. The design of the rigid connector
is the key component for the functionality and
robustness of the integral system. The rigid
connector was thoroughly evaluated to ensure
that the whole platform was safe and the
downtime that might result during production
and testing was minimised.
Model tank tests were performed to study the
behaviour of the floating platform in water.
Several combinations of parameters were
investigated, including loading conditions, tidal
variations, wave heights and water speeds.
Measurement data concerning the motions
and mooring loads in both operational and
extreme environmental conditions were

Figure 4. Floating performance stage at Marina Bay
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collected for the engineering analysis.
Figure 5 shows the hydrodynamic model test
to examine the performance of the floating
platform.
Three access bridges (of eight metres to 10
metres wide) connect the floating platform to
shore for vehicle access and the mass movement
of people. In order for the access bridges to
have gentle gradients, a two-segment bridge
was developed. The first segment is a fixed
bridge supported by piles. The second segment
is a gangway, articulated at one end while the
other end moves horizontally on the platform.
The change in the gradient of the gangway
allows unaffected access at all times despite
the tidal variations. Besides ensuring that the
bridge system was designed with adequate
strength, deflection and vibration (resulting
from human movement) analyses were
performed to study the structural stiffness.
The method of mooring the floating platform
in the Marina Bay also required a specially
customised solution. The water depth in the
middle of the Bay varies between one metre
and seven metres while the water channel
between the floating platform and the
opposite embankment is about 100 metres.
Hence the depth and space constraints do not
permit the conventional anchoring system to
be deployed properly and effectively. An
innovative piling method was devised where
the dolphins are designed to be detachable
just above the seabed as this solution allows
the freeing of the sea space area for sea sports.
Another important area of focus is to turn the
seating gallery (for the spectators on shore to
view performances on the floating stage) into
an integrated facility by taking into
consideration the viewing angle, distance,
lighting effect and mass movement of
performers. While maximising the seating
capacity, the architectural design had to take
into consideration the orientation of the
spectator seats and the steepness of the seating
gallery, and to ensure that the comfort of the
spectators was not compromised. Many factors
such as the tidal variation of some three metres
to four metres on site were taken into account

Composite

Figure 5. Hydrodynamic model testing
in the facility design. This tidal variation affects
the distance of the floating platform from the
seating gallery as the floating platform has to
be located further away in the bay because of
the shallow seabed near shore.
The need to comply with environmental
specifications for a reservoir also complicated
the design as typical corrosion prevention
measures are prohibited.
With the floating platform sited in downtown
Marina Bay, the integrated floating stage has
been designed to be aesthetically pleasing.
The aesthetic requirements were achieved
through the treatment of the platform
structures and careful selection of fittings such
as railings and lighting so that the architectural
design blends well with the surrounding
development in the Marina area.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
The floating platform has been designed
according to the American Bureau of Shipping
(ABS) Rules for Building and Classing Steel
Vessels for Service on Rivers and Intra-coastal
Waterways, as well as applicable industry
standards and codes.
In the case of conventional ships, the global
response is dominated by rigid body motions
whereas in VLFS, the global response is
determined by elastic response, either
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For the dynamic analysis, hydroelastic analysis
was performed to estimate the structure and
connector loads when the floating platform
was exposed to wave loading. The wave
loading applied to the global finite element
was calibrated based on experimental results
obtained from the hydrodynamic model tank
test.

Figure 6. Finite element model of
floating platform
dynamically or statically (Fujikubo, 2005). As
there were no established rules for the design
of such thin flexible plated structures, a firstprinciples approach was adopted for the
structural design and this requires extensive
finite element analysis and hydroelastic
computations to predict structural responses.
The response of the global platform to a given
loading scenario was analysed using a 3D finite
element model of the complete platform
consisting of 15 pontoons, connectors and the
three access bridges. Figure 6 shows the
computer model used for the engineering
analysis. Supporting the platform model are
linear springs that simulate the buoyancy force.
For the static analysis, the floating platform
under static dead weight and different live
loads scenarios including eccentric loads was
studied to determine the stress distributions
and deflection of the platform as well as the
maximum loads at the connecting system.

The stresses were checked against strength
requirements while the vertical deflections
were checked against serviceability
requirements. Figure 7 shows the vertical
deflection contours of a load case.

CONNECTING SYSTEM
The connecting system ensures adequate
strength and rigid connection to the floating
platform when the pontoons are inter-locked.
These pontoons are joined at the corners using
a floating corner connector and along the
mating edges with side connectors (five along
the long edge and two along the short edge).
These are designed to withstand dynamic forces
resulting from personnel movement and wave
motion. The corner connecting system consists
of a male member at the corner of each
pontoon and a female member at each of the
four sides of the corner connector (see
Figure 8). The coupling members come into
engagement via detachable locking pins. The
pontoons are connected adjacently using blade-

Pontoon

Figure 8.
Joining the
pontoons
using the
corner
connector

Figure 7. Plots of Vertical Deflections
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Pontoon in water

Figure 9. Joining the pontoons using the side connector

type engagement to
bear the tensions and
bending moment
between adjacent
pontoons (see Figure 9). These side connectors
lock the top and bottom of the adjacent
pontoons together to form a rigid connection.
From the results of the global response analysis,
the local stress response at the connectors
under combined loading was evaluated using
detailed structural modelling and static analysis.
Figure 10 shows the local structural model for
the analysis of the stress response of the side
connector with its housing. Figure 11 shows
the results of the finite element analysis of the
corner and side connector in terms of
Von-Mises stresses.

Figure 10. Boundary conditions for
localised finite element model of side
connector and its housing

In addition to numerical computer simulations,
verification using prototype testing of the
corner and side connectors was sought
(see Figure 12). The stresses and elastic
deformation were measured and the results
were compared with the finite element analysis
of the localised model.
Corner Connector

MOORING SYSTEM
In the development of the mooring system,
various environmental constraints such as
shallow water and tides were key factors for
consideration. Conventional mooring systems
involving cables and chains were not suitable
for the floating platform because the tidal
range was relatively large when compared to
the shallow depth of the platform. The heavy
frame guide dolphin mooring system and
caisson-type mooring system were also not
suitable because the floating platform has to

Composite
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Figure 11. Plots of Von-Mises Stress
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Figure 12. Full-scale prototype load testing
be moved to another site from time to time.
Therefore, a detachable dolphin mooring
system with the aim of easing the process of
installation, keeping the floating platform in
position and preventing the structure from
drifting away was devised and implemented.
The detachable dolphin mooring system also
has the advantage of having its components
detachable and reusable.

rammed deep into the seabed and protrudes
slightly above the seabed to provide a secure
footing where the dolphin column is bolted,
and the top of the dolphin is locked using the
platform anchor attached to the sides of the
floating platform. The dolphin mooring system
moors the floating platform from lateral
movement and prevents it from drifting away
with the current.

The detachable mooring system comprises four
components, namely the dolphin column, the
platform anchor, the casing pile and the fender
rollers (see Figure 13). The casing pile is

For the design of the mooring dolphin columns,
an extreme scenario where conditions such as
waves, currents and wind acting simultaneously
on the floating structure was simulated. The
layout of the dolphin columns is such that the
horizontal displacement is adequately
controlled and the mooring forces are
appropriately distributed.

SAFETY
CONSIDERATIONS

Dolphin Column

Fender Roller

Platform Anchor

Figure 13. Detachable dolphin mooring system
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Safety is a primary consideration in the
engineering aspects of the floating stage
design, specifically safety against structural
damage and personnel safety. This is supported
by conducting system safety assessment where
potential hazards are identified and mitigated
through technical solutions or procedures.
The design of the pontoons and the floating
platform meets the International Maritime
Organisation standards for intact and damaged
stability, with each pontoon having at least
two-compartment subdivision status. The
floating platform has been designed as a rigid
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Figure 14. Pontoons being towed to Marina Bay by tugboats
platform in which the connectors hold the
pontoons securely. Due to the large horizontal
dimensions of the floating platform, stability
of the structure is not a problem, even in the
event of few compartments suffering damage.
The types of marine craft in the vicinity consist
mainly of small cruise boats or sports craft.
The probability of these marine craft coming
into close proximity with the floating platform
is very low and highly unlikely. For accidental
contact, it is expected that most of the damage
will be borne by the striking craft and not the
floating platform or mooring piles.
The connecting system is designed to hold the
pontoons together with the expected loading
on the platform and has been certified by ABS
Consulting. The designed loading capacity
distribution is documented and allowable
operating parameters are established.
In contrast to the mooring lines system, the
dolphin mooring system prevents free drifting
of the floating platform and averts damage
to the surrounding facilities. The design is in
compliance with the technical conditions
imposed by the Building and Construction
Authority of Singapore.
The heaving effect of the floating platform
on the performers was investigated to
determine the translational accelerations of
the structure as a large number of personnel
are expected to remain on the stage for
prolonged durations. The computed frequencyweighted accelerations were analysed to be
within the established human tolerance limits
for motion sickness and endurance or
proficiency level for an eight-hour duration.

Composite

In addition, the response of the floating
platform to participants’ simultaneous jumping
was studied. This human response analysis
provided the assurance that the floating stage
is suitable for mass performance and sporting
activities.
For better protection against lightning, two
40m-high masts on each side of the seating
gallery and six 30m-high masts on the floating
platform have been erected to serve as
lightning masts with an overhead wire
spanning between two pairs of masts.

ASSEMBLY AND
VERIFICATION TESTING
The 15 pontoons were transported individually
by tugboats from the shipyard in Jurong where
they were fabricated, to the Marina Bay (see
Figure 14). The journey included a passage
through the Marina Barrage at the mouth of
the Singapore River (see Figure 15). Once at
the site, the pontoons were fully assembled
using the connecting system to form the

13
Figure 15. Passage through the Marina Barrage
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Figure 16. Assembly of floating pontoons on-site
concerts, sports events and activities on and
around the water. The integrated floating
stage is now a landmark in the Singapore
cityscape and adds to the vibrancy of the
Marina Bay.

Figure 17. Load Testing of floating platform

floating platform, which was then secured to
the mooring piles (see Figure 16).
Extensive full-scale load tests were conducted
on the platform at the site to validate the
floating platform design and to ensure that
the stage could withstand the large loads of
performers, vehicles and stage displays (see
Figure 17).

CONCLUSION
Besides hosting the National Day Parade, the
floating platform also provides a wonderful
opportunity for all kinds of activities such as

Composite

It also opens up new possibilities in space
creation - the offshore space - and in the
process generates economic value in landscarce Singapore. It serves to complement
other space creation initiatives such as land
reclamation, construction of high-rise buildings
or the development of underground caverns.
The Marina floating platform has created much
awareness of the technical viability of largescale floating platforms and will inspire the
building of more floating structures such as
floating storage facilities for processed
petrochemicals, mobile offshore bases, floating
airports, floating houses / community and
floating industrial facilities in the future.
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ABSTRACT
The present-day air defence surveillance system is designed to
detect threats originating from external airspace in a
conventional military conflict, such as one involving multiple
fast-flying fighters, helicopters and missiles. However, the
operational environment has evolved to be far more challenging
and complex over the past decade, with the emergence of
stealthier targets that make better use of terrain to avoid
detection. At the same time, there is always a desire to see
further than the enemy and to obtain more information about
the target. This paper aims to identify the inadequacies of the
present-day air defence radar system and to propose some
novel sensor solutions which include Ultra High Frequency/
Very High Frequency radar, bi-static/multi-static and passive
radar, elevated sensors, High Frequency surface wave radar
and non-cooperative target recognition techniques. The
advantages, challenges and cost effectiveness of these advanced
techniques will be analysed to develop a picture of future
surveillance systems.

Yeo Siew Yam
Yeo Jiunn Wah
Henry Yip
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Challenges, Novel Surveillance Concepts
and Advanced Radar System Solutions
INTRODUCTION
It is a never-ending race between those who
want to locate their enemies and those who
strive to avoid being detected, as advances in
one technology inevitably lead to the
development of its countermeasures. During
World War II, the British Chain Home air
defence radar system, which consisted of a
series of 300-feet tall towers lining the south
and east coast of Britain, was the first radar
to be used in wartime operations (Neale, 1985).
This primitive radar was able to provide early
warning of approaching German fighters in
daylight, but it relied on the pilot’s eyes to
correct for the several-mile error range inherent
in the system (Buderi, 1996). However, the
Luftwaffe was quick to switch to bombing at
night and in bad weather to take advantage
of the reduced visibility. For more than a month,
the Royal Air Force (RAF) pilots could do little
to take down these intruders. The bombing
was finally deterred when the group led by
British physicist Edward Bowen invented the
magnetron, which enabled the development
of a radar small enough to be carried by RAF
fighters. That marked the beginning of the
ongoing contest between surveillance radar
and detection avoidance technologies.
More than half a century has passed since the
end of World War II and the surveillance radar
operational environment has grown
increasingly complicated over the decades.
Stealth aircraft and ships have become more
common in modern armed forces, while terrainhugging and non line of sight (NLOS) targets
continue to pose problems for the conventional

surveillance system. On top of that, there is
also a great desire to improve the operational
range of the existing system and to incorporate
advanced features such as target recognition.

LIMITATIONS OF THE
CONVENTIONAL RADAR
SYSTEM
1. Stealth Targets
The current air defence sensor systems of many
nation-states are designed for use against
conventional threats such as multiple fast flying
military aircraft, helicopters, and missiles that
have a relatively significant radar cross-section
(RCS). Figure 1 shows the typical RCS of
different targets at microwave frequencies.
Advancements in stealth technologies, as
demonstrated by the very low RCS of stealth
aircraft such as F-117, B-2 and F-22, make such
targets extremely difficult to detect.

2. Physical Limitations
The operational range of ground-based radar
is physically limited by terrain, as radio waves
cannot penetrate obstacles such as mountain
ranges. This has been exploited by helicopters
operating in terrain-masking mode, as well as
cruise missiles which can be programmed to
fly as low as 20m above ground level
(Department of the Army, 2000). The presence
of buildings, which scatters radio waves,
remains a challenge for detecting low-flying
air targets over built-up areas.

Figure 1. Examples of radar cross-sections at microwave frequencies1
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Another fundamental limitation in the
detection range of conventional ground-based
radar is the inability to see over the horizon
due to the curvature of the earth. In order to
double the horizon distance, the radar height
needs to be increased four times (Sinnott,
1988), but there is a limit to how much a radar
can be elevated. For example, stability
considerations will restrict the
height of ship-borne radar used for
maritime surveillance.

3. Low Observable Targets Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Unmannned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) include
drones which have pre-programmed flight
paths, and remotely piloted vehicles which are
controlled by ground-based operators. Each
can perform a variety of missions ranging from
reconnaissance and battlefield surveillance to
attack and electronic warfare. UAVs are
characterised by their small RCS, low speed
and small thermal signature, making them
difficult to detect and engage. Mission-dictated
flight profiles can take full advantage of terrain
to minimise the probability of detection.
Existing air surveillance systems are not
designed to deal with the operating speed and
altitude of UAVs. For example, the radars of
Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS)
and Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar
System (JSTARS) early warning aircraft
intentionally eliminate slow-flying targets in
order to filter out false targets such as birds.
A mini-UAV flying at an altitude of 100m with
a speed of 100km/h looks “more like a bird on
the radar screen than the cruise missile of a
potential adversary” (Miasnikov, 2005).
Due to its relative low cost and ease of
acquisition, UAVs present concerns on its
potential use for terrorism. UAVs may be
exploited to attack targets that are difficult to
reach by land (e.g. cars loaded with explosives).
They may also be used to launch chemical or
biological attacks in highly urbanised areas.
The potential damage achievable by UAVs
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demands the special attention of future air
surveillance systems.

4. Identification and
Classification of Targets
Today’s air defenders rely mainly on
Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) systems to
distinguish between enemy and friendly forces
operating in the vicinity. However, the use of
co-operative systems to identify targets has its
limitations. For example, a hostile aircraft can
be equipped with a transponder meant for
civilian airliners and use it to mask its identity.
Moreover, if the IFF interrogation loop is
interrupted for any reason, such as transponder
malfunction, the target may be misinterpreted
as hostile, leading to catastrophic elimination
of friendly forces or civilian aircraft.
There is also high strategic value in being able
to identify the types of enemy targets. The
ability to distinguish between a transport
helicopter from an attack helicopter, for
example, can provide valuable information
about the intent of enemy forces and help the
commander decide the best course of action.
With the advanced processing power of
modern computers, it is now possible to carry
out complex target classification algorithms
within a reasonable amount of time.

FUTURE SENSOR
SYSTEM SOLUTIONS
Considering the above threat analysis,
operational shortfalls in effective target
identification and the desire to enhance the
range and coverage of today’s radar systems,
the challenges for future surveillance systems
can be broadly categorised into three main
areas of: (1) Detection of stealthy or low
observable (small RCS) targets, (2) Detection
of low altitude, NLOS targets such as
helicopters, cruise missiles and UAVs due to
obscuring terrain or their being beyond the
horizon and (3) Reliable classification and
identification of non-cooperative targets.

19
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To meet these future challenges, novel sensor
system solutions, techniques, and key enabling
technologies are proposed in the following
sections.

COUNTER-STEALTH
TECHNIQUES
1. Very High Frequency / Ultra
High Frequency Radars
Radar-absorbent materials (RAM) and Radarabsorbent structures (RAS) are physically limited
in their ability to absorb incoming
electromagnetic energy. This is because the
thickness of RAM required is driven by the
wavelength of the incoming signal (Dranidis,
2003). For example, the most basic Jaumann
absorber, which works on the principle of using
interference to cancel reflected waves, required
a minimum thickness of half the wavelength.
To counter the majority of tracking and fire
control radars in service today, which are
generally in the high frequency band of 5GHz
to 200GHz, RAM or RAS can easily be applied
onto an aircraft since the wavelengths are on

the order of a centimetre or less. However, if
relatively low frequency (long wavelength)
Very High Frequency (VHF) or Ultra High
Frequency (UHF) radars are used to illuminate
the target, the thickness of the absorber
material required will be in the order of metres,
rendering its application impractical on aircraft.
The effectiveness of low frequency VHF/UHF
radar against targets with low RCS also relies
on the resonance effect between the direct
reflection from the target and scattered waves
which “creep” around it. This resonance effect
occurs most prominently when the wavelength
of the incident electromagnetic (EM) wave is
comparable to the physical dimension of the
object, which results in large amplitude
oscillations in the RCS. Figure 2 shows the
wavelength dependence of the RCS of a
conducting sphere. Maximum RCS of the sphere
occurs when the wavelength is equal to its
circumference.
The development of a low frequency (long
wavelength) VHF/UHF radar for counter-stealth
application has its limitations and issues that
need to be addressed. The size of the antenna
aperture has to increase in proportion to the
wavelength so as to maintain a narrow beam
for adequate resolution. Another constraint
of VHF/UHF radar is that these frequency bands
are already heavily used for commercial
communication and broadcasts. Mutual
interference will be a major challenge to
operating the radar in such a dense EM
environment.

2. Bi-static / Multi-static Radars
Figure 2. Normalised RCS of conducting sphere2

Figure 3. The “faceted” F-117A deflects incoming
radar waves (Dranidis, 2003)

Composite

Besides using RAM to reduce the reflectivity
of the airframe, stealth designers also make
use of geometric design to deflect the majority
of the incoming radar energy to less
threatening directions, leaving very little to
be reflected directly back to the radar receiver
as illustrated in Figure 3. This is because in
traditional mono-static radars, the transmitter
and receiver are co-located and hence designed
to receive target echoes that are returned
along the same direction it transmits. Designers
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take advantage of the fact that the most
threatening radar wave will illuminate the
aircraft from a point that is much more distant
horizontally than vertically. Since the forward
cone is of the greatest interest in this case,
most contemporary stealth aircraft are
designed to direct large returns out of this
sector into the broadside directions.
However, the deflected and scattered energy
may still be picked up by bi-static or multistatic radars, as the receivers are separated
from the transmitters over a considerable
distance (shown in Figure 4). When the received
signals are accurately correlated with the
emitted signal from the transmitter, the point
of reflection can be located. Additional
transmitters and receivers can improve the
accuracy of target localisation through
triangulation and regression techniques, and
at the same time increase the chances of
intercepting reflected energies.
Separating the receiver from the transmitter
in a bi-static/multi-static system, however,
creates a more complex geometry compared
to the mono-static radar. First, it is necessary
to provide some form of synchronisation
between the transmitter and the receivers in
terms of transmitter azimuth angle, instant
pulse transmission, and transmitted signal
phase so that the received signal can be
accurately correlated with the transmitted

Multi-static

signal. Second, for the bi-static / multi-static
radar to detect the target, line of sight (LOS)
is required between the transmitter and the
target and also between the receivers and the
target. The placement of both the transmitter
and receiver must be carefully considered to
provide the desired coverage. To further
complicate the issue, a received signal may
arrive from different directions other than the
true position of the target, as a result of multipath or anomalous atmospheric propagation.
It is necessary to sort out the direct distance
signal from the unwanted ones before an
accurate estimate of the target location can
be computed.

DETECTION OF LOW
ALTITUDE AND NON
LINE OF SIGHT TARGETS
1. Elevated Sensors
Since incoming threats will likely fly at low
altitudes to avoid detection by surface-based
air defence systems, one possible solution to
overcome this LOS limitation is to elevate the
sensors and integrate them with surface-based
weapon systems. Apart from aircraft and UAVs,
elevated sensors can be carried using low lifecycle cost and long endurance “lighter-thanair” aerostats or airships which can be remotely

Mono-static

Figure 4: The transmitter and receiver are co-located for a mono-static radar, but are positioned
separately in multi-static configuration. (Dranidis, 2003)

Composite
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Platform

Type

Cost/flight
hour
(USD)

Endurance
without
unrefuel

AWACS / JSTARS

Conventional aircraft

$20,000

11 hours

E-2C Hawkeye

Conventional aircraft

$18,700

4.7 hours

Global Hawk

UAV

$26,500

35 hours

Predator

UAV

$5,000

40 hours

420K TARS

Aerostat

$300-500

15-30 days

Zeppelin

Airship

$1,800
(1 yr lease)

Few days

Table 1. Cost/Endurance comparison for persistent surveillance platforms

piloted, or flown autonomously. Table 1 shows
a cost and endurance comparison between
different elevated surveillance platforms (Naval
Research Advisory Committee, 2005).
Elevation of these sensors enables the air
defence weapon system to look down at the
battlefield at extended ranges unhampered
by terrain masking or earth curvature. To
illustrate the advantage of elevated sensors,
it can be calculated that the LOS range of a
low flying cruise missile at 50m altitude is
extended from 42km to 160km when a groundbased sensor is elevated to an altitude of 1km
as shown in radar height-elevation-range chart
of Figure 5.

In addition, the information provided by
elevated sensors can be distributed
simultaneously to all cooperative air defence
weapons on the battlefield. This would provide
a single integrated air picture for the air
defence systems, as illustrated in Figure 6.
When using aerostats and airships, the
limitations and issues of elevated sensor
platforms need to be considered. While typical
aerostats, like the Tethered Aerostat Radar
System (TARS), which can lift about one ton
of sensor equipment to a height of 3,500m,
provide persistent surveillance out to over
350km and stay aloft for months, they are
vulnerable to enemy ground fire and severe

Figure 5. LOS range of cruise missile from ground-based and elevated sensors
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Figure 6. Elevated sensor air defence to detect low altitude targets3

wind conditions. Moreover, aerostats are
tethered to the ground by a cable that also
provides power and data links, imposing flight
restrictions in the surrounding airspace.
Airships, on the other hand, can move to
change sensor coverage and also operate at
higher altitudes (up to 21,000m, as in the case
of High Altitude Airship) to avoid enemy
ground fire. However, its higher maintenance
cost and significantly reduced endurance (for
example, limited power supply) compared to
aerostats need to be taken into consideration.

2. Passive Surveillance
Another emerging concept in the detection of
low altitude and NLOS targets is the
development of passive radar systems. By
exploiting signals from "illuminators of
opportunity" such as commercial TV and FM
radio transmitters and cellular base stations to

illuminate targets (Figure 7), passive radar can
detect and track targets in real-time without
an intrinsic active transmitter (Griffiths, 2003).
The basic principle of passive radar is to perform
cross-correlation of the received signals with
a copy of the direct LOS signal (which is usually
received on a separate, dedicated receiver
channel). As the target is moving, it is necessary
to cross-correlate the signals with several
hundred frequency-shifted replicas of the
reference signal, in order to take into account
every potential Doppler shift and subsequently
cancel out unwanted direct signals to prevent
the masking of small reflected signals. Having
detected targets in the Range-Doppler space
by cross-correlation, sophisticated tracking
algorithms are then used for plot-to-target
association and to estimate the target location,
heading and speed from the measurements.

23
Figure 7. Passive radar concept of operation using FM broadcast (Griffiths, 2003)
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Figure 8. Coverage comparison between microwave and HFSW radars
(Daronmont Technologies)
The range performance of passive radar is
closely associated with the type of illuminator
used. Systems exploiting GSM mobile cellular
transmitters may only have a range of 20km,
while FM radio stations are able to cover
around 100km to 150km. High power television
broadcast stations can achieve a range that is
several times higher.

Earth’s surface, thereby providing the necessary
illumination of low flying targets for detection
and tracking. Besides that, the geometric
diversity of these commercial transmitters
results in simultaneous and multi-directional
illumination of a target, offering additional
information about the target from different
viewing aspects.

Passive radar and its concept of operation
offer many distinct advantages over
conventional active radar system. They are
highlighted below4:

d.
The use of broadcast signals in the UHF
and VHF frequencies also enables the detection
of NLOS targets in the shadow region behind
tree tops and low ridges through the
phenomenon of knife-edge diffraction, which
is more pronounced for longer wavelengths.
This knife-edge effect is explained by the
Huygens' principle, which states that a welldefined obstruction to an electromagnetic
wave acts as a secondary source, and creates
a new wave front. This new wave front then
propagates into the geometric shadow area
of the obstacle, enabling NLOS detection.

a.
Passive radar is inherently survivable
and ideal for covert operation since it has no
RF "signature" that might give away its position
during operation.
b.
Passive radar reuses commercial
broadcast signals from existing transmitters
without requiring dedicated frequency
allocation. It allows the deployment of
surveillance systems in areas where a
conventional UHF/VHF radar would have to
compete with interference from an already
dense electromagnetic environment.
c.
Most importantly, passive radar has
excellent low altitude coverage, allowing it to
detect and track low altitude and NLOS targets
that are masked by terrain. This is because TV,
FM and mobile cellular broadcast stations are
designed to focus their RF energy toward the

Composite

e.
Passive radar is also a relatively low cost
solution compared to conventional radar. It is,
in general, a phased array system with no
rotary mechanical parts. Besides, it has no
transmission components. These attributes
greatly reduce power requirements, mechanical
upkeep and cost.
While the concept of passive surveillance seems
promising, there are also drawbacks that need
to be taken into consideration. In addition to
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the complex geometry and multi-path issues
that are inherent in bi-static/multi-static
configurations, passive radar is reliant on thirdparty transmitters, giving the operator little
control over the availability of the illuminators.
Moreover, there may be significant challenges
in simultaneously fulfilling the LOS
requirements between the transmitter and the
target, the target and the receiver, and the
receiver and the transmitter .

3. High Frequency Surface
Wave Radar

following the curvature of the Earth, HFSWR
can provide coverage in the order of several
hundred kilometres. Rain or fog does not affect
HF signals, making it an ideal all-weather
surveillance system. An example is the Marconi
S123 coast-based early warning system, which
has a range of 250km (low altitude) to 500km
(high altitude) with 1km track accuracy.
An operational HFSWR must be able to operate
in the presence of sea clutter, ionospheric
interference, and other external interference
sources that include co-channel interference,
man-made noise and impulsive noise (Dizaji,
Ponsford, Mckerracher, 2003). In addition, it
operates within the congested HF band, placing
many challenges on its signal processor.
Another consideration is the ability to deploy
a HF radar system rapidly. Due to its long
wavelength, HFSWR tends to be physically
large and it has only been installed at fixed
locations along the coast. A system that can
be remotely sited, unmanned, and autonomous
in operation will offer a much more flexible
military capability.

Advances in ship launched cruise missile
technologies have rendered air defence systems
vulnerable to long-range attacks, as the
detection range of most ship-borne air defence
sensors (operating in microwave frequencies)
are limited by their LOS range. HF surface wave
radar (HFSWR), which operates between 3MHz
and 30MHz, is designed to detect low-flying
targets beyond the horizon as shown in Figure
8. The typical detection range of HFSWR is 10
times that of the microwave radar (Anderson,
Bates, Tyler, 1999). It is also a cost-effective
solution for maritime surveillance compared
to other candidates, as illustrated in Table 2.

Non-Cooperative Target Recognition
Techniques

In surface wave mode operation, the HF wave
travels along the ocean surface, which serves
as the conducting surface for propagation. By

The target identification technique used in
today’s air defence systems is based on the
“question and answer” interrogation loop of

Typical
Operating Cost
(USD)

Annual
Cost
(USD)

Notes

King Air Aircraft

$500 per hour

$2.5M

Typical annual subcontract

Challenger Jet

$2,500 per hour

$1.0M

One 8-hr flight per week

P3 Patrol Aircraft

$10,000 per hour

$2.0M

One 8-hr flight every 2 weeks

Coast Guard Cutter

$4,000 per hour

$8.0M

Seven days at sea per month

HF Radar

$10,000 per month

$120k

Asset

Table 2. Cost comparison for surveillance of a 200-nautical-mile Exclusive Economic Zone5
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Figure 9. HRR range profile of a fighter aircraft (Defence Research Development Canada, 2005)

Figure 10. HERM spectrum of a hovering helicopter (Bullard, 1991)

unidentified aircraft. Although friendly aircraft
can be identified by this technique, positive
identification and classification of hostile and
neutral aircraft poses significant challenges.
The goal of Non-Cooperative Target
Recognition (NCTR) radar techniques is to
identify such targets without their active
participation. The basic idea is that the
geometry of an aircraft and its moving parts
imposes unique features on the reflected radar
signal. These features can be matched against
a reference database that contains signatures
of different target types for classification and
identification.
The radar range profile method is one of the
main NCTR techniques. It classifies an aircraft
based on its high-resolution radar (HRR) images.
The scatterers, which are the parts on the
aircraft that give strong radar reflection, are
projected onto the LOS to form the HRR range
profile. Figure 9 shows a range profile of an
aircraft viewed from the left, where responses

Composite

from the scatterers (denoted by dots) along
the radar LOS are projected. The radar range
profile contains information on the geometry
and heuristic features of the target, such as its
nose to wing-tip distance, single or double tail
airframe. By matching these characteristics
against a reference database, it is possible to
classify targets into broad categories of civilian
airliners, fighters, missiles or helicopters, or
even identify the specific platform types.
Another class of NCTR techniques focuses on
the radar radiation reflected off the rotating
parts of an aircraft. It includes Jet Engine
Modulation (JEM), Propeller Rotor Modulation
(PROM) and Helicopter Rotor Modulation
(HERM) methods, which characterise a target
based on the compressor blades in a jet engine,
the propellers of a propeller-aircraft, or rotors
on a helicopter, respectively. The radar spectra
of JEM, PROM and HERM can be analysed to
obtain information pertaining to the type of
engine, propeller or rotor, the number of
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blades, the frequency of rotation and other
information. An example of a HERM spectrum
of a hovering helicopter is shown in Figure 10.
Since each type of aircraft has a unique engine,
propeller or rotor, these characteristic
parameters can be matched against a reference
database for classification and identification.

CONCLUSION
We have seen how the surveillance systems’
operational environment has evolved to be far
more complex over the past decade. Legacy
systems, which are designed to thwart
conventional attacks originating outside
domestic airspace, are in many ways inadequate
in dealing with adversaries that are stealthy,
low altitude, and NLOS. The novel radar system
concepts highlighted in this paper offer some
insights into how the evolving threats might
be dealt with in future air surveillance systems,
but they are by no means complete. New
solutions that are more capable and costeffective are constantly being sought after. We
must remember that the contest between
surveillance and detection avoidance
technologies is never ending as the adversary
is always searching for loopholes in the current
system, requiring even more advanced
technologies to be developed to stay ahead
of the game.
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ABSTRACT
Singapore has developed a prototype Risk Assessment and
Horizon Scanning (RAHS) system in collaboration with The
Arlington Institute and Cognitive Edge, with the aim of
providing analysts with an extensible suite of tools for data
exploration and data exploitation based on a service-oriented
architecture. The RAHS system facilitates the extraction of
open source information into repositories, which are then
made available to analysts for search and retrieval by means
of various tools to augment the users’ sensemaking process.
This paper describes how the RAHS system may be used in the
analysis of a massive amount of data. In addition, this paper
also presents a limited experiment in which analysts were
presented with the task of exploring a set of documents related
to a fictitious terrorist organisation in order to identify the
roles and responsibilities of the various people linked to the
terrorist organisation. A simple comparison regarding the
workflow, efficiency, and effectiveness of a RAHS analyst is
made with that of an analyst equipped with a traditional
search engine. Finally, the lessons drawn from this experiment
point to the need to cultivate a team of analysts who would
be able to leverage the flexibility of the RAHS system in
supporting a balanced heuristic.
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Machine-Augmented
Sensemaking
in Intelligence Analysis
INTRODUCTION

containing conference proceedings, journal
articles, online books and the like are also
readily available at the click of a button,
although sometimes at a premium. Even the
intelligence community is looking at using
Intellipedia (Thompson, 2006) to share
information and their assessment of the
information. Of course, members of the
intelligence community will first have to
overcome the dissonance between the practice
of information sharing and the covert nature
of their operations, as well as consider other
legitimate concerns regarding the security of
sensitive data and social ethics that often
plague intelligence work, before Intellipedia
can be operational. Clearly, the common
challenge across the different domains of
surveillance and research goes beyond data
collection; the challenge lies in enhancing the
analyst’s subsequent sensemaking process as
he finds himself faced with a glut of
information.

For most agencies in the business of surveillance
or other forms of research, open sources of
intelligence present a promising and vast ocean
of information for the analysts to trawl through
because of the massive amounts of relevant
data-points the search could potentially amass
in a relatively short period of time. For instance,
eyewitnesses posted accounts of the London
terrorist bombings in July 2005 on Wikipedia
and blogs just minutes after the incident
(Thompson, 2006). Further updates then flowed
in over the next couple of hours (“Timeline of
the 2005 London bombings”, 2007). The police
culled ground intelligence inputs from closedcircuit TVs installed in public areas and collected
pictures and movies sent in from eyewitnesses'
mobile phones (“Report of the official account
of the bombings in London on 7th July 2005”,
2006; "Police appeal for assistance - can you
help", 2005). The richness of data from multiple
channels enabled the police to shortlist and
apprehend the culprits swiftly.

Theoretical Models and Previous
Studies

In other domains such as scientific research
where time is not as critical, rich databases

A number of researchers have studied the
process of intelligence analysis in terms of

Figure 1. Pirolli and Card’s model of sensemaking for intelligence analysis
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sensemaking. While it is not the aim of this
paper to present detailed descriptions and
comparisons of the various theoretical models
and studies done by these researchers, it will
highlight some theories that pave the way for
machine-augmented sensemaking.
Pirolli and Card (2005) have broken down the
analyst's foraging process by using cognitive
task analysis methods (See Figure 1). The
subtasks are a series of information foraging
and sensemaking loops that are necessarily
iterative and tightly coupled to reflect the
complexity of the analyst's thought process in
making sense of the data.
Klein et al. (2004; 2006a; 2006b) proposed an
alternative Data/Frame model of the nature
of sensemaking activities. The model
emphasises the creation and iteration of
frames, which represent the analyst’s
perspectives in his or her deliberate effort to
understand events (See Figure 2).
In both approaches to explaining the analyst’s
process, the analyst goes through both a topdown process where predetermined hypotheses
drive information searching, as well as a
bottom-up process where information
searching drives hypotheses formation (Bodnar,
2005). Hypotheses are thus constantly proven
or refuted during sensemaking.
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The process of verifying hypotheses is an
automatic process for expert analysts. Experts
operate with a high level of automaticity
because their skills have been converted into
procedural knowledge (Anderson, 1982).
Ericsson et al. (1993) investigated the role of
“dedicated practice” in acquiring expertise;
the belief is that it takes a minimum of 10
years to become an expert. Must it always take
at least 10 years of "dedicated practice"?
Ericsson and Lehmann (1996) found schemas
developed in experts, not unlike the procedural
knowledge that explains automaticity in
experts. However, these schemas have to be
more than random patterns of the elements
in the task. Chase and Simon (1973) studied
chess experts and discovered that chess experts
could recall visual patterns of meaningful
chessboard configurations but not random
configurations. In a digit recall task (Chase &
Ericsson, 1982), SF, though an ordinary college
student, was able to increase his digit span for
recall from seven to 80 after 230 hours of
practice. Chase and Ericsson attributed SF's
feat to his strategy in relating those numbers
to running timings. It should be no surprise
that SF was an avid long-distance runner.
SF has shown that it is possible to short-circuit
the pre-requisite of 10 years of “deliberated
practice” for a memory task given the
appropriate strategy. A powerful memory aids
analysis work, as the analyst will be able to

33
Figure 2. Klein’s Data/Frame model of sensemaking
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recall data readily to verify hypotheses. The
key strategy is to focus on the relationships
among the data, rather than the data itself.
Meaningful relationships among data are
parallel to the structures of long-term memory
and will thus facilitate chunking, the learning
mechanism through which information is
acquired (Chase & Simon, 1973). The consistent
theme across the sensemaking literature calls
for a system that presents not only data, but
also metadata and meaningful relationships
among the data and metadata to the analyst.
With such a direction in mind, the Risk
Assessment and Horizon Scanning (RAHS)
system was designed to support nonprescriptive and flexible workflows where
meaningful patterns in the data and metadata
are presented to the analyst in various forms
of visualisation. Interaction with the
visualisations would enable the analyst to
further refine the patterns. The aim is not to
negate the need for competent analysts, but
to free up the analysts’ time from manipulating
the data, so that time can be better spent on
analysing the data and the patterns within the
data.

RISK ASSESSMENT AND
HORIZON SCANNING
DSTA has developed a prototype RAHS system
in collaboration with The Arlington Institute
and Cognitive Edge. Features available in RAHS
include:
Search - Apart from a basic keyword search,
the search engine allows the analyst to expand
the search terms based on semantics and
patterns in spelling. This helps to cast a wider
net for relevant documents and avoid a
situation where documents are missed out due
to different terminologies and spelling
variations. In addition, the Boolean search
syntax allows the analysts to specify some logic
rules among the keywords (e.g. AND, OR, NOT,
etc.) to further define a broader or narrower
search criterion. Providing an effective search
is important; we speculate that it is one of the
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most common entry points into the system and
it determines the relevance of the data entering
the "shoebox" in the foraging loop (Pirolli &
Card, 2005).
Clustering - Themes are extracted from
documents as metadata. A set of documents
(e.g. search results, folder contents) can be
grouped according to the similarities in theme.
This provides a thematic approach for the
analyst to organise the data in his shoebox; it
is especially useful for the analyst to isolate his
attention to a theme specific to his research
interests for the moment.
Duplicate Detection - Due to the nature of
media, various news publishers can publish the
same news article. A search will inevitably
return documents from different publishers,
but with the same content. The shoebox should
contain only data that is essential for evidence
extraction; otherwise, the analyst will be
bogged down with redundant data (unless the
fact that various publishers carry the same
news article is also of interest). This is a systems
issue that can be eradicated by Duplicate
Detection when it compares the contents
of the documents to determine if they
are duplicates.
Summarisation - Summarisation is needed
in many processes. In the later part of the
foraging loop where the analyst has to extract
evidence from the shoebox, the analyst has to
read a lot of new data and constantly review
the contents in his shoebox. Summarisation
picks out key sentences from documents; this
allows the analyst to get the gist of the new
data, and provides a quick preview to what is
already in the analyst's shoebox.
Keyword Analysis - The analyst may have a
set of keywords that he monitors. Keyword
analysis provides a visualisation of how these
keywords are mentioned in the data. When
the analyst specifies the set of keywords for
monitoring, he is implicitly building a schema
around the elements in the problem. He
believes that these elements have a role to
play in the problem, and that the mention of
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these elements in the data should behave in
a certain manner. Conformity to the
hypothetical behaviour reinforces the schema,
while deviation from it challenges the analyst
to introspect further on his presumptions.
Entity Analysis - Using natural language
processing, the system extracts entity metadata,
e.g. people, organisations, locations from the
data, and provides a visual representation of
the occurrences of these entities. Further plots
of how these occurrences vary over time and
how a single entity is associated with the rest
are also available. An interesting point to note
is that this was essentially how Dan Swanson
manually discovered that magnesium deficiency
contributed to migraine (Swanson, 1987).
Swanson basically conducted a cross-sectional
analysis of entities associated with migraine
across the literature and identified "spreading
depression" as one entity with a higher
occurrence. He repeated the process to get the
second order of entities associated, and came
to "magnesium deficiency". This provided a
starting point for him to schematise how
magnesium deficiency and migraine can be
possibly related.
Entity Network - Taking entity analysis a
step further into the information foraging
loop, the entity network draws relationships
among the entities. This is presented in a
network diagram of nodes and links which the
analyst can export to Analyst Notebook (Analyst
notebook product overview, 2007) for editing.
Timeline Analysis - Events are extracted from
the data, based on user-specified keywords
and are arranged in a chronological order. This
is a familiar presentation of events not unlike
what we see in history textbooks. In some
cases, relationships among the data are only
apparent when presented in a temporal
manner, such as cyclical occurrences of events.
The timeline is thus a possible channel to obtain
evidence for such a schema.
Automatic Questioning and Answering During any part of information foraging or
sensemaking, the analyst might need a quick
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question answered, e.g. "Who is John G. Doe?"
The system provides a fact-based questionand-answer (Q&A) module where it searches
the database of documents for relevant
sentences that best answer the question. The
functionality is also part of entity extraction
in that the analyst can ask several "who is"
questions about the people entities in one go.
This helps to short circuit the path from the
sensemaking loop back to the information
foraging loop.

THE EXPERIMENT
A system and concept demonstration of a prebeta version of RAHS was held in conjunction
with a command post experiment that was
jointly conducted by the Singapore Armed
Forces (SAF) and the US Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in October
2006. A dry run was held in August 2006, during
which a traditional search engine capability
was fielded to provide a baseline comparison
with the intelligence analysis workflow
facilitated by RAHS. The search engine used
during the dry run was a commercial enterprise
search solution employed by a variety of
companies and industries. It provided users
with the generic basic and advanced search
functions, and would return the list of
documents that satisfied the search criteria.
The remainder of this paper describes the
experimental methodology, as well as the
results and a brief discussion of this Limited
Objective Experiment.

Participants
The system and concept demonstration of
RAHS was designed as part of a larger
experiment involving approximately 130 SAF
and US Army officers (spread over two runs)
who were tasked to role-play a coalition joint
task force in the October experiment. The
RAHS intelligence analysts were featured as a
small component of the coalition task force,
whose roles were played by two SAF officers
who had just completed a course with the
Singapore Command and Staff College,

35
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Figure 3. Graphical depiction of repository of documents developed for the experiment

preparing them for command positions. In
contrast, the role of intelligence analysts using
only a traditional search engine in the August
dry run was played by two junior SAF officers
from the SAF Centre for Military
Experimentation (SCME).
We believe that the difference in seniority
between the two groups of participants is
mitigated by the fact that the task assigned
to them did not require them to draw on any
domain-specific expertise or experience. In fact,
the RAHS analysts were likely to be slightly
handicapped in that they had to learn to use
a new tool as well as a new search paradigm,
whereas the analysts using the search engine
had the advantage of being familiar with the
tool and the traditional search heuristic.
However, sufficient training was provided to
the RAHS analysts to familiarise them with
the system so as to eliminate biases due
to unfamiliarity.

Composite

Scenario
The scenario developed for the purpose of this
experiment centres on UN-sanctioned coalition
operations in the fictitious countries of
Jurongland and neighbouring Middleland. The
scenario starts with a picture of the Middleland
military’s occupation of an unoccupied former
US Naval facility in Jurongland. The UN has
asked Singapore and US forces to form a
coalition joint task force to establish a Zone
of Security to prevent further invasion by the
Middleland forces, and eventually restore
territorial integrity to Jurongland. In addition
to the traditional military threat posed by the
Middleland forces, the coalition task force also
has to contend with a group of militia who
call themselves the Middleland Freedom
Fighters, and who have aligned themselves to
the Middleland government’s objective of
reunification with Jurongland to form a
Greater Middleland.
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Task
While the coalition task force was occupied
with the traditional military planning process,
the analysts were tasked to search through a
database of over 100 documents,
approximately 10% of which contribute
information to the piecing together of the
ground truth of who was affiliated to the
Middleland Freedom Fighters, their relationship
to one another, as well as their roles and
responsibilities. However, the majority (90%)
of documents in the repository actually serve
to decrease the signal-to-noise ratio. These
documents were related in some way to the
main topic of interest (e.g. in terms of related
key words, as well as people who are involved
with the same organisations but not in a
criminal way), so as to confound the matter.
Figure 3 shows a graphical depiction of the
repository of documents developed for the
experiment. It shows that the relevant
documents (highlighted in green), taken
together, would point to the involvement of
persons W, X, Y, Z in the fictitious terrorist
organisation.

Measures
The success indicators used to assess the utility
of the RAHS system and concept as compared
to that of a traditional search engine were
identified to be: (a) accuracy of intelligence
analysis, and; (b) workflow process. These were
measured using a combination of participant
questionnaires as well as periodic screenshots.
A description of how each success indicator
was measured is given here:
Accuracy of intelligence analysis – The
officers who took on the role of intelligence
analysts were asked to answer a series of 10
questions relating to the scenario that they
were presented with, approximately 150
minutes after the start of the experiment
run. They were not allowed to use RAHS or
the search engine to conduct further research
while answering these questions. These
questions were designed to assess how far
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each analyst had advanced in his analysis of
the glut of information that he had been
presented with. The questions posed to the
analysts comprised six “strong signal”
questions (i.e. questions to which answers
could be found by reading a single
document) as well as four “weak signal”
questions (i.e. questions to which answers
could only be inferred from reading two or
more documents). An example of a “strong
signal” question was, “Who is the
Middleland Freedom Fighters’ weapons
expert?” The answer to this question could
be easily found by reading a description of
a hypothetical FBI’s list of wanted people.
In contrast, an example of a “weak signal”
question was, “Which members of the
Middleland Freedom Fighters are
related and how are they related?” The
answer to this question could only be found
by linking information present in three
separate documents – firstly, one that
establishes the link between person A, the
son of a well-heeled entrepreneur, with the
Middleland Freedom Fighters, secondly, one
that establishes the link between person B
and the Middleland Freedom Fighters, and
lastly, a third seemingly innocuous document
that identifies person B as the nephew of
the same well-heeled entrepreneur, thus
making persons A and B cousins. The
questionnaire was deliberately designed to
include both “strong signal” as well as “weak
signal” questions in order to assess if the
RAHS system would better facilitate the
analysts in detecting weak signals in addition
to flagging out the obvious “strong signals”.
Workflow process – The workflow processes
of both sets of analysts were captured
through a series of screenshots taken
periodically at between three-second
and six-second intervals. The post-hoc
analyses of the screenshots elucidated
descriptive statistics of the various usage
patterns such as the frequency as well as
average duration each analyst spent on each
feature of the respective tools that were
made available to them.
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Figure 4. Accuracy of intelligence analysis as facilitated by the
Search Engine vs RAHS

RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION OF
FINDINGS
Accuracy of Intelligence Analysis
Figure 4 shows the accuracy of intelligence
analysis as facilitated by a traditional search
engine capability when compared with RAHS
demonstrated in the experiment.
C l e a r l y, t h e S e a r c h E n g i n e a n a l y s t
outperformed the RAHS analyst in terms of
the percentage of strong signals detected,
while the RAHS analyst outperformed the
Search Engine analyst in terms of the
percentage of weak signals detected in this
simple experiment.
A closer look at the two workflows explains
why this was so. The search strategy employed
by the Search Engine analyst may be thought
of as a narrow but in-depth paradigm. It is
narrow because the analyst has to read the
individual documents returned as a result of
his search query; consequently, there is only a
limited number of documents that the analyst
can cover under time pressure, and any crossdocument inference of information is largely
dependent on the analyst’s understanding and
memory of what he has read. However, this
strategy affords the analyst the benefit of

Composite

appreciating the context of each document
that he reads. This is reflected in the descriptive
statistics of the Search Engine analyst’s accuracy
of intelligence analysis – while the analyst was
able to answer correctly all the “strong signal”
questions (i.e. questions to which answers could
be found by reading a single document), the
analyst did poorly in answering the “weak
signal” questions (i.e. questions to which
answers could only be inferred from reading
two or more documents).
In contrast, the search strategy employed by
the RAHS analyst may be described as a broad
but cursory coverage of the database of
documents. It is broad because the automated
question and answer feature allows the analyst
to pick out only the key sentences across the
subset of documents related to the search
query, thus facilitating the analyst’s linking of
information across several documents.
However, the drawback is that the analyst may
become overly reliant on the summaries
provided for him and neglect to read the source
documents from which the sentences are picked
out, thereby missing out on the larger context
in which the statements are made. This provides
an explanation for the descriptive statistics of
the RAHS analyst’s accuracy of intelligence
analysis in this experiment – the analyst missed
out on answering some of the “strong signal”
questions as compared to the Search Engine
analyst, but did better in terms of answering
the “weak signal” questions.
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It should be stated as a caveat that it is less
important to focus on the absolute percentages
as a description of the analysts’ performance
(i.e. that the Search Engine analyst detected
100% of the “strong” signals) than to compare
their performances across the two sensemaking
systems. This is especially so because of the
small scale at which the experiment was
conducted (with a database of slightly over
100 documents), as compared to real life open
source information on the Internet, for
instance. It is expected that the percentages
of “strong” and “weak” signals detected would
be somewhat lower with a much larger
repository of information to search from,
especially if the analysts only had access to
traditional search engine capabilities.
The lesson to learn from this simple experiment
is that there is a need to balance both these
intelligence analysis strategies. The experiment
has shown that there are benefits and
drawbacks associated with each search
paradigm, and that it would be prudent to
develop a heuristic that harnesses the
advantages of both paradigms. At this point,
it should also be mentioned that the RAHS
system comprises a powerful search engine
capability as part of its suite of tools, but the
RAHS analysts in this experiment were
deliberately steered away from using the
traditional search paradigm with the main
objective of seeing large differences in outcome
between the two groups of users. However, as

the RAHS system and concept of use develop
and mature, a team of RAHS analysts will be
well positioned to develop a heuristic that
leverages the strengths and benefits of both
paradigms to facilitate their sensemaking of
massive amounts of data.

Workflow Process
Tables 1 and 2 show the descriptive statistics
regarding the various usage patterns as
engendered by a traditional search engine and
that of the RAHS system.
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics on the
Search Engine analyst’s workflow. Discounting
the miscellaneous activities the analyst was
engaged in (e.g. infohub, map, chat, email,
reading of breaking news), the statistics reveal
that the analyst spent the most time (42.3
minutes) reading the repository documents
returned by the search function. A significant
amount of time was also spent performing the
search itself (22.1 minutes), as well as using an
excel spreadsheet to compile the relevant
information gleaned from reading the
repository documents (15.8 minutes). The
statistics on the frequency of screenshots for
each category as well as the average time spent
on each activity indicate that the analyst was
constantly switching between activities,
spending only an average time of between
10.6 and 15.0 seconds on each activity at a
stretch.

Frequency in
approx. 150 min

Average time
spent

Total time
spent

Search

125

10.6 sec

22.1 min

Reading of repository documents

169

15.0 sec

42.3 min

Excel spreadsheet compilation

75

12.6 sec

15.8 min

Reading of breaking news

53

13.5 sec

11.9 min

Others (infohub, map, chat, email)

169

19.5 sec

54.9 min

0

–

–

Screenshot Activity

Screensaver

Table 1. Descriptive statistics on the Search Engine Analyst’s workflow
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Frequency in
approx. 150 min

Average time
spent

Total time
spent

Login

2

39.0 sec

1.3 min

Main Menu

3

21.0 sec

1.1 min

Search

6

157.0 sec (2.6 min)

15.7 min

Reading of repository documents

0

–

–

Timeline analysis

1

42.0 sec

0.7 min

Entity analysis

7

164.7 sec (2.7 min)

19.2 min

Automatic Q & A

18

71.7 sec (1.2 min)

21.5 min

Word document compilation

19

140.5 sec (2.3 min)

44.5 min

Others (news, email, etc)

6

121.0 sec (2.0 min)

12.1 min

Screensaver

2

423.0 sec (7.1 min)

14.1 min

Screenshot Activity

Table 2. Descriptive statistics on the RAHS Analyst’s workflow

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics on the
RAHS analyst’s workflow. Discounting the
miscellaneous activities that the analyst was
engaged in (e.g. reading news, email), the
statistics reveal that the main activities that
preoccupied the analyst were: compiling
relevant information in a word document (44.5
minutes), automatic Q&A (21.5 minutes), entity
analysis (19.2 minutes), and search (15.7
minutes). It is noteworthy that the analyst did
not choose to read any of the repository
documents in their entirety even though they
were available. Instead, he had chosen to rely
completely on the summaries provided by the
automatic Q&A. This, again, lends support to
the description of the RAHS analyst’s search
strategy as one that is broad but cursory, and
thus vulnerable to missing out “strong” signals
as described. The statistics on the frequency
of each category of screenshots, as well as the
average time spent on each activity, paint a
rather different picture from that of the Search
Engine analyst’s workflow. While the Search
Engine analyst was constantly switching
between activities and spent only a short
amount of time on any activity at a stretch,
the RAHS analyst, on the other hand, switched
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between activities a lot less frequently, and
tended on average to spend a much longer
amount of time (between 1.2 and 2.7 minutes)
on each activity at a stretch.
The fact that the RAHS analyst was not
occupied with a frenzied switching between
activities, unlike the Search Engine analyst,
may be taken as a good sign that the RAHS
system had automated and collapsed some of
these iterative information foraging loops as
displayed by the Search Engine analyst. This
was largely attributed to the RAHS system’s
ability to facilitate entity analysis across the
subset of documents returned from a search
query, and the automatic Q&A feature that
made salient the entities of interest. However,
the flip-side was that there was a tendency for
RAHS analysts to focus on a single workflow.
Although it provided some initial answers early
in the intelligence analysis process, it soon
reached a saturation point and did not return
any new pieces of the puzzle. The RAHS analysts
should ideally have challenged themselves to
innovate on their workflow constantly and
expand their information foraging strategy to
gain new insights to the problem, instead of
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getting lulled into a sense of complacency and
becoming overly reliant on a single workflow
to recover all the pieces of the puzzle.

CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper was to describe an
approach to machine-augmented sensemaking
applied specifically to the area of intelligence
analysis. This was explored in a Limited
Objective Experiment jointly conducted by
SCME and DARPA in October 2006. The purpose
of this experiment was to demonstrate the
RAHS system and its concept of use, as applied
to intelligence analysis in the context of a
command post experiment. A traditional search
engine capability was also fielded in a dry run
in August 2006 to provide a baseline
comparison to the intelligence analysis
workflow facilitated by RAHS.
The small number of participants in this
experiment does not allow us to make
meaningful statistical comparisons of their
workflow and performance across the various
sensemaking tools. Nonetheless, the data
collected elucidated significant differences in
the workflow processes as facilitated by the
respective tools, which would likely have
contributed to the differences in the quality
of intelligence analysis with regard to “strong”
and “weak” signals.
The lesson that we have drawn from this system
and concept demonstration is that the desired
outcome for the SAF is to have a team of
analysts develop a balanced heuristic for more
effective sensemaking of massive amounts of
data. It would also be prudent to guard against
over reliance on a single workflow that may
lull the analysts into a sense of complacency
and stifle any innovation with regard to
expanding their search strategy and analysis
thought process. We envisage that a balanced
sensemaking heuristic would incorporate the
strengths and benefits of both the narrow but
in-depth and broad but cursory paradigms.
The full complement of tools afforded by the
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RAHS system was designed to support nonprescriptive and flexible workflows, and the
team of analysts would do well if they were
able to leverage this.
Authors’ note: RAHS has undergone major
upgrades since the pre-beta version fielded in
the October 2006 experiment, and now
provides analysts with more capabilities beyond
data analysis. Please refer to the paper by Foo
et al. (2007).
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ABSTRACT
The transformation of the Singapore Armed Forces into a fully
networked force operating with network-centric system of
systems (SoS) capability is a strategic imperative for the Third
Generation Singapore Armed Forces. Such SoS capability
depends critically on interoperable systems. Any shortfalls in
interoperability between the system elements may degrade
the performance or capabilities demanded of the whole
SoS architecture.

This paper presents a working understanding of SoS
interoperability and proposes a systematic approach to realise
the required SoS interoperability.

Sim Kok Wah
Foo Kok Jin
Daniel Chia Kim Boon
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INTRODUCTION
The systems that the Singapore Armed Forces
(SAF) needs for its transformation into a Third
Generation armed forces will be increasingly
complex, versatile and intertwined. Looking
at the various systems in a holistic manner
using a System of Systems (SoS) approach will
allow many of the non-obvious compatibility
and interoperability problems to be identified
at an early stage. The Integrated Air Defence
network as illustrated in Figure 1 is a good
example of a system of (complex) systems,
comprising advanced fighter jets, early warning
aircraft, either standalone or platform-mounted
advanced radars and surface-air missile systems,
anti-aircraft artillery and C2 networks.
With effective and coherent SoS architectures
that can evolve over time, a new generation
of capabilities can be built for the Third
Generation SAF transformation, and these
capabilities will be adaptable, flexible,
sustainable, scalable, responsive and robust. It
is the synergy achieved from integrating
different platforms, sensors and weapons at
the SoS level, guided by robust operational

concepts, that will give the SAF greater potency
on the battlefield (Tan, Yeoh, Pang, Sim, 2006).
The ability of the system elements to function
together effectively in an SoS architecture
depends on the extent of interoperability
achieved between the system elements. Any
shortfalls in interoperability may degrade the
performance or capabilities of the whole SoS.
Indeed, network-centric warfare depends
critically on interoperable systems.

WHAT IS SYSTEM
OF SYSTEMS
INTEROPERABILITY?
Let us consider a typical soccer team as depicted
in Figure 2 as an example of an SoS. The players
are assumed to be of different nationalities or
cultures, speak different native languages, and
play with different styles. Each individual player
can be considered as a system element. As
such, to achieve interoperability, they must be
able to adopt the same technical means of
communication, such as using a common
language and a common set of body signs and
hand signals. Otherwise, they will not be able
to play as a team.

Figure 1. Integrated Air Defence network – a system of (complex) systems
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Figure 2. Interoperability in a soccer team
Operational factors that drive interoperability
may include the team’s game strategy and
tactics, operating norms and culture. The coach
is akin to both the systems architect as well as
the operations manager who leads his team
in deriving the concept of operations that
would enhance the team’s effectiveness. The
coach sets the operating norms within the
team and influences the team’s culture. This
may determine the level of operational
interoperability that needs to be achieved
among the players. The coach and the team’s
captain are the SoS Integrators (SSI) who
facilitate integration among team players. The
technical means to achieve interoperability
within the team include the use of spoken
language, body language such as eye contact
and hand signals, and auto-synchronisation
through rehearsed moves. Training is critical
to harmonising and ironing out any
interoperability issues, analogous to improving
the teamwork among the players. Operational
validation of interoperability occurs when
the team plays against other opposing teams.
In the SoS context, interoperability may be
understood as the ability of the system
elements to work seamlessly with one another
to realise the operational capability enabled
by the SoS architecture. The level of
interoperability in the SoS architecture is driven
by the operational interoperability or
capabilities demanded of the SoS architecture,
as envisaged in the SoS concept of operations
(CONOPS). Operational interoperability refers
to the ability of systems, units, or forces to use
the services or information exchanged to
operate together effectively (DACS, 2004).
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Technical interoperability provides the means
to realise the operational interoperability
demanded of the SoS architecture. Technical
interoperability refers to the ability of systems,
units, or forces to provide services to and accept
services from other systems, units, or forces in
the SoS architecture (DACS, 2004). It addresses
issues of connectivity among systems, data and
file exchange, networking, and other
communications related scenarios. One key
attribute of technical interoperability
architecture design is robustness, i.e. the ability
to adapt to changing operational environments
or requirements, handle new technology
insertion, and manage legacy systems while
incorporating new systems. One common
challenge is to identify the best way to evolve
the interoperability architecture for sustained
and cumulative capability development in
terms of ease in new capability integration.
This can be done by either defining reasonable
and achievable intermediate interoperability
state(s) within the capability development
roadmap, or by identifying basic
interoperability architecture, standards and
guidelines that are more enduring to changes
in operational requirements and technology.
The ideal state of “plug and play” may be
challenging to achieve in an SoS context.

FACTORS OF INFLUENCE
There are four key factors that may influence
the level of operational interoperability. They
are organisation, people / processes, technology
and cost.
Organisational factors such as culture, norms
may influence the methods and the level of
co-operation among the operators of various
system elements. For example, facilitated by
an integrated data link network at the SoS
level, the effectiveness of the ground armoured
forces may be significantly enhanced by the
asymmetric anti-armour capabilities of the
attack helicopters. Greater effectiveness made
possible at the SoS level may mean a smaller
formation size of the ground armoured forces.
There is also the question of funding for the
necessary efforts in SoS interoperability
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architecting, implementation, testing,
evaluation and certification. Strong leadership,
commitment and support from the top
management are necessary in arbitrating
organisational differences and overcoming
organisational barriers to achieve operational
interoperability. However, operational security
considerations such as the desire to guard
against network failures or attacks may drive
the need for certain system elements to
function independently.
People and processes also have a bearing on
the level of operational interoperability to be
achieved. The stakeholders will need to reach
a consensus on the party or entity that will
decide on the level of interoperability required.
There is also a need for consensus on how the
evaluation or analytical and decision process
should take place. The system elements as well
as the desired level of interoperability among
the elements will have to be determined during
the Systems Architecting (SA) process. One
major challenge lies in determining and
understanding the consequences or trade-offs,
particularly in a quantifiable manner, among
possible options for an informed decision on
the optimal levels of interoperability. The
degree of buy-in from stakeholders during the
SA process may determine their level of support
during the implementation and exploitation
of the interoperability. However, the challenge
lies in identifying all the stakeholders.

and close collaboration between Joint Tactical
Air Controllers operating on the ground and
fighter aircraft for time-critical strikes. The
interoperability of data linked systems was
critical for the joint operations.
Cost is another factor that determines the level
of operational interoperability to be achieved.
It is influenced by the maturity of the
technologies necessary to meet the operational
interoperability requirements. Costeffectiveness is a value judgement by users on
whether the capability offered by the
technology is worth the dollar investment.
Budget availability may influence the cost
appetite of the decision-makers, in terms of
what is deemed to be affordable.

LEVELS OF SYSTEM
OF SYSTEMS
INTEROPERABILITY
One reference model of SoS interoperability
is the Layers of Coalition Interoperability
Framework (Tolk, 2003) as depicted in
Figure 3. This model was first proposed to
address interoperability challenges at the
coalition level. The lower levels deal with the
layers of technical interoperability, i.e. the
ability to collect, manipulate, distribute, and
disseminate data and information.

The physical layer (key attributes include
Advances in technologies, in particular
operating frequencies, waveform, bandwidth
communication and information technologies,
or capacity) is an important enabler.
change the way people
work together, and thus
change the expectations
of the users on the level
of
operational
interoperability as well as
create new ways of
enhancing collaboration
among operators of
different systems. For
example, during Operation
Iraqi Freedom, an
integration of data link
technologies enabled
Figure 3. Layers of Coalition Interoperability Framework
precise communication
(Tolk, 2003)
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Figure 4. Levels of Information System Interoperability – LISI (Tolk, 2003)
Data / object model interoperability refers to
the standardisation of data elements for data
/ information exchange, as well as the use of
self-explaining meta data for the mapping of
exchanged data elements to data elements
used in the participating systems. The ability
of system elements to provide the required
services / data (key attributes include semantics,
syntax, resolution, accuracy, update rate, format
and encryption) and common references (geospatial, time clock, etc) will be crucial. At the
information interoperability level, we should
aim to harmonise the procedure and models
used to represent the dynamic information in
the various systems.
The knowledge / awareness level of
interoperability requires the systems in an SoS
to share a common understanding and
awareness of the situation. The
knowledge / awareness layer provides the
transition from technical interoperability layers,
which are supported by physical systems, to
organisational interoperability layers, which
deal with the harmonisation and co-ordination
of related network-centric warfare operations.
One may note that Layers 1 to 5 address mainly
technical interoperability, Layers 6 and 7
address mainly operational interoperability,
while Layers 8 and 9 may only be applicable
for coalition SoS operations.
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Another possible reference model is the Level
of Information System Interoperability (LISI)
model established by the US Department of
Defense, Command, Control, Communications,
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (C4ISR). In its Framework
Architecture, LISI identifies four domain
categories of interoperability, namely:
procedures and policies, applications,
infrastructure and data (PAID). Each of these
PAID domains has an impact on information
exchange. In other words, the resulting
technical interoperability depends on the
lowest level of interoperability existing in any
of the PAID domains and is measured in five
categories as depicted in Figure 4. At the lowest
extreme is Level 0 where the system elements
are not connected at all, and information
transfer takes place through the use of
removable media such as thumb drives and
diskettes. Level 4 is the highest level of technical
interoperability, where data is electronically
delivered to the military user regardless of the
access method he uses, handheld devices or
workstations, and the location where he uses
his device. He can just plug his device into the
infosphere. The US Global Information Grid is
one good example of an enterprise information
system that aims to achieve this technical vision.
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OUTCOMES OF
SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS
INTEROPERABILITY
Achieving operational interoperability among
the system elements means that they will be
able to work together to achieve the
operational capabilities demanded of the SoS
architecture. The outcome of SoS operational
interoperability can be broadly categorised as
co-existence, co-operation or collaboration.
The desired outcome applicable for each set
of system elements depends on the SoS concept
of operations.
In an SoS context, the system elements have
to co-exist in order to operate in the same
environment or locality. Co-existence is a
pre-requisite for both co-operation and
collaboration. There are situations where for
technical or cost reasons, co-existence in an
SoS architecture can only be achieved in a coordinated way through time-space
arrangements. Such co-ordinated manoeuvres
or behaviours can be considered as lower level
types of co-operation. For example, during
co-ordinated ground strikes, different groups
of airborne shooters may co-exist in the SoS
architecture by co-ordinating their manoeuvres
to attack different sets of targets in the same
area of operation within very short time
intervals.
There are two types of co-existence, namely
static co-existence and motion co-existence.
Static co-existence refers to the ability of a
system element to operate seamlessly with the
specified physical environment in which other
system elements exist or operate. Natural
factors include rain, lightning, wind, humidity,
temperature, salt fog, sea-state, air / water
pressure and solar radiation. Other factors
include ambient noise and physical access.
Motion co-existence refers to the ability of a
system element to operate seamlessly with
other moving system elements in the specified
area of operation. Factors include traffic control
mechanisms such as voice communications,
anti-collision devices and fratricide avoidance.
For example, to operate an unmanned aerial

Composite

v e h i c l e ( U AV ) i n c i v i l i a n a i r s p a c e ,
interoperability must be achieved between the
UAV and other civilian traffic. If co-existence
cannot be achieved in a cost-effective manner
on a permanent basis, prior or dynamic
co-ordination through time-space
arrangements may be necessary and may at
times post limitations on the SoS capabilities.
Co-operation can be understood as the process
of each system element doing different task(s)
which will, either sequentially or concurrently,
contribute to a shared outcome. In many cases,
work is partitioned into independent subtasks
and carried out by the system elements for
greater efficiency in terms of cost or time, with
each system element responsible for its portion
of work. Co-ordination is only required when
assembling partial results. One example is cooperative engagement, where Unmanned
Combat Aerial Vehicles (UCAVs) decide among
themselves and execute the most efficient way
of attacking a group of targets. A single UCAV,
if given sufficient time, would be able to attack
all the targets over a number of sorties, but it
would not be as efficient and effective,
especially if the targets were capable of going
into hiding. Another example is co-operative
sensing, where several tactical UAVs provide
surveillance in different parts of an area of
operation (AO), thereby providing a timely
overall surveillance picture of the AO. Figure
5 shows a group of UAVs performing cooperative flights during a laboratory
demonstration at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT).
Collaboration refers to the process where the
system elements work together to achieve a
desired outcome, with each system element
being incapable of achieving it alone, even
when given sufficient time. Collaboration is a
co-ordinated, synchronous activity that is the
result of a continued attempt to construct and
maintain a shared conception of a problem,
and where cognitive processes may be divided
into intertwined layers (Dillenboug, 1995). A
common situation awareness is often necessary
for mutual engagement of system elements in
a co-ordinated effort to solve the problem.
The system elements typically possess
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Figure 5. Laboratory demonstration of UAV co-operative flight at MIT

complementary skills or knowledge. The ability
of the system elements to work closely together
to achieve the desired outcome is a result of
the SoS architectural design. One example is
the integrated air defence architecture, where
various sensor systems provide real-time
surveillance and cues to the shooter systems
for a comprehensive air defence umbrella. As
shown in Figure 6, another example can be
found in nature, where honeybees mob an
invader wasp and raise their body heat until
the intruder insect dies. In both examples, each
system element is unable to achieve the
outcome alone.

APPLICABILITY OF
SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS
INTEROPERABILITY
OUTCOMES
The requirement for co-existence may be
applicable to systems that are stand-alones by
design for operational or legacy reasons, or
among major sub systems in large-scale
complex systems (LSCS). There is also a need
for co-existence among system elements
belonging to different SoS, such as the
Integrated Air Defence and Maritime Security.
Examples of such systems include radar sensors
and ground data link terminals at high points,
while examples of LSCS include F-15s equipped
with radar, electronic warfare suite and
weapons.
While the requirement for co-operation is more
applicable within an SoS architecture, the

Composite

requirement for collaboration may also be
applicable among major subsystems of an LSCS.
For example, collaboration is needed among
different subsystem elements of an air defence
weapon system on board a frigate.
The SoS CONOPS, which includes the scheme
of co-operation or collaboration and the C2
structure (central versus self-synchronised,
man-in-the-loop versus autonomous execution),
will determine the type or minimum level of
services that need to be provided, such as
information (e.g. type, format, accuracy, update
rate). On the other hand, technology and costs
may limit the degree of co-operation or
collaboration possible. Defining the technical
interoperability requirements is therefore an
iterative process during the SA phase, which
at times may require reviews of the
SoS architecture.

51
Figure 6. Honeybees mob an invader wasp
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Figure 7. Realising SoS interoperability

REALISING SYSTEM
OF SYSTEMS
INTEROPERABILITY
Figure 7 presents a systematic approach for
realising SoS interoperability, comprising the
SA phase, the Engineering Masterplanning
phase, the Implementation phase, the
Certification and Evaluation phase and the
Operations & Support phase.
1. Systems Architecting. SA is employed to
visualise, conceptualise, plan, create and build
a system of (complex) systems. It aims to bring
various system elements together with the
purpose of achieving operational capability
greater than the sum of what each individual
system could provide. SA can be carried out
based on heuristic principles. It can also be an
analytical exercise to determine the optimum
combination of resources (people, organisation,
equipment, weapon), systems (hardware,
software, network) and their interactions to
achieve the desired outcome.
SA is an art because people are an important
but not necessarily predictable factor. More
often than not, it is not possible to arrive at
the SoS architectural solution purely through

Composite

analytical or concrete mathematical derivations.
Indeed, the solution is often derived through
intellectual discussions and engagements with
key decision-makers and stakeholders, and by
leveraging holistic experiences of leading
domain experts and thinkers, senior
commanders, as well as other established largescale systems engineering practitioners. It is
through such an inclusive and collaborative
SA process (Tan, Yeoh, Pang, Sim, 2006) that
the desired robust, enduring and coherent SoS
architecture will be identified. The various
operational, system and technical views of the
SoS architecture will enable the SoS
interoperability requirements to be better and
more clearly understood.
2. Engineering Masterplanning. To realise
the SoS interoperability as required by the
SoS architecture, it is necessary to understand
the services to be exchanged among the system
elements that will define the level of
interoperability required. This means taking
reference points from the SoS architecture.
Where possible, the common or minimum
interoperability requirement across the system
elements should be identified to facilitate
technical solutioning. Policies, conventions and
standards that are useful in attaining the
required levels of interoperability would be
identified early. Factors such as cost-
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effectiveness, supportability, security and
insertion of new technologies would be
considered in the interoperability solution. It
is necessary to adhere to the Technology Master
Plans that may have been formulated for each
interoperability domain for coherent
architecture as well as commonality of technical
subsystems. This is to enhance interoperability
and reuse so as to create systems that are
interoperable from the onset. Various possible
and achievable intermediate states of SoS
interoperability with the respective timeframe
and costs can be identified to manage the
transition of existing systems into the SoS
architecture.
The possible solutions could be partially
evaluated through modelling and simulation
experiments or analysis. Actual live
experiments, where possible, should be carried
out for better understanding of the issues. The
impact on the SoS capability and effectiveness
will need to be understood and the solution(s)
refined where necessary and possible. The
evaluation may also facilitate an understanding
of the extent of SoS capabilities realised at
each intermediate state of SoS interoperability.
The key deliverable of this phase is the SoS
Engineering Master Plan (EMP), which will also
address SoS interoperability. The SoS EMP will
require formal endorsement and buy-in by the
key stakeholders to facilitate its subsequent
implementation. As the SA and EMP processes
are iterative and mutually influential, it is
possible that the EMP is formulated as the SoS
architecture takes shape. In this case, the EMP
can be endorsed together with the SoS
architecture by the appropriate forums. The
SoS EMP will be a document to guide SoS
implementation.
The EMP should define the interoperability
requirements of the SoS architecture and the
intermediate stages in the implementation of
SoS interoperability. It also includes possible
risk mitigation measures to ensure a smooth
implementation to meet SoS interoperability
requirements. One example is an SoS
Integration Lab that will facilitate SoS
integration. Where necessary, interoperability
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test sets simulating classified system elements
may also be identified to facilitate SoS
interoperability tests as part of the factory
acceptance test of relevant system elements.
The EMP may present a broad approach in
verifying and validating the SoS architecture
upon successful implementation.
3. Implementation. Taking reference from
the endorsed SoS architecture and SoS EMP,
the specific operational requirements (SOR)
for each system element in the SoS will need
to include SoS interoperability requirements
(SIRs). The required budget for meeting the
SIRs will need to be catered for. Where possible,
relevant aspects of the SoS architecture should
be shared with the Programme / Project
Managers (PMs). With a good understanding
of the larger SoS picture shared in common
with the armed forces’ counterparts, the PMs
would be better placed to achieve the desired
interoperability and networking for their
system elements in the SoS architecture.
An SoS Integrated Programme Management
Team (IPMT) led by a Lead PM or Programme
Director can be formed to spearhead the SoS
implementation. Where necessary, a
Programme Steering Committee may be
formed. As part of the SoS IPMT, SSI may be
appointed to work with PMs of different
participating systems to ensure technical
interoperability in specific domains. At times,
additional trade-offs may be required during
SoS implementation. For example, more
stringent requirements may be imposed on a
particular system at the Approval of
Requirements stage so as to mitigate the
shortfall encountered in the implementation
of other capability systems. In the event that
such trade-offs result in a major impact on the
SoS capabilities and / or architecture, it will be
necessary to review and refine the SoS
architecture. Formal endorsement should be
sought for such an adjustment to the SoS
architecture.
For visibility, continuity and systematic
implementation in the achievement of SoSlevel interoperability, the PM of key capability
systems may prepare a SIRs Compliance Plan
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(SCP) or its equivalent. The SCP captures a
common understanding of the SoS-level
interoperability and networking requirements
as stipulated in the SOR to assimilate the
capability system into the overall SoS
architecture, as well as the programme team’s
approach and specific measures to be
implemented to meet these requirements. The
SCP will also highlight any shortfalls in
complying with the SoS interoperability
requirements in the SoS EMP. Early
identification of such shortfalls may help to
trigger a timely review of the SoS capability
architecture. The outcome of the review may
lead to either subsequent system upgrades to
close those gaps, or a conscious decision to live
with those gaps or to adjust the SoS
architecture as well as some of the
interoperability requirements to mitigate the
impact of these gaps. The SCP should be
updated throughout the project life cycle.
It is possible that a new technology or capability
system may become available for
insertion / integration into the SoS architecture
in the midst of SoS implementation. It will be
necessary to understand the unique value of
the new capability in the SoS context so as to
refine the SoS concept of operations. As the
niche role of the new capability is identified
and presented in the various updated views
of the SoS architecture, the Layers of Coalition
Interoperability Framework as depicted in
Figure 3 provides a good reference point for
the identification of the SoS interoperability
requirements. The SoS Architecture and EMP
may need to be reviewed and updated for
coherent implementation.
4. Certification and Evaluation. The
PMs will need to verify and test their
system’s compliance with the
stipulated SoS interoperability
requirements and standards via the
appropriate system-level conformance
tests during either the Factory
Acceptance or On-site Acceptance
phase of the programme to achieve
“ Ye s S I R s ” s t a t u s . S u c c e s s f u l
completion of the conformance tests
for one system element will enhance
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the probability of success in achieving
interoperability with other system elements
that have also been successfully tested for
conformance. For monitoring purposes, the
SSI may define different levels of compliance
(e.g. pass, marginal, fail) and the corresponding
thresholds to be applied across all system
elements for consistency.
The SoS interoperability test and verification
approach as well as implementation plan as
envisaged in the SoS EMP may need to be
reviewed at each stage of implementation of
the SoS architecture, given potential delays
and shortfalls in the actual programmes. One
typical approach is to focus on the delta
interoperability requirements at each stage of
implementation so as to save time and costs
in the verification tests.
Prior to any operational evaluation or
validation, technical SoS interoperability tests
can be carried out to verify the ability of a
system to exchange usable electronic
information with other systems. Interoperability
test sets will be required. Ideally, such tests
should be carried out at the Factory Acceptance
phase to save time and effort downstream.
Figure 8 shows a typical matrix presentation
of the results of SoS interoperability pair-wise
tests among the elements in a particular
interoperability domain (Kasunic, 2003). Colour
codes and letter symbols are used to indicate
the different levels of SoS interoperability
requirements for any pair of elements and the
degree of compliance as verified. The
thresholds should be clearly defined prior to

Figure 8. Matrix presentation of SoS
interoperability test results
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the tests. As the scope and complexity of the
pair-wise test increase with the number of
systems and system life cycles, it may be
necessary to focus on the critical links in a
complex SoS architecture so as to make it more
manageable. On the other hand, such matrix
presentation may not be necessary if the
interoperability requirement in a particular
domain involves only two participating systems.
SoS operational tests typically require the
deployment of the system elements in an
operational context. Therefore, they are often
carried out during operational exercises. SoS
operational tests aim to evaluate the
effectiveness of the SoS capabilities enabled
by the SoS interoperability achieved. Modelling
and simulation experiments may be performed
either as a precursor to the actual operational
tests or to augment the actual tests by helping
to narrow the evaluation focus. There may also
be situations where operational security limits
the deployment of certain classified capabilities
in such SoS operational tests.
Mission settings such as the environment may
affect the actual interoperability performance.
The SoS operational effectiveness is usually
dependent on a sequence of events performed
by the interoperable systems before the desired
outcome is achieved. Some failures may not
matter if a redundancy path exists, as illustrated
in Figure 9 (Kasunic, 2003) where there are
alternative paths to complete the required

information flow. Failure points along a critical
path will deserve priority for remedial action.
Together with the SoS IPMT, the systems
architect will evaluate the outcome of the SoS
interoperability and operational tests and
certify the SoS architecture as having achieved
a specific state of SoS interoperability. Where
necessary, PMs will need to provide technical
consultation on their system's design,
engineering and performance so as to support
the interoperability tests and operational
evaluation. The outcome of these tests will
serve as feedback and may trigger a review of
the overall SoS architecture to address the
impact of any shortfalls or to identify any
further enhancements required.
5. Operations and Support. As the SoS
architecture takes shape in the process of
implementation and evolves over time,
configuration management will be necessary
for coherence. It may be necessary to form an
SoS Integrated System Management Team
(ISMT) to manage operations and support
(O&S) at the SoS level. Besides configuration
management, the ISMT will need to ensure
that depot-level maintenance activities do not
significantly affect the overall SoS capabilities.
The ISMT will need early exposure to the SoS
architecture and implementation to ensure a
smooth transition to the O&S stage. One option
is to have key members of the ISMT as part of
the SoS IPMT during SoS implementation. The

55
Figure 9. Information flow in an operation value chain
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other option is for the SoS IPMT to continue
to function as an ISMT.
Due to resource constraints or operational
security reasons, it may not be possible to
subject the entire SoS capability architecture
to operational evaluation. A combination of
operational validation as well as modelling
and simulation means is more likely. It may
therefore be necessary for the SoS IPMT
and / or the systems architect to continue to
monitor the SoS operations and identify further
evaluation opportunities even after the SoS
capability architecture has been certified. The
continued involvement may also enable the
systems architect to identify emergent
behaviour and properties of the SoS that may
lead to a review of the SoS architecture or an
enhancement of the overall experience and
learning in SoS SA.

CONCLUSION
The network-centric SoS capabilities that will
give the SAF greater potency on the battlefield
depend critically on fully interoperable systems.
The levels of SoS interoperability required
depend on the integrated network-centric
warfare that may require the system elements
to co-exist, co-operate or collaborate. A
systematic approach is necessary to ensure
success in realising the required SoS
interoperability.
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ABSTRACT
Traditional Command and Control (C2) development involves
system specification on paper designs and screen prototypes,
which are usually tested after system implementation. Given
the complexities of modern warfare, operational requirements
are increasingly harder to define especially when the desired
capability is a first-of-its-kind. Hence, the use of the traditional
C2 approach may result in costly post-implementation changes.
Emulator-based C2 Development is a systems engineering
approach that focuses on defining and testing C2 functionality
early in the development cycle. With the use of 3D modelling
and an assembly of emulators and C2 modules, the approach
allows commanders to operate a system before it is even
designed and built. It offers an innovative and interactive way
for engineers and operators to visualise, explore and develop
systems. This paper describes the Emulator-based C2
Development process and highlights the insights gained from
applying it to address challenging issues in a naval C2 project.

Dr Yeoh Lean Weng
Chung Wai Kong
Cai Jialing
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Emulator-Based Command
and Control Development:
A Systems Engineering Approach to
Developing Command and Control Systems
INTRODUCTION
Given the complexities of modern warfare,
many defence applications are made up of
systems of systems. The C2 systems are integral
for organising information from these
numerous subsystems to form a coherent
tactical picture for better sense making by
commanders.
With the drive towards having first-of-its-kind
capabilities in technology, the operational
requirements of the C2 systems are becoming
increasingly harder to define, especially at the
initial stage. Unfortunately, traditional C2
development has been based on paper designs
and screen prototypes, which have limited
interactions and functionality.
The long development cycle of a complex C2
system also means that there would be a long
time lapse between specifying the requirements
and testing the requirements. To conduct
testing when the system is being implemented,
changing the requirements would be costly
and refinements to the requirements may have
to be limited due to schedule or cost. Thus,
there is a mounting need to develop a systems
engineering approach to test C2 processes
and workflow as early as possible, when the
operationalrequirements are unclear or
loosely defined.

This paper describes the process of the EC2D
approach by describing how it is applied to
address challenging issues in a naval C2 project,
and in particular, finding the optimal station
layout in the bridge and refining the C2
requirements. The paper also highlights the
insights gained and recommendations for
future work.

BACKGROUND
Joint Modelling and Simulation
Environment for Wargaming &
Experimentation Labs
The Joint Modelling and Simulation
Environment for Wargaming &
Experimentation Labs (JEWEL) is a repository
of simulation components, models and
knowledge, which allows long-term capability
build-up. It is an enterprise solution for
simulation as it adopts a common architecture
for interoperability and reuse.
The JEWEL environment relies on a suite of
reusable models and components, which are
based on open standards and architectures.
These collectively support various services in
the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) for various
applications like training, analysis and
experimentation.

Combat Management System
This is a problem faced by many systems
developers in the defence industry. The
Emulator-Based C2 Development (EC2D) is an
approach designed to address this problem.
An assembly of emulators is used to establish
the user interface and provide weapon and
sensor inputs. Actual C2 modules are used to
provide an integrated system for defining work
processes. For the case study, a physical mockup was set up to model the layout of a bridge
on board a naval craft. With inputs from
operators who are the end users of the C2
systems, ideas were explored and system
requirements were refined accordingly. Thus,
this approach allows for operation of the C2
system and experimentation with new C2
processes and concepts before the actual system
is built.

Composite

The Combat Management System (CMS) is a
C2 system that was developed in DSTA, in
collaboration with DSO National Laboratories,
and is currently on board the frigates of the
Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN). It integrates
sensors, weapons and decision support tools
to provide a coherent picture for decision
making by commanders.

Concept of Emulator-Based
Command and Control
Development
Emulators are a class of simulators built to
mimic operational combat systems (such as C2
systems, weapons and sensors) for training and
experimentation purposes. Structurally,
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generator to create the
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Figure 1. Emulator-based C2 Development framework

In EC2D, emulators are constructed using JEWEL
during the inception of combat systems to
assist in establishing the UI and defining work
processes. As shown in Figure 1, JEWEL provides
the simulation engine and scenario generator
so as to simulate sensor and weapon inputs.
Actual C2 modules were used to provide the
C2 logic. The user interfaces are taken from
the libraries of JEWEL and an existing
C2 system, CMS.
In the beginning, emulation logic was used to
effect a desired capability. For example, the
users may desire a capability for the C2 modules
to analyse the tactical picture and compute a
weapon circle around the contact. This can be
easily done in emulation for users to test for
operational benefits. The real C2 algorithms
can be researched, developed and inserted
later. Users can experiment to see if ideas meet
operational needs and firm up specific
requirements, which can reduce costly postimplementation changes. The ‘emulated
environment’ with its scenario generation
capability would thus facilitate early and
comprehensive testing of the C2 software
components.
Eventually when the project is completed, all
the emulation logic will be replaced by the
actual C2 algorithms (see Figure 2).

The EC2D approach will extend the use of
emulators to the entire C2 development cycle,
from front-end studies, system definition,
system design, to system development and
training.

Workflow studies
As described in the previous section, the EC2D
concept involves exploring ideas with users
early in the development phase. This is done
using workflow studies. Workflow is the
analysis and documentation of the work that
is to be done by human beings to successfully
accomplish a goal or set of goals (Beecher,
2005). In the C2 context, workflow studies
focus on mission and mission scenarios,
command and control of the mission,
communication channels, flow of work during
a mission, potential bottlenecks as well as
collaboration and decision points. Workflow
studies are essential in the EC2D approach to
engage users systematically during the
exploration of design and ideas. Human factors
would thus be considered in the early phase
of hardware and software design. The case
study in the subsequent section, ‘Process of
EC2D’, will illustrate how an understanding of
crew workflow led to a better design of the
bridge.
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Figure 2. The proportion of emulation and C2 logic with time
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The use of Emulation
This section explains the use of emulators in
EC2D.
1. Limitations of Simulation. Simulation has
long been used to aid C2 system design to give
a more quantitative description of the system.
However, the use of simulations to design
complex technical systems, while long thought
possible, has yet to measure up to its promise.
This is largely due to shortcomings in software
and hardware, which limit the contributions
of simulation (Lofdahl, 2005). “Until recently,
it has been almost a fundamental article of
faith that as we got more advanced
technologically and organisationally, we would
be able to tame complexity by insightful
decomposition and massive amounts of
processing power.” (Alberts et al. 1999, 151).
Researchers are increasingly aware that the
core problem of simulation is not one of more
data and computing power but that of
abstraction.
A C2 system is highly complex and involves
multi-system interactions. It is thus not easy
to simulate the whole C2 system accurately for
requirements definition.
By incorporating an actual modular C2 system
thus obviating the need to emulate it, and
focusing efforts on emulating other systems
and their inputs to the C2 system, the impact
of the limitations on simulation technology to
the EC2D approach can be minimised.
2. Benefits of Emulation. We have made a
distinction between emulation and simulation:
“One system is said to emulate another when
it performs in exactly the same way, though
perhaps not at the same speed. A typical
example would be the emulation of one
computer by (a programme running on)
another. Emulation is used as a replacement
for a system whereas a simulation is used when
one desires to analyse it and make predictions
about it” (Denis Howe, 1993-2006).
Typically, simulation attempts to analyse the
way in which the simulated system actually

Composite

functions and to predict aspects of the system’s
behaviour by creating an approximate
(mathematical) model via physical modelling,
and this is usually done completely by software.
Emulation, on the other hand, merely seeks to
mimic the behaviour of the emulated system
without duplicating the way it actually
functions and may sometimes require special
hardware to facilitate it.
The EC2D approach using emulation as
hardware is used to create a realistic
environment for the conduct of the
workflow studies.

PROCESS OF EMULATORBASED COMMAND AND
CONTROL DEVELOPMENT
Selection of a Case Study
A case study was carried out on a specialised
first-of-its-kind naval craft. This project posed
interesting challenges for three reasons. First,
the RSN was prepared for new and innovative
ways of managing C2 system on board the
craft. Hence their requirements on the C2
system and other subsystems on board the
craft were minimally spelt out. Second, as there
was no prior experience of incorporating C2
modules in this craft, knowledge of its concept
of operations and the crew co-ordinations had
to be acquired in order to propose a wellconstructed C2 solution that addressed the
users’ needs. Third, the ship was designed for
lean manning. It was thus imperative to
introduce an integrated bridge design that
would allow a small crew to conduct their
operations efficiently and effectively.
The EC2D approach to “operate” an emulation
of the proposed cockpit would thus be very
useful for assessing the interactions among
the crew, as well as the design of the
Integrated Bridge.

Requirements gathering
Operators, the end-users of the systems, were
interviewed to identify four stations that would
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be key to the operations of the craft. They
were the Navigation station, the Surveillance
station, the Pilot station and the Commander
station. An analysis was then conducted with
the operators to find out the functions the
crew needed and the means of executing these
functions. With that, an initial layout of the
bridge with functions assigned to the different
operator stations was generated. For example,
the crew operating the navigation station
would need a navigation radar display.
Besides creating a 2D plan view of the bridge,
a 3D model of the integrated cockpit was
quickly developed using 3D StudioMax
software to help users visualise the idea and
generate discussion. Snapshots of the
3D visualisation are shown in Figure 3.

Integration of Command and
Control systems with emulators
Emulators of the Navigation, Surveillance and
Pilot stations were constructed using
components from the JEWEL simulation library,

Figure 3. Initial proposed configuration
(3D visualisation)
with close references to the technical
specifications of actual navigational and
Electro-Optic (EO) devices that were being
considered for acquisition.
Unlike the traditional way of emulating the
entire system for workflow analysis, the most
critical subsystem, the C2 software, was not
emulated but adapted from the already tested
and feature-rich CMS. The advantage of
integrating an actual C2
software is that all the C2
logic is already intact and
what you see is what
you get.
Connectivity between the
C2 subsystem and the other
emulated components was
achieved using a Sim-C2
Gateway that was
specifically developed to
handle the exchange of
simulated information and
commands (e.g. own-ship
location, simulated tracks
and target designation
commands). Figure 4 shows
the architectural overview
of the EC2D system.
Leveraging existing software
components like JEWEL and
CMS, the development time,
including the integration of

Figure 4. Architectural overview of the EC2D system
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the emulated set-up, was completed within a
period of two months.

The workflow study was conducted over a
period of three months, before the station
layout and functions were finalised.

Workflow study
After the development of the emulated
set-up, workflow studies were conducted to
gather user requirements effectively.

EVALUATION OF
CASE STUDY
3D Modelling

A physical mock-up of the bridge was
constructed at minimal cost using materials
like office partitions to mark out the physical
dimensions of the bridge. Development
computers were used as the bridge consoles.
Appropriate lighting was installed to create
more realistic lighting conditions inside a
bridge. The out-of-the-window view was
emulated using projectors.
Stations for different roles of the crew, e.g.
navigator and commander, were arranged
according to the proposed layout (generated
during the requirements gathering phase).
The crew conducted missions in this emulated
cockpit, with realistic operational scenarios
injected to stimulate interactions and responses.
Through observation and interviews, feedback
concerning accessibility, applicability and
adequacy of features was gathered. The
stations were rearranged in a different layout
and a new baseline of emulated features was
also generated. This cycle of workflow analysis
was repeated until the users were convinced
of the optimal cockpit layout and features that
they would require to operate effectively.
Figure 5 illustrates this iterative process.

3D modelling was an important step to
generate user interest and discussion in the
design ideas. Users could visually walk through
the confines without actually developing a
physical model of the Integrated Bridge. This
allowed them to appreciate the complexities
involved in integrating the systems.

Crew Organisation
Through operating the emulated bridge, the
users were able to experiment with different
layouts and configurations of the stations.
Decisions on the most appropriate
arrangements were made based on required
interactions among the crew. For example, it
was deemed useful for the commander to be
situated in the centre and to have his own
station for situation awareness to carry out his
roles more effectively. Situating the pilot at
the side gave him the advantage of using the
side window while steering the ship into berth.
Figure 6 illustrates the final configuration that
would be considered for implementation.

Figure 5. An iterative workflow process
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Figure 6. Initial and final configurations of the stations

Functional Features of Stations
Operating the emulated bridge helped to
pinpoint salient requirements on the manmachine interfaces (and consequently, the
system-system interfaces). The derived
functional requirements of each station
are listed:
a. Surveillance Station. There will be a
display for the EO View, for surveillance
purpose.
b. Navigation Station. There will be two
displays, one for the C2 View, and another that
can be toggled between the EO View and the
Navigation Radar (NR) that incorporates the
Electronic Charting System View. This is where
safe navigation would be ensured with the
navigation systems, and where forward search
and surveillance will be conducted with the
C2 situational picture compiled.
c. Commander Station. There will be a single
display to present the C2 View for command
and control purposes. Furthermore, CCTV
views of the craft’s blind-spots will have to be
suitably sited for the Commander’s visibility so
as to facilitate safe steering of the craft.

Composite

d. Pilot Station. There will be a single display
to present the C2 View. The Pilot will need to
be aware of the situation awareness to
facilitate safe movement of the craft according
to the sail plan. Essential navigational
information for piloting the craft will also be
displayed via the C2 View at this station.
e. Requirements arising from unique craft
platform design. Difficulties in crew workflow
due to the platform design of the craft had
surfaced in the EC2D process. This prompted
investigations to re-evaluate the craft
platform design.
f. Reconfiguration Capability. An added
advantage of the EC2D approach in the case
study is the ease and affordability of changing
the screen layout after each review. The design
of JEWEL allows the screen panels to be
positioned and re-sized based on an Extensible
Markup Language screen component set-up
file. Generic panels (e.g. buttons, switches and
knobs) can be added, removed or adjusted
easily before the start of a new scenario. This
flexibility allows the users to try out different
ideas quickly to determine if the new features
can meet their operational needs.
Requirements can thus be firmed up before
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the development phase, resulting in fewer
post-implementation changes.

LESSONS LEARNT
A first-time user of this approach would need
time to set up the emulated cockpit, particularly
to adapt and add on to the JEWEL framework,
and to implement the interface between the
emulated logic and the C2 logic. With wider
application of the approach, the library of
components and interfaces is expected to
expand and become more standardised,
consequently bringing about greater ease of
use in subsequent projects.

Recording, Playback and Data
Analysis Functions
The addition of an activity recording and replay
capability in the emulated set-up would have
been helpful as a debriefing tool for both the
project team and the users to discuss issues
that they might have missed out during the
scenario play. This would be particularly useful
to capture fleeting actions or incidents that
might not be noticeable straightaway but that
would surface only through debriefs or
repeated analysis of recorded activities.

Application of Cognitive Task
Analysis in Process Studies
To tackle the workflow study at a more
systematic level, it might be useful to introduce
and explore Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA) in
EC2D-based projects. CTA is a technique to
determine knowledge, thought processes and
goal structures that underlie observable task
performances. It can be used to model the
information needs and flow between various
system components, operators and mission
requirements. Model-based simulation runs
can be executed using the emulated set-up to
deduce missing links in the information flow
network. The results can be used to resolve
information overloading, mismatch between
system design and operational needs, as well
as co-ordination and competition issues
between operators in a team.

Composite

CONCLUSION
The Emulator-based C2 Development approach
has been beneficial for defining the Integrated
Bridge of a naval craft. The key to success of
the approach has been the ability to present
3D visualisations of ideas effectively, emulate
the perceivable man-machine interfaces, and
allow users to operate the emulated stations
interactively so as to evolve the system
requirements.
On the whole, this approach has been effective
in engaging and involving the users early in
the design, analysis and definition phase to
derive the most practicable Integrated Bridge
design for implementation. Concurrently, the
approach also allows the users to assess their
training needs as the operational requirements
are deliberated.
The approach is recommended for future
projects with first-of-its-kind desired capability
and where crew interactions are time-critical
and complex. Additionally, suitable Data
Analysis and CTA tools are recommended for
more thorough and systematic workflow
assessments.
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ABSTRACT
The real options methodology has been widely used in
investment models. Many researchers have also proposed
modelling R&D investments as real options since they present
the right - but not the obligation - to commercialise the R&D
product. This idea is particularly powerful when applied in
defence R&D where the objective of strategic investments in
R&D is to develop technological capability. While the real
options methodology has been used in the evaluation of
defence acquisitions, the models for defence capital investments
may not be suited for investments in defence R&D. Literature
on real options modelling for R&D investments has also not
offered in-depth suggestions on how to characterise defence
R&D investments for modelling as real options. This paper will
examine the issues that need to be considered in using real
options to model defence R&D investments and improve the
management of defence R&D investments.

Ang Choon Keat
Dr Chai Kah Hin
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INTRODUCTION
Socio-political developments since the end of
the Cold War order have presented fresh
security challenges. In place of the clearly
defined camps and balanced power structure
of the Cold War era, the worldwide security
landscape is now shrouded by rapid and
uncertain developments. Globalisation and
terrorism has brought the battleground to
areas once removed from the regions of
conflict. Hence, defence forces of today need
to be prepared for evolving challenges in an
uncertain future.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
FOR DEFENCE R&D
Singapore relies on technology as “a key
enabler” for building its new generation of
defence forces (Singapore Minister for Defence,
2006). It invests in defence R&D to deliver
solutions to meet “requirements that are
specific to... [its] needs, environment and
fighting concepts” as “[not] all the required
technological solutions are available because
of commercial and proprietary reasons” and
“[the] ability to customise and improve
elements of its weapon systems also gives...
[it] an edge over similar systems which have
not been so improved”. Another aim is to
allow the creation of “surprises on the
battlefield and to come up with quick fix
solutions should the need arise” (Singapore
Minister for Defence, 2006).
Our indigenous defence R&D could provide us
the innovation leverage to gain a competitive
advantage over our potential adversaries. There
is a need to better manage our defence R&D
portfolio to deliver greater returns on
investments and greater opportunities in the
strategic technology options created.

CURRENT LIMITATIONS
An integrated R&D investment approach is
needed to create greater value for strategic
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investments in the uncertain future. The
portfolio management must be supported by
tools such as technology valuation methods,
which consider the systemic relations in the
investment framework. However, current
methods in portfolio management and
technology valuation are inadequate in
modelling defence R&D systems.
Traditional technology valuation methods,
including the Discounted Cash Flow
methodology, are useful when there is little
uncertainty in both the project and the estimate
for the cash flow. R&D investments, however,
are highly volatile and uncertain. They could
be highly risky while offering opportunities
for great returns. R&D projects may span over
a long period of time and the know-how
developed in a project may create options to
pursue development downstream. R&D success
may also depend on the success of
interdependent developments. Hence, a mere
factoring of risks in the traditional valuation
methods is inadequate to model R&D ventures.
Since portfolio management approaches are
frequently built on similar theoretical
foundations as valuation methods, traditional
portfolio management approaches must also
be enhanced to account for the uncertainties
and opportunities offered by a portfolio of
R&D investments.

MODELLING R&D
INVESTMENTS AS REAL
OPTIONS
The real options methodology has been
advocated by researchers for use in R&D
valuations as R&D investments are akin to real
options since they present the right - but not
the obligation - to commercialise the products
of R&D investments. Real options could be
viewed as growth options or flexibility options.
The former gives a firm the ability to increase
its future business. Examples include R&D,
brand development, mergers and acquisitions,
leasing or developing land, and launching a
technology initiative. The latter gives a
company the ability to change its plans in the
future. Real options better model the returns
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of R&D investments under uncertainty as the
model takes the value of flexibility and
opportunities into consideration.
Real options valuation (ROV) has been widely
adopted by practitioners in modelling R&D
investments. Many major companies in the
pharmaceutical and health care industries,
including Merck and Eli Lilly, have used ROV
for their R&D decisions (Boer, 2002). Reiss (1998)
also reported many cases of ROV applications
in R&D investments.

APPLICATIONS OF REAL
OPTIONS IN DEFENCE
BUSINESS
In recent years, there has been widespread
interest in applying real options in defence
business management. Housel (2003) suggested
that defence activities are comparable to capital
market activities and proposed a real options
analysis model to evaluate investments in joint
forces planning. A framework to manage
uncertainty in defence acquisition was
proposed by Ceylan and Ford (2002). Glaros
(2003) proposed the use of the ROV method
in evaluating defence businesses. More recently,
Setter and Tishler (2005) proposed using the
real options concept for investment policies in
defence R&D programmes.

MODELLING DEFENCE
R&D INVESTMENTS AS
REAL OPTIONS
Current literature on real options modelling
for R&D investments and defence business
management generally does not offer
suggestions on characterising defence R&D
investments for modelling as real options.
Rouse and Boff (2004) made an important
exception. They suggested that defence R&D
investments can be modelled as real options
and proposed using the real options
methodology to put a value on these
investments. As ROV requires quantification
of returns and “defence investments do not
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yield profits for the public that invests in these
capabilities”, they argued that the “investments
yield desired military capabilities and effects”
and proposed “[t]aking these desires as
requirements or “givens”” to “characterise the
returns on investing in a new technology in
terms of potential cost savings in meeting given
requirements within this technology”.
The modelling of real options as cost savings
obtained by deferring the decision for
acquisition is useful in the valuation of
investments in hardware assets. The direct
application of this approach in R&D valuation,
however, ignores some important elements of
R&D investments. In addition to the value of
an R&D investment to create the option to
commercialise the R&D product, the R&D
investment also creates the option to pursue
further technological development, hence
creating the option to create more options.
This latter value can be modelled using
American sequential options (Lee and Paxson,
2003).
Another important omission in the ROV
method proposed by Rouse and Boff is the
strategic considerations in defence R&D
investments. As discussed earlier, strategic
considerations are of particular importance in
defence R&D investments by small countries.
In addition to delivering short-term operational
payoffs, their investments frequently aim to
develop indigenous capabilities and create
human capital to mitigate risks in technology
sourcing and gain a competitive advantage
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Discounted Cash Flow

Real Options Approach

Strengths

• Widely accepted
• Simple to use

• Considers the flexibility and opportunity
in uncertain R&D investments
• Models the options offered by
technology and intellectual capital created

Weaknesses

• Ignores the flexibility
and opportunity in
uncertain R&D
investments

• Not widely adopted across all industries
• Computation often seen as a “black box”

Figure 1. Comparison of the Discounted Cash Flow and Real Options methods

over their competitors. R&D investments not
only help to develop technological knowledge,
they also assist in developing the organisation’s
technological capability. This capability resides
in the human capital created and generates
the option to create more technology options.
The human capital option could allow small
countries to gain a competitive advantage over
larger resource-rich competitors through
technological innovation in the uncertain
future. This is also a compound option with
the option for innovation embedded in the
human capital option.

COMPARISON OF
DIFFERENT VALUATION
TOOLS FOR DEFENCE
R&D INVESTMENTS
Figure 1 summarises some of the strengths and
weaknesses for the Discounted Cash Flow and
Real Options methods.
Real options modelling has been proposed as
a better model for uncertainty in R&D
investments. It has also gained support for
application in defence business management.
While there is a lack of literature characterising
the unique elements of defence R&D
investments for modelling as real options, we
believe that the real options methodology
could be extended to offer a holistic valuation
for defence R&D investments. More
importantly, a real-options-based approach
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would be a more holistic approach to defence
R&D management since it considers the
uncertainties and opportunities in the strategic
investments in defence R&D. The rest of this
paper attempts to propose a preliminary
framework for a real-options-based approach
to defence R&D management.

A PRELIMINARY
FRAMEWORK
Objectives of the framework
The framework aims to support the strategic
objectives of defence R&D investments to meet
our specific requirements and fighting concepts.
The investments also aim to develop the
capability to customise and improve elements
of our weapons systems to give our forces an
edge (Singapore Minister of Defence, 2006).
These objectives would require investments to
develop capability for hardware assets and
strategic development in the organisational
capability and human capital. The investment
strategy must also consider the varying level
of uncertainty and expected payoffs of the
R&D investments.
The simple framework in Figure 2 illustrates
the possible influence from integrating two
of the many dimensions of R&D investment
strategy. The dimensions are the investment
objective and uncertainty in R&D investments.
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The current defence R&D management
framework based on traditional valuation and
management tools does not consider the
systemic relationship adequately. A systemic
and real-options-based approach is required
to integrate the multiple dimensions and
c o n s i d e r t h e e x p e c t e d p a y o ff s a n d
opportunities offered by the uncertain R&D
investments.

Valuation

life cycle perspective of research, development
and deployment, the knowledge developed
through R&D is embodied in technological
options and in the people. The technological
options can be exercised to improve military
capabilities in the hardware assets. The human
capital created provides the option to create
more technological options subsequently. These
are compound options with options embedded
in every research scientist and engineer trained
through strategic R&D investments.

The definition of the currency for defence R&D
management is crucial in the construction of
the real options model. Measurement of the
returns is essential to test the effectiveness of
the real-options-based approach in maximising
operational payoffs. Since the ultimate
objective of technological options is to generate
operational payoffs, the returns for real options
could be based on an estimate of operational
payoffs.

The capabilities embedded in hardware assets
generate operational payoffs. These payoffs
are direct and explicit and the investment can
be modelled using a Margrabe exchange
option. The strategic capability development
of human capital is more indirect and tacit.
This investment requires the characterisation
of uncertainty, time horizon and payoff for
modelling in a more complex American
sequential option.

For example, Housel (2003) proposed
estimating the returns by the number of targets
killed.

Intellectual and human capital
The relative value of assets is changing in the
new knowledge-enabled economy. The capital
market appears to value intangible assets like
intellectual capital more than traditional
hardware assets in the new economy.
Approximately 83% of the collective market
value of all publicly traded companies in the
Standard & Poor’s (S&P) 500 index is now
attributable to intangible assets. As the defence
forces transform to compete in the new

Objective for investment

The real options model also needs to consider
the multiple objectives of the defence R&D
investment including the delivery of
operational payoffs through technologically
improved military capabilities embedded in
the hardware assets as well as the development
of strategic technological capabilities
embedded in intellectual capital. From the

Strategic
capability
development

Learning by doing
improving core
capabilites of R&D
organisation

Future options
developing
capabilities and
creating options for
the uncertain future

Hardware
assets

Operational payoff
known solutions to
known problems
through hardware
upgrade

Cost savings:
flexibility from
deferment of
decision to acquire
hardware upgrade

Low

High

Level of uncertainty

Figure 2. Possible influence of investment objectives and uncertainties
in R&D investments on R&D investment strategies
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economy, intellectual capital could also become
the key lever to derive competitive advantage
for the defence forces.
While the capability options created by a
commercial firm would form the firm’s
capabilities, the capabilities options created
by defence R&D form the defence capability
of the defence force. Kogut and Kulatilaka
(2001) argue that the firm’s capabilities reside
in core competencies and prepare the firm for
market uncertainties. Similarly, the human
capital created through defence R&D improves
the core capabilities of the R&D organisation
with which the organisation can capitalise to
generate more technological options. Hence,
this capability to create is a compound option.
Miller and Morris (1999) argue that this
capability is crucial for exploring unknown
possibilities and latent needs of the future.
The defence R&D human capital would offer
us a competitive advantage as they can
provide leverage for technological innovations
for the defence forces in a competitive and
uncertain future.

Portfolio management
Defence R&D investments do not exist in
isolation. The portfolio of investments creates
a portfolio of technological and capability
options. An R&D investment can be modelled
as a technology option and the investment
portfolio as a portfolio of technology options.
This approach is more than just a different
method of putting a value on R&D projects. It
encompasses adopting a new Options Thinking
(Brown and Olmsted, 2003) strategy in
managing a portfolio of R&D projects to
optimise the portfolio value.
The defence R&D investment portfolio of
options is characterised by different time
horizons, returns and uncertainties. The
systemic relationship among the options also
varies in complexity and interdependence.
Hence, the portfolio option must be managed
holistically to achieve:
1.
2.

Composite

Optimal return for investments
Balanced portfolio of investments in short-

3.

term and low-risk projects and long-term
and high-risk projects.
Alignment of portfolio to strategic defence
interests.

NEXT STEPS
The real options approach is theoretically more
attractive than traditional valuation methods
in modelling and managing the efficiency of
defence R&D investments. Despite its
theoretical appeal, however, real options
valuation has yet to take root in practice.
Implementation challenges include the efficacy
of the assumptions underlying the standard
model. Additionally, the estimation of several
of the input parameters that are needed in
the model is a less than trivial exercise. Real
options valuation has also been criticised as
being inferior to traditional methods like
decision tree analysis. There are also gaps in
the body of knowledge of real options theory
(Tong and Reuer, 2007). These implementation
challenges must be resolved ahead of
developing a real-options-based framework
to improve the strategic management of public
R&D investments.

CONCLUSION
Optimal returns for defence R&D investments
necessitate portfolio management based on
an accurate model for the investments. We
propose a preliminary framework for a systems
and real-options-based approach. This
approach integrates the strategic
considerations and better models the defence
R&D investments especially the opportunities
generated in the technology options and the
compound options generated in the human
capital created through the R&D technological
capability development. The enhanced
framework would improve the management
of defence R&D investments to achieve more
efficient strategic investments and gain a
competitive advantage through innovation in
the uncertain future.
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ABSTRACT
The realisation of a robust, integrated and intelligent next
generation communications network will form a solid
foundation for the Singapore Armed Forces’ Integrated
Knowledge-based Command and Control. Many challenges
remain in our way – a harsh environment, immature science
and the limits imposed by the laws of physics. Innovative
strategies and cutting-edge technologies are needed to
overcome them.

This paper discusses the collective wisdom that emerged from
the Communication Architecture and Strategy Forum conducted
by the Future Systems Directorate in January 2007. Participants
of the forum included representatives from various groups
within the defence eco-system as well as external partners.
The top ten ideas that were voted by the participants are
presented here. Undoubtedly, some of these ideas are difficult
to realise but if we can do so, they will benefit us for a
long time.

Lee Kok Thong
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Next Generation
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INTRODUCTION
The study of network-centric warfare (NCW)
has its origins in the 1990s. Network Centric
Warfare: Developing and Leveraging
Information Superiority, by Stein, Alberts and
Garstka, is generally considered by many to be
the seminal work in this field. Integrated
Knowledge-based Command and Control
(IKC2) is the Singapore Armed Forces’ (SAF)
initiative in taking NCW to the next level – the
knowledge edge (Lee, Jacqueline, 2003). IKC2
is one of the key drivers of the Third Generation
SAF fighting force. It seeks to organise
knowledge and augment battlefield awareness
through networking of military systems.
Force is increasingly being realised through
information sharing over the communications
network. This philosophy places a premium on
information superiority on the battlefield and
is based on the ability to achieve an Internetlike secure capability in operational areas,
providing ubiquitous network access to enable
“anytime, anywhere” communications.

CHALLENGES IN
COMMUNICATIONS
Building a networked force requires careful
consideration of the types of assets that have
to be connected. The huge repertoire of entities
includes ground troops, armoured and nonarmoured vehicles, naval platforms as well as
airborne units. In addition, there are command
and control (C2) and intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance (ISR) assets that may be
fixed or mobile. Moreover, the tactical
environment is extremely harsh, in sharp
contrast to commercial environments.
From marching soldiers to supersonic tactical
aircraft, the huge extent of the mobility gap
introduces even more challenges (Tong, Swami,
2003) in protocol designs. Undulating terrain
and extreme weather conditions further
obscure wireless communication. The result
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can be intermittent connectivity with wide
ranging communication delays - from
milliseconds to days. The wide operational
scenario also presents significant Radio
Frequency (RF) propagation and signal
characteristics, resulting in poor channel (air
or water medium) capacity.
In addition, information assurance presents
more stringent considerations. The risk of
capture and fear of compromised unattended
sensors further limit the usage of sensors. The
security elements introduced to the
communications system will constitute
additional costs to the system.
The introduction of new electronic systems
(and consequently more portable power
needed) will further add on to the load that
soldiers are already carrying. For Special Forces
and long-deployed systems, the tactical domain
will require even more high energy-efficient
solutions. Unlike equipment in the commercial
world, military communications equipment
have to survive rough handling, heat, dust,
sand, salt water, and high humidity.
Figure 1 illustrates some of the difficulties
that the tactical space imposes on
communications technology.

NETWORKING FORUM
AND SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING APPROACH
In a bid to solicit new paradigms towards the
design of next generation wireless tactical
communications, the Future Systems
Directorate (FSD) organised a technical and
strategy forum in early 2007. A wide spectrum
of participants - ranging from military users,
partners from the local defence ecosystem
(DSO National Laboratories, DSTA and ST
Engineering) to research academics (I2R) and
external participants (Cisco Systems and General
Dynamics Canada) – was invited. This was an
inclusive effort to bring all key stakeholders
together to discuss and debate about
new concepts.
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Figure 1. Challenges faced in a wireless tactical environment (Burbank et al, 2006)
Many ideas were mooted and there was a
generous exchange of views during the forum.
Many of these ideas raised remain hard to
realise. They can be described as “FSD-hard”1
kind of problems. However, the payoffs are
big even if we are able to unlock just a few
among them. Some of them might emerge as
breakthrough ideas that will go a long way
for us.
The participants voted for the 10 most
promising ideas at the end of the forum. The
following is a discussion of these top 10
takeaways.

TOP 10 IDEAS
Idea#1: Adapt Cross-Layering
Against Stove-pipe Open
Systems Interconnection Layers
The fundamental protocol building block for
the Internet is the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP). Originally
conceived for the wired Local Area Networks,
TCP/IP was re-used when protocols for the
wireless network were needed. Experiments
have shown that the transmission of video
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over current wireless media (such as WIFI) is
riddled with unsatisfactory experiences such
as video “freeze” and jerky images.
To start with, the TCP/IP protocol designers did
not take into account that the wireless
transmission medium is impaired by negative
effects such as fading and co-channel
interference. Moreover, the bandwidth of the
radio-frequency transmission is limited and
power is usually too scarce to satisfy the
demands of video. The advancement of
computing and programming tools has made
applications even richer. Today’s wireless
network will need to carry different types of
traffic - voice, video and data, each having its
own characteristics.
Furthermore, we have to re-examine the
fundamental way protocols were designed in
the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Model.
The OSI layer consists of seven layers, as seen
in Figure 2. Data going to and from the
network is passed from layer to layer. This way,
each layer is written as a modular software
component. From the software design point
of view, it is efficient but as a system, the
independent design of different layers may
yield a grossly sub-optimal network.
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Figure 2. OSI and TCP/IP

Inevitably, as a new design paradigm, crosslayering architecture will raise other issues:
which and how many layers should be
integrated? How do we manage cross-layer
overheads and parameters exchange and
consequently the delay to end-to-end
applications?

Figure 3. Cross layering optimisation

To break out of these limitations, the new goal
for communication designers is to analyse a
cross-layer (Lin, Shroff, Srikant, 2006) that will
yield jointly optimal physical, medium access
and routing layers for wireless networks.
Cross-layering will allow for sharing and better
understanding of different layer performance
to make system-level decisions. Figure 3 depicts
how cross-layering architecture can occur in
the TCP/IP architecture. Currently, cross-layering
architecture is a hotly researched topic which
has already begun to show some promising
results (Nahm, Helmy, 2005).
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In the course of FSD experiments, an innovative
and successful start-up company VSEE was
discovered. VSEE exploits cross-layering
techniques to enhance video conferencing
experiences over the Internet. VSEE reserves a
dynamic and small portion of the network
bandwidth to do video conferencing; it does
so by constantly monitoring the amount of
instance capacity available at the physical
channel and adaptively adjusts the video stream
using its proprietary compression technique.
VSEE was able to maintain a good video quality
despite the low-bandwidth of no more than
a few 100Kbps .

Idea#2: Tailored Solution to
Specific Ops Context
The concept of mobile ad hoc networks
(MANET) is not alien to military users today.
A MANET network consists of a collection of
mobile nodes communicating in a multi-hop
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Figure 4. Mobile ad hoc network
way without any fixed infrastructure such as
access points or base stations. This is particularly
useful in military applications or disaster
recovery operations.
Commercial interest in such networks has been
growing steadily. However, conflicting needs
in designing MANET parameters such as
routing, security, Quality of Service (QoS) and
power consumption often mean that
compromises have to be made. As a result, any
direct adoption of commercial MANET solutions
is often met with unsatisfactory outcomes
especially in the military operational
environment. Experiments have further
indicated that commercial MANET solutions
are still a long way from maturing into
deployable solutions that can scale and work
well under more stringent operational context.
Customisation of Commercially-off-the-Shelf
(COTS) MANET products to the specific
operational context in which they will be
deployed is therefore needed.
As an example, consider the choice of routing
protocols which are critical to MANET scalability.
Two broad types exist: proactive or reactive
ones. Proactive routing protocols actively
broadcast to achieve a converged network at
the expense of more controlled traffic while
reactive routing protocols passively wait for
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new nodes to identify themselves, hence
reducing the controlled traffic albeit with
slower convergence. Many research efforts
have been poured into deciding the “winner”.
Nonetheless, a single optimal solution does
not exist for all military contexts.
To build a practical, operational MANET
solution is to tailor specific solutions according
to the relevant operational context.

Idea#3: Put Commercially-offthe-Shelf Strategy at the Core
Metcalfe's law states that the power (value)
of a telecommunications network is
proportional to the square of the number of
users of the system (n2). The value grows nonlinearly with the number of nodes in the
system. Likewise for IKC2, the power of the
communications network grows with the
proliferation of tactical radios all the way to
the “last mile” i.e. the lowest fighting echleon.
Traditional Very High Frequency (VHF) / Ultra
High Frequency (UHF) / High Frequency (HF)
military radios have limited capacity.
Consequently, the commander’s situation
awareness is largely impaired. The development
and advancement of tactical radios have been
slow, hampered by the lack of demand due to
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the small market. Military
tactical radios remain
expensive, making
proliferation to the lowest
echelon difficult. See
Figure 5 for cost
development trends. In
contrast, cost reduction
for commercial radio is
often fuelled by civilian
needs, which far
outweigh that of the
military.
COTS Wireless LAN such as WIFI is several orders
cheaper yet provides several orders more
bandwidth than any of the digital tactical data
radios available. Even before WIFI was adapted,
IEEE had already ratified a newer and better
standard, WiMAX, in 2006, which offered up
to seven times more bandwidth than WIFI per
client and other advanced features such as
security and QoS. There are many more
breakthroughs coming from the commercial
sector as the amount of research funds and
effort is tremendous. COTS communication
solutions put more pressure on military vendors.
We should find means to exploit these
exploding trends. They will assist us to realise
true affordability and massive proliferation.
“Put COTS at the core” represents a gigantic
step in the changing of mindset towards
military acquisition strategy.

Idea#4: Identify Correct
Requirements through Iterative
Process and Ops-Tech Integration
Besides playing its traditional roles, today’s
SAF is also called upon to perform other tasks
such as humanitarian and relief efforts. This
exacerbates the difficulty of military planners
in predicting the needs of future operations.
The difficulty is often due to the unpredictable
nature of conflict and the inadequacy of
information at one’s disposal.
The BOWMAN project is a case in point.
BOWMAN is the UK Armed Forces’ multi-billion
battlefield digitalisation programme. The

Composite

Figure 5. Platform cost over time
programme, which commenced in the late
1980s, was due for full system delivery in 2007.
In the 2006-7 report, the UK Public Accounts
Committee (Page, 2007) reported that
BOWMAN suffered from several lapses and
serious delays in delivering the system. One of
the reasons cited was the lack of proper initial
project understanding between the
programme’s technical side and the Ops users.
The SAF believes that technology is a forcemultiplier. Investing correctly in core
technologies will be critical to the SAF. DSTA
is poised to identify and manage technology.
This helps the SAF to better respond to the
“gaps” caused sometimes by poorly defined
or unexpected requirements. A tight and equal
Ops-Tech integration partnership, coupled with
iterative rounds of open examination, is
therefore key to identifying the right
requirements for future communication needs.

Idea#5: Use Systems Engineering
Solution to Solve Complex
Problems
Building an IKC2 communications network to
support the Third Generation SAF is a complex
task. Interoperability with legacy systems and
striking a balance between the Services’
divergent needs are just some teething issues
that need to be overcome. For example, navy
ships move significantly slower than airplanes
and are more widely spread out than army
troops. Employing a systems engineering
approach is therefore akin to identifying the
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Figure 6. Defence-In-Depth
multi-layer defence concept
right ingredients that will make up the future
communications solution.
Consider the problem of jamming to tactical
radios at the command post; one non-systems
approach would be to consider more power
or sophisticated anti-jamming algorithms. The
outcome is a more expensive radio without
any real capability improvement. An expanded
approach is to include possibilities derived from
systems analysis such as non-related domains
or even non-technical solutions. In this case, a
non-RF solution such as using Free Space Optics
(FSO) can be cheaply implemented for intercommand post connectivity. FSO is frequencyjam free and more secure due to its limited
narrow beam.

Another useful concept is defence-in-depth. It
is the practice of layering defence to provide
a robust, comprehensive, systems-level
protection against attacks and intrusion
attempts. Each defence strategy may not be
comprehensive and is probably effective against
only specific attacks (and therefore cheaper to
implement). Collectively, they are very
powerful. The defence-in-depth strategy slows
down the attack while allowing the system to
recover and perform counter measures. People,
technologies and operations are three main
areas that the defence-in-depth strategy could
use to provide a robust protection architecture
for any IKC2 network.

Idea#6: Overcome Trade-offs by
Working in Alternative Space
and Adaptive Radio Software
“An ideal wireless communications system
would provide high data rates at very long
range and yet use minimum power and
bandwidth. Such a system would overcome
problems and perform well despite the
challenges of channel weakness such as signal
fading and interference. Adding on to these
features, the cost of fabricating such a
communications system with transmitters and
receivers would be kept at a minimum and
affordable for mass proliferation.”

85
Figure 7. Trade-offs – “triangular” relationships
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This is a description of a system that has yet
to be built because multiple and mutually
exclusive objectives such as low cost, small size,
high reliability, and large capacity make it
difficult to do so. The systems architect would
need to study the trade-offs among different
combinations of modulation, coding, multiple
access, and antenna techniques to determine
the best design. Figure 7 illustrates some of
these fundamental “triangular” trade-off
relationships - “spectral efficiency, cost and
power” or “Range, mobility and bandwidth”2.
How can we achieve breakthroughs despite
these constraints? The basic assumption on the
usage of military radio is that most researchers
have tried to solve the power-range trade-off
on the ground. Radio propagation on the
ground does not travel far as it encounters
obstacles like foliage and urban static features.
The signal’s penetration is low and its quick
attenuation with distance reduces the
communication range. With the advancement
of microcomputers and unmanned air vehicles
(UAVs), the cost of providing an airborne
communications service over a broad area can
be drastically reduced. It is akin to a mobile
GSM base station mounted on a UAV. In fact,
such a strategy completely transforms the
“triangular” relationship.
The fabrication of traditional radios is fixed
once the radio engineer has selected a fixed
solution (triplet) on the “triangle”. Fixing the
radio solution limits the context in which the
radio can be used. Software-defined radios
(SDR) and cognitive radio (CR) concepts seek
to break out of this restrictive approach. The
SDR concept reduces radio cost by re-using the
same radio chassis for different waveforms
adapted for different scenarios. The waveforms
are digitally inserted into the radio and can
be re-loaded at any time. Cognitive radio is
another paradigm for wireless communication
in which wireless nodes adaptively change
their transmission or reception parameters to
communicate efficiently without interfering
with licensed or unlicensed users. CR adapts
and increases communication capacity
according to the feedback received.

Composite

Idea#7: Use Spiral Development
Against Fast Obsolescence
Newer variants of radio are coming out at a
faster rate due to COTS advancement, notably
in electronics. Many military programmes can
become hostages to the speed of advancement
in commercial standards and demands.
Moreover, the existing quantity of the radios
in the military inventory means that the military
cannot afford to replace them overnight. Such
a strategy presents a high risk in that a wrong
bet would result in an instant write-off of
hundreds of millions of dollars. Moreover,
massive re-hauling of one’s radio capability is
often a long and tedious process.
The global war on terror as well as Operation
Iraqi Freedom has prompted the US
Department of Defense to expedite the delivery
of the latest weapons systems and protective
equipment to the troops deployed at the
frontline3. Rather than developing, testing,
and then fine-tuning systems before sending
them to the field, the priority is to get new
technologies to the troops as quickly as possible,
while continuing to improve on them in the
laboratories. Such is the essence of the spiral
development approach.
Spiral development offers mitigation against
technological obsolescence. It does so by
continually allowing the insertion of technology
into long-term projects. Coupled with the
strategy of COTS exploitation, this presents a
powerful acquisition approach.

Idea#8: Standardise Only at the
Lowest Denomination
The navy, air force and army conduct their
operations in vastly different tactical
environments. To fully equip the army, it would
require a large number of communication
devices whereas to fully equip the navy and
the air force, it would require significantly less
effort. Fighter aircraft and UAVs are highspeed platforms whereas ships and convoys
move much slower on the ground. The infantry
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has to navigate through vegetation and
undulating terrain whereas aircraft have to
grapple with cloud and airspace coordination.
Underwater communications is altogether
another domain of expertise as acoustic waves
trump electromagnetic ones. In short, each
Service has its own specific requirements
used in the design of their optimal
communications radio.
However, the realisation of a networked force
means that some form of interconnectivity and
interoperability among the services is needed.
This will likely require some form of
standardisation. Yet standardisation has the
pitfall of satisfying the common needs but
failing to deliver optimal solutions specific to
each individual Service. Where should we draw
the line?
As the Third Generation SAF grows, it will get
more connected and complicated in the
process, while inter-Service traffic profile will
gain more importance and the conventional
“80-20” wisdom will apply less. A more suitable
response would be to adopt the policy of
“standardisation only as a last resort”. More
specifically we ought to standardise designs at
the lowest common denominator applicable.

The Internet was designed on the principle of
standardisation at the lowest common
denominator. The usage of TCP/IP provided
baseline stability. It is anticipated that open,
voluntary standards and flexible
communication protocols, such as IP, will play
a key role in fulfilling the goal of designing
multimedia-rich information exchange
applications and services based on
mechanisms and frameworks that are hidden
from the users.

Idea#9: Delay-Tolerant
Networking Against Extreme
Network Conditions
The assumption made by Internet designers
for TCP/IP is that the end-to-end round trip
time of the data is short; no more than a few
seconds. This is valid as devices within the
Internet are generally connected via hard
physical wires, which makes transmission quality
quite reliable. Otherwise, the circuit will be
dropped. Hence it would be catastrophic for
NASA to design a communications protocol
using TCP/IP for communication between Earth
base stations and probing devices for Mars.

87
Figure 8. Delay Tolerant Networking, (Source: ATO, DARPA)
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Harsh operational environments characterised
by non line of sight, high terrain and high
mobility makes no guarantee of end-to-end
connectivity. This results in unreliable networks
and high link error rates. Moreover,
intermittent links are sometimes required to
save power. It is also caused by scheduled
transfers of unattended devices, so as to limit
congestion. A military communications
network consists of a number of independent
networks, each supporting specialised
communication requirements. These networks
do not necessarily use IP and they are often
mutually incompatible in that each is good at
passing data within the network but is not
able to exchange data among one another.
Delay-Tolerant Networking (DTN) (Warthman,
2003) or Opportunistic Routing is the study of
new innovative techniques to help
communications engineers design better
network appliances to fight these challenges.
DTN is an overlay on top of the heterogeneous
“regional” networks. It supports
interoperability of these “regional” networks
by accommodating long delays between
regional networks and within each network
via the translation of regional network
communication characteristics. DTNs overcome
the problems associated with intermittent
connectivity, long delays, and high error rates
by using store-and-forward message switching,
caching of in-transit data packets, message
ferrying and connection state hibernation for
subsequent reactivation. Studies conducted by
Intel and Berkeley (Demmer, 2004) have
indicated a significant improvement when DTN
techniques are employed. In some cases, DTN
produces throughput that is close to the
theoretical maximum throughput achievable.

Idea#10: Manage Mobile
Bandwidth as a Scarce Resource:
Policy-based Quality of Service
Bandwidth is a scarce resource that has to be
managed carefully as more applications such
as video streaming, which make intensive use
of bandwidth, become commonplace.

Composite

Figure 9. Where QoS matters

QoS refers to “control mechanisms that can
provide different priority to different users or
data flows, or guarantee a certain level of
performance to a data flow in accordance with
requests from the application programme.”
QoS guarantees are important especially
if network capacity is limited, as seen in
Figure 9.
The current generation of Internet is still “besteffort”. QoS will be particularly important in
the military context. Data in military networks
comes in various forms, ranging from chats,
emails to command and control data and
intelligence reports. Building separate networks
for each of these applications runs against the
spirit of a networked force. Data differentiation
or prioritisation will make our network more
responsive and intelligent, especially in
situations where data traverse nonhomogeneous environments.
There are however considerable challenges in
implementing practical QoS due to the high
and unpredictable mobility of troop forces and
aerial platforms. Enabling QoS in tactical
communication environments requires some
form of “network stability”. QoS degrades
quickly as the mobility of end nodes increases.
In turn, re-transmission of dropped data leads
to a worsening of the traffic congestion. One
idea for ensuring QoS in ad hoc mobile
environments is to build a core set of wireless
nodes that are relatively static - controlled
mobility nodes - in order to provide a baseline
support backbone. Implementing QoS policies
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within this backbone is then achievable and
allows the system to maintain a high standard
of service.
Policy-based QoS refers to the middleware
services that decision-makers such as
commanders can use to interface directly with
their network resources, such that they can
assign and control these resources while
understanding the implications of their actions.
Policy-based QoS can be made on the fly and
quickly disseminated to all system nodes. This
ensures that the underlying network resources
do not operate in a black box.

These strategies are by no means exhaustive.
However, together they represent a formidable
plan to move ahead as we seek to design and
build a robust, intelligent and dynamic IKC2
network for the Third Generation SAF.

Routers located at the edge of the network
are the first recipients of data from the end
user devices. They simply accept and relay the
data to its designation. Even when the network
is congested, edge routers continue to inject
data indiscriminately into the system. This can
result in sudden network outage. Network
admission conditions and traffic shaping tools
(Bidgoli, 2007) are powerful techniques that
can help to manage congestion. Data that do
not fulfil criteria ought to be prevented from
entering. Policy-based schemes could
implement the supportability of certain
data/video formats. The result will be an
intelligent network capable of recovery from
congestion.

CONCLUSION
We have presented the top 10 strategies
for designing next generation tactical
communications networks, based on the
collective wisdom of diverse stakeholders.
We recognise that many hard challenges still
need to be overcome before the ideas can be
realised. Some of the suggested technologies
are still in their infancy while others are more
ready to be adopted. These are very tough
issues, and once we are able to overcome some
of them, they will emerge as potential
disruptive breakthroughs for us.
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END NOTES
1. Note: Borrowing a phase which current
Director of US DARPA, Dr Tony Tether likes to
say, “DARPA-hard” questions, which means
problems that are so hard to overcome that
only DARPA will contemplate.
2. Henry Lee et al. Connectivity for Network
Centric Warfare is still a Far-Fetch Dream?,
Cutting Edge Communication Architecture
Forum, 2007. Employing a highly spectral
efficient modulation technique such as 64QAM means that for every bandwidth
(measured in Hz) used, we are able to derive
more data (in terms of bits). However this
often means that sacrifices have to be made
on cost efficiency (more expensive and less
stable electronics) as well as power efficiency
(a higher signal-to-noise figure is thus needed
and this translates to high receiver sensitivity,
often harder to achieve.)
Note: In 2005 and 2006, the Aberdeen Test
Center's scientists, technicians and engineers
tested about 30 rapid fielding initiatives a
week, with more than 1,400 tests conducted
in 2006 alone. There has been an 87 percent
increase in range activity here since fiscal 2001.
Source: http://www.technologynewsdaily.com/
node/6336
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ABSTRACT
A Battlespace Communications Connectivity Model was
developed based on four domains – Core Network, Extended
Backbone, Access Network and Peer-to-Peer Network. The
model allows a battlespace communications grid to be
synthesised from the most appropriate communications
subsystems from each of the four respective domains into an
integrated network to enable Integrated Knowledge-based
Command and Control.

Seah Peng Hwee
Wong Choon Bong
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INTRODUCTION
The world of communications connectivity is
a complex one. From the plain old telephone
service to the broadband wireless networks,
from high frequency systems to software
defined radios, from submarine cables to
satellite links, there are many choices. To
support the military’s communications needs,
the engineer needs to be conversant in the
myriad of technologies available and plan
intelligently for an integrated solution, which
often involves a technology mix.
The skills for systems integration can be
nurtured, and the Battlespace Communications
Connectivity Model provides the systems
thinking that enables such innovation. The
model is an internal teaching aid used in project
team discussions to propose alternative
solutions to meet operational requirements.
It was developed some years ago to facilitate
the understanding of the various physical
communications media subsystems that enable
the deployment of an integrated battlespace
communications infrastructure.

There is no one-size-fits-all communications
solution. Therefore, a solution typically involves
a combination of subsystems. This system of
systems approach is essential in ensuring cost
effectiveness when providing end-to-end
solutions to military users in an integrated
battlespace communications grid.
• Scalability. The framework must allow the
individual domains to remain independent of
one another. This facilitates technology
management by allowing flexibility in the
research, development and deployment of
solutions in each of the domains. It is the
responsibility of the system integrator and the
technical architecture governance body to
ensure interoperability between the different
domains.
• Survivability. Communications technology
has been evolving – networks are getting more
resilient; information pipes are getting bigger;
mobile solutions are getting more reliable;
services are converging. To ensure unbiased
evaluation of all possible solutions, the model
should be independent of specific technologies.
This will ensure that the model will not become
obsolete over time.

CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE MODEL
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THE MODEL DEFINED

The design considerations of the Battespace
Communications Connectivity Model are
summed up by four ‘S’s.

When defining the Battlespace
Communications Connectivity Model, various
perspectives need to be considered.

• Simplicity. The model must be logical and
intuitive. It should recognise the laws of
physics, such as the wave propagation
characteristics in different frequency bands
and the limitations of various channel
modulation techniques. As an independent
reference model, it does not make reference
to any country-specific military communications
architecture and is vendor independent.
As it is founded on basic principles of
telecommunications infrastructure, any military
communications big picture or architecture
can be broken down to fit the model.

•

• System of Systems. Each communication
medium has its strengths and limitations.

•

•
•
•
•

•

Topology – point-to-point, multi-point, star
and mesh
Deployment – strategic, operational and
tactical
Echelons – Brigade and Below, Battalion
and Below, etc.
Range coverage – personal area, local area
and wide area
Frequency band – Very High Frequency
(VHF), Ultra High Frequency (UHF),
microwave, etc.
Wave propagation mode – Non Line Of
Sight, Line Of Sight and Beyond Line Of
Sight
Data rates – narrowband, wideband and
broadband
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Figure 1: Battlespace Communications Connectivity model

•

Mobility – static, communications-on-thehalt and communications-on-the-move

The proposed Communications Connectivity
Model is based on a combination of the
different perspectives. Founded on the
principles of telecommunications infrastructure,
it is all encompassing and lends itself readily
to construct the communications grid for the
battlespace. Readers are encouraged to
consider the model from multiple perspectives.
In mirroring the commercial
telecommunications world, the military
communications connectivity model is
developed based on four independent nonhierarchical domains. As shown in Figure 1,
the four domains are the Core Network, the
Extended Backbone, the Access Network and
the Peer-to-Peer Network. In the homeland,
communications and network infrastructure
(both wired and wireless) are fixed. However,
in the battlespace, communications
infrastructure has to be set up in highly flexible
and dynamic situations. Hence, other than the
Core Network, the military communications
infrastructure is normally dependent on
wireless communications. It is noted that many

Composite

military operations do not require all four
connectivity domains to be present.

Core Network
The Core Network refers to the customised
wired and wireless communications
infrastructure in the homeland. This includes
data networks, voice and line switching
networks, transmission networks and access
networks. It rides on the telephone companies’
ubiquitous civilian infrastructure, with
customised configurations for information
security and redundancies for survivability.
The core network is thus self-sufficient and
complete within the homeland.
The Core Network is characterised by relatively
low cost per unit of information transmission
and access, as compared to other domains.
Higher data bandwidth and better quality of
service provide the basis for certain applications
such as video streaming that users in the Access
and the Peer-to-Peer Networks will be envious
of. The challenges for the Core Network are
the data bandwidth required for mobile
broadband multi-media applications, routing
survivability and access security.
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The Core Network family consists primarily of
the civilian infrastructure with examples
including radio and line switches, Public
Switched Telephone Networks, Wireless Local
Area Networks (WLAN), Private Mobile
Radio (PMR) networks and the public mobile
wireless telephony cellular networks (such as
GSM and 3G).

to be weighed in comparing the Access
Network against the Peer-to-Peer Network in
determining the best solution for each
operational scenario. The Access Network
provides a relatively bigger area of coverage
within a more stable network. Challenges for
the Access Network include access bandwidth
and interference immunity.

Extended Backbone

The tactical Access Network is normally built
on commercial technology, customised for the
battlefield. Some examples are GSM/3G cellular
networks, Trunked Radio Systems, WLANs,
Bluetooth and Worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access (WiMAX) systems.
Commercial satellite communication terminals
(e.g., Broadband Global Area Network) are
also possibilities for less sensitive information,
allowing connectivity to remote locations
bypassing the Extended Backbone.

The Extended Backbone network is a wireless
extension of the Core Network to the battlespace for reach-forward and reach-back
operations. It also provides the reach-between
among tactical forces deployed in the
battlespace with distance separation.
The Extended Backbone is characterised as a
long haul, high bandwidth, Beyond Line Of
Sight communications link. It can stretch from
tens of kilometres to halfway round the globe,
depending on where the area of operation
lies. The challenges for the Extended Backbone
are the robustness of the wideband
connectivity, its supportability, interference
immunity and mobility, as well as the high
costs of investment and operations.
The Extended Backbone family consists of
technologies such as satellite communications
(SATCOM) systems, troposcatter systems, Trunk
Communications System (TCS), surrogate
satellites on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles or High
Altitude Platforms, and point-to-point sensor
data links.

Access Network
The tactical Access Network allows individual
communication appliances and terminals to
be wirelessly connected to a base station (or
hub) within its local range coverage. If the
Access Network is in turn also connected to
the Extended Backbone, then the appliances
can be connected to a remote destination in
the battlespace or homeland.
Bringing along a base station to the battlespace
is tantamount to setting up a communications
infrastructure necessary for the dependent
terminals to work. Careful considerations need
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Peer-to-Peer Network
The Peer-to-Peer Network refers to wireless
group communication among two or more
compatible communication appliances and
terminals without the aid of an intermediary
infrastructure such as a base station. The
challenges for such networks include the size,
weight and battery-life of the wireless
terminals, interoperability among devices,
bandwidth limitations, and access security.
Appliances are what the military users use and
see (i.e., soldier-centric). They hide the complex
layers of the communications infrastructure
supporting them. They include a whole gamut
of end user communications terminals, devices
and communicators: digital radios, computers,
smart phones, hybrid PDA-phones, etc.
Command and Control (C2) applications can
also reside in certain appliances and access the
network for contents and services.
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET) is a key
force multiplier in the P2P Network. Such
networks are popular for military applications
because they do not require any prior
infrastructure set-up, which makes them ideal
for rapid deployment. The network consists
of an autonomous system of mobile routers
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(and associated hosts) connected by wireless
links. The routers are free to move randomly
and organise themselves arbitrarily.
The P2P Network family includes military
solutions such as High Frequency (HF) radios,
VHF/UHF Combat Net Radios (CNR), Data Links
(e.g., Link 16) and Software Defined Radios.
Commercial solutions such as mesh WLAN are
also popular.

END-TO-END SOLUTION –
INTEGRATING THE PARTS
Media Gateways
To harmonise the diverse communications
protocols and waveforms, communication
routers or media gateways are needed at the
central nodes, such as Command Posts, to
interface different radio systems. They will
interconnect the different communications
media terminals (e.g., between CNR networks
and TCS), which operate over different
frequency bands and modulation techniques.
Software defined radios will greatly simplify
this problem. Media gateways are also needed
as interface between SAF communications
systems and the public network infrastructures.
Gateways for data and voice can include
network routers, radio-cum-line hardware
switches, multiplexers, and Voice-over-InternetProtocol (VoIP)-based gateways. Network
routers are necessary to perform traffic routing
and flow control functions, providing a virtual,
packet-carrying end-to-end link from the origin
site to the destination site. Routing control
between different Autonomous Systems (e.g.,
Division networks) can be provided by, for
example, the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP).
Thus, gateways themselves can be
interconnected as a network of
communications resources.

Data Links
Loosely defined, data links are the means of
connecting one system to another for the
purpose of transmitting and receiving data.

Composite

Figure 2: Data link as middleware

A tactical data link is a standardised
communications link used for the transmission
of digital information and is characterised by
standardised message formats and transmission
characteristics. Thus, the data link protocols
form the middleware between C2 applications
and the communications media. See Figure 2.

The SAF ONE Network
When the appliances are connected to the
base station in an Access Network, such as a
command post, a Local Area Communications
(LAC) coverage is formed. Peer-to-peer
appliances also provide LAC coverage. The
Access Networks and Peer-to-Peer Networks
deployed in different areas can be
interconnected among themselves or with the
homeland Core Network through the Extended
Backbone. A Wide Area Communications
(WAC) coverage in the battlespace is thus
formed, comprising a collection of Peer-toPeer Networks, Access Networks and the
Extended Backbone. The WAC typically spans
a large geographical area and provides
coverage for a deployed Division.
In this manner, the military battlespace
communications infrastructure provides full
flexibility and connectivity to where and when
they are required. This is the essence of the
SAF ONE Network of networks, as shown in
Figure 3. Some term this as the military users’
Tactical Internet.
In the SAF context, the data link protocol
standards are media-independent and thus
ride on all the four domains of the
Communications Connectivity Model. The SAF
ONE Network comprises mainly IP-centric
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ONE Network
Figure 3: The SAF ONE Network (Source: DSTA-ST IKC2 2003 Forum Proceedings)
networks. Other data links, such as the SAF
data links as well as those of the US and
proprietary data links, also feature in the ONE
Network. Underlying the data links are the
communications management services,
including network, frequency, quality of service
(QoS), security and mobility management (See
Figure 4).

execution of network policies with pre-defined
user profiles. It provides the commanders in
the headquarters with high level visualisation
of the health of the theatre-wide network. A
comprehensive set of network modelling and
simulation tools will enable network planners
to model the network accurately and simulate
traffic loading. This will help planners
formulate network policies on network usage.

Network Management
A unified network management system
provides centralised control, monitoring, and

Figure 4: The ONE Network concept

Composite

At the individual network level, decentralised
network operations, administration and
maintenance systems provide intelligent and
real-time control and maintenance of the
network traffic. The basic functions are
bandwidth provisioning and optimisation in
the single network environment. The individual
network maintains a knowledge base on the
requirements of the command and control
systems it supports.
The network management and control
functions will evolve, as more effective
algorithms emerge. Advanced functionalities
such as adaptive routing and more efficient
packet switching will change the way networks
operate. For example, suitable MANET
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algorithms allow for multi-node hopping to
bridge distant nodes. In the theatre-wide
network, traffic will be intelligently routed to
the most appropriate system for backbone
communications based on extensive network
policies (e.g. priority to time-critical
information) and user profiles (e.g. priority for
commanders), which are to be defined.

Technology Convergence
Communications technologies are evolving
and they can overlap in backbone, access or
peer-to-peer applications. There are many
examples of such convergence.

Mode Operation (DMO) features and can be
used as walkie-talkies (i.e. peer-to-peer) without
the need for a base station.
• Commercial cellular technologies are dualuse and their cellular waveforms (e.g. TETRA)
are planned in Software Defined Radios.
• With the maturity of SATCOM-on-the-move
technologies, the mobile satellite ground
station can be viewed as having both long
haul (extended backbone) and
communications-on the-move (access network)
capabilities.

THE MODEL AT WORK
• WiMAX is designed as an access network
using base stations (point to multipoint).
However, due to its high bandwidth, it can be
used for backbone application especially if
directional antennas are used.
• ITT Corporation’s Near-Term Digital Radio
has a two-tier MANET (which is basically a P2P
application) but its radio cluster-heads actually
emulate a base station.
• Trunked Radio System (e.g. TETRAPOL) is
an access network but its handsets have Direct

Based on the Battlespace Communications
Connectivity Model, the envisioned future
military communications in the digital
battlespace can be synthesised. A complex
network can be built by selecting and
interconnecting individual communications
subsystems. Conversely, any big picture of
battlespace communications can be analysed
into its component parts by identifying the
individual communications subsystems as
belonging to the respective domains in the
model. See the example in Figure 5.

99
Figure 5: A Communications Connectivity example
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UK Military Communications
Network
With reference to the Battlespace
Communications Connectivity Model, the UK
BOWMAN system comes under the P2P
network, although it is a two-tiered one. The
lower tier is a narrow band capability made
up of HF and VHF radios for voice and low
data rate communications. The upper tier is
made up of High Capacity Data Radios for
wideband data communications.
The UK SYNERGY system, which is based on
the TETRAPOL PMR cellular system deployed
for peace support operations in Iraq, comes
under the Access Network. The CORMORANT
(high capacity trunk and troposcatter
communications), FALCON (tactical level trunk
communications) and SKYNET 5 (military
SATCOM) systems match the Extended
Backbone. Finally, the UK Defence Information
Infrastructure corresponds to the Core Network
in the homeland.

US Military Communications
Network
The US Global Information Grid, which is the
communications infrastructure that enables
Network-Centric Warfare, can be mapped into
the Battlespace Communications Connectivity
Model. The Core Network is represented by
the Defence Information System Network,
which consists of the Non-secure and Secure
Internet Protocol Router networks.

Using the networks mentioned, the Warfighter
Information Network-Tactical (WIN-T)
programme provides reach-back,
interoperability and network operations for
all users from the homeland network down to
the fighting battalion, and extends to the
individual soldier’s JTRS software radio systems.
WIN-T is expected to support high
manoeuvrability of the forces, with full onthe-move, broadband communications
capability.
Other notable developments in the US Army
include its mandate towards Everything-overInternet-Protocol to achieve network
interoperability, and its work on building a set
of data and application standards through
common vocabulary and data schema to
achieve information interoperability.

CONCLUSION
The Battlespace Communications Connectivity
Model serves as an analytical tool for our
communications engineers to design feasible
solutions and to do trade-off studies while
being cognizant of the big picture. Together
with a good communications modelling and
simulation tool and a process that feeds
forward experiences from Operations and
Support, it provides the engineers with an
objective point of view when proposing the
most cost-effective and future-proof solution
to meet the operational requirements of
the SAF.
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ABSTRACT
Space is the military’s loftiest “high ground”. Historically,
whoever held high ground had a significant advantage over
its adversaries. This age-old principle is still true in today’s
wireless communications planning and siting of a base station
or relay point, where a high point will ensure the best coverage
and clear line of sight conditions to the end communicator.
However, with the wide availability and use of satellites in all
sectors of society, there is now a growing trend for satellite
communications to be more than just relay or “bent-pipe”.
With some intelligent design and processing capabilities
incorporated on board, satellites are able to meet the growing
complexities of info-communications.
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for Satellites
INTRODUCTION
Satellites have traditionally been bent-pipe
devices for relaying information over large
geographical areas in a single transmission,
under the same coverage beam. The bent-pipe
payloads used in most of today’s networks
perform purely frequency translation and
signal amplification functions before the
re-transmission of data to the ground.
To date, this is also the simplest payload
architecture that a satellite can adopt.
Technically, the primary advantage is its
flexibility to accommodate different multiple
access schemes, protocols and waveforms due
to “transparency” or “waveform-free design”
of its repeaters. However, the significant
disadvantage is that it is highly inefficient in
bandwidth utilisation, in that its “full-pipe”
throughput results in the wastage of any
unused transponder bandwidth, hence payload
efficiency is reduced as this excess capacity
cannot be reassigned to another satellite user.
Another limitation of the bent-pipe payload
is its relatively poor Bit Error Rate performance.
Despite all these shortcomings, most
commercial satellites are bent-pipes for
economic reasons.
Push factors such as higher capacities of new
generation applications and limited frequency
spectrum resources are changing the way

satellite systems are designed, implemented
and operated. This article will focus on the
key technology advancements in Satellite
Communications (SATCOM) payloads used for
telecommunications services.
To set the context of the various types of
satellite payloads that were designed, a brief
description on the different types of orbits for
satellites and an outline on the international
regulations governing the frequency
coordination of the diverse satellite networks
are provided.

TYPES OF ORBITS FOR
COMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITES
The first geostationary communications
satellite, Syncom 3, was launched on 19 August
1964 from Cape Canaveral Air Force Base,
United States (Sherman, 1997). It was placed
in orbit at 180 degrees East longitude, over
the International Date Line and was used that
same year to transmit television coverage of
the 1964 Summer Olympics in Tokyo to the
United States. It was the first television
programme to be sent across the Pacific Ocean.
Depending on the services offered and markets
targeted, there are generally three broad

Figure 1: Schematic of bent-pipe payload (Gupta, 2003)
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categories of orbits in which a satellite
can take (depicted in Figure 2).

Geostationary Earth Orbit
A satellite in a Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO)
rotates in the same direction and at the same
rate at which the earth spins. It orbits at an
altitude of 36,000km above the Earth and
according to Kepler's Third Law of Planetary
Motion1, a GEO satellite appears as a fixed
point in the sky from the Earth’s surface. This
orbital location is also called the Clarke Belt,
after the late British scientist and science fiction
author, Arthur C. Clarke, who first suggested
the theory of locating three GEO satellites in
the Earth's equatorial plane to enable intercontinental communications in 1946 (Clarke,
1945). The advantages of such an orbit are
that no tracking is required from the ground
station (since the satellite appears fixed) and
continuous operation can be provided in the
“permanent” area of visibility of the satellite.
Many communications satellites (e.g. INTELSAT,
INMARSAT, and SingTel’s ST-1) are placed in
such an orbit.

Low Earth Orbit
A Low Earth Orbit (LEO) system typically circles
at an altitude of 500km to 2,000km above the
Earth and makes one revolution in about 90
minutes. LEO satellites, usually arranged in
constellations of more than about 18 satellites
(e.g. ORBCOMM2, LEO ONE3), are needed to
provide uninterrupted connectivity over a
certain coverage area. They are able to offer
reduced signal loss and less latency in the
transmission to the ground terminals since
these satellites are 20 to 40 times closer to the
Earth than GEO satellites. This means that
satellite antennas can have proportionately
smaller aperture sizes, thus allowing for smaller
user terminals. Other well-known LEO
communications satellite constellations include
IRIDIUM and GLOBALSTAR. Discontinuous
coverage is also achievable using a LEO satellite
to relay a message transmitted from the ground
by storing it first until the satellite comes in
range of a receiving station and relays that

Composite

Figure 2: Different types of satellite orbits (ITS, 2002)
message. This mode of operation is usually
applicable for applications that do not require
real-time information feed (e.g. CASCADE4
payload of Canada’s CASSIOPE).

Medium Earth Orbit
A Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) system operates
at an altitude of 8,000km to 20,000km above
the Earth and requires a constellation of 10 to
18 satellites (less satellites as compared to a
LEO system due to the higher altitude of MEO
systems) in order to achieve constant global
coverage of the Earth. It introduces less latency
and delay in information transmission than a
GEO satellite (but greater latency and delay
than that of a LEO satellite) and enables
antennas of modest size for ground users. The
orbital periods can range from about two to
12 hours. An example of a MEO system is the
ICO Global Communications.

INTERNATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
UNION REGULATIONS ON
SATELLITE NETWORKS
At present, there are at least 300 GEO satellites5
in operation within 360 degrees of the whole
orbital arc. That works out to be one satellite
occupying at almost every one degree of
spacing6 based on pure statistics calculation.
Protection against interference between the
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systems is therefore necessary and this can be
alleviated via proper planning of the orbital
positions and frequency bands for enhanced
utilisation of this limited natural resource.

International
Telecommunications Union
Coordination Process
International Telecommunications Union (ITU)
establishes the satellite coordination procedures
for both GEO and non-GEO satellite networks
and plays a pivotal role in regulating the use
of orbital slots in space for operating satellite
systems as well as coordinating the use of
frequency resources (Henri, 2006 and Federal
Communications Commission, 1999). The
procedures are built upon the main principles
of ensuring efficient use of the orbit and
equitable access to spectrum resources. The
ITU coordination process essentially comprises
three steps7.
•
•
•

Advance Publication (Section I, Article 9)
Request for Coordination (Section II,
Article 9)
Notification / Recording of Satellite Systems
(Article 11)

It is also important to note that the ITU radio
regulations are not intended to provide
information on how satellites should be
designed. Rather they create the opportunity
for the industry to construct and operate a
cost-effective yet multi-functional spacecraft
to meet the communications services needed
by the market.
In addition, it is mandatory for all spacecraft,
regardless of GEO or non-GEO, to be fitted
with devices which ensure immediate cessation
of radio emissions whenever such cessation is
required (Section 1, Article 22).

International
Telecommunications Union
Frequency Allocation and
Associated Communications
Services
For the purpose of managing the global radio
spectrum, ITU divides the world into three
regions to facilitate the allocation of radio
frequencies:
•
•
•

Region 1: Largely Europe, Russia, Africa
and parts of the Middle East
Region 2: Mainly the continents of North
and South America
Region 3: Mostly Asia

Figure 3: ITU region map (Nomura, 2006)
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With the region map in place, ITU further
defines the frequency allocation and the
associated categories of services for the
respective regions. Table 1 provides a summary
of the communications satellite services,
permissible for use in Region 3 as an example.
Table 2 lists the major categories of satellite
services, as defined by ITU.

NEXT GENERATION
COMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITES
With the commercialisation of satellite services,
especially Direct-To-Home and the arrival of
Internet Protocol Television (IPTV), coupled

Frequency
Band

Frequency Range based
on ITU definition (GHz)

Types of Communications Services
for Region 3

L

1-2

Broadcasting Satellite Service
Mobile Satellite Service

S

2-3

Broadcasting Satellite Service
Fixed Satellite Service
Mobile Satellite Service

C

4-8

Fixed Satellite Service

Ku

12-18

Broadcasting Satellite Service
Fixed Satellite Service
Mobile Satellite Service

Ka

27-40

Fixed Satellite Service
Mobile Satellite Service

Table 1: ITU frequency allocation table (Federal Communications Commission, 2007)

Types of
Communications Services

Acronym

Description

Broadcasting Satellite Service

BSS

Sometimes known as Direct Broadcasting
Service (DBS), it provides television and radio
broadcast via the satellite such as
Direct-To-Home services (e.g. INSAT)
and satellite radio.

Fixed Satellite Service

FSS

Refers to a satellite service which uses fixed
terrestrial terminals for applications like
telephony, broadband Internet access and
Very Small Aperture Terminal
for communication.

Mobile Satellite Service

MSS

A satellite system that enables the use of
portable terrestrial terminals e.g. satellite
telephones that allow global phone service
anywhere, anytime (e.g. INMARSAT, IRIDIUM).

Table 2: Major categories of satellite services defined by ITU

Composite
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with the liberalisation of the SATCOM industry,
a huge demand for high-speed, broadband
capacity was created as the trend moved
towards bandwidth-hungry applications for
Fixed Satellite Service (FSS), Broadcasting
Satellite Service (BSS) and Mobile Satellite
Service (MSS)8.
Communications satellite systems have been
developed to respond to such demands. These
adaptations include the following:
•
•
•

Use of higher frequency bands
Addition of more transponders on the
satellite and
Closer orbital spacing (now at two-degree
separation for FSS).

However, these measures fall short of bringing
satellite systems to the next level. Next
generation satellites will need to have design
enhancements to the SATCOM payload, mainly
in on board processors, Antenna and Radio
Frequency subsystems, while employing
advanced techniques in increasing both
capacity and capability. These may constitute
on board payload processing, advanced
antenna designs and frequency re-use.

KEY TECHNOLOGY
TRENDS IN
COMMUNICATIONS
PAYLOAD
The following sections describe the main
enabling technologies and designs that are
currently shaping the development landscape
of the SATCOM payload in providing improved
network flexibility, capacity and performance
in new and upcoming satellites.

Channelisation Technology
A major highlight in the SATCOM research and
development in recent years is the emergence
of the channeliser, which is poised to solve the
current limitations of bent-pipe SATCOM
systems. In a conventional transparent satellite
transponder, regardless of the amount of

Composite

bandwidth one uses in the uplink beam, the
entire beam will be transponded into the
downlink beam. With an analog channeliser,
it divides the uplink beams into multiple subchannels and independently routes them to
their respective downlink beams, thus
improving bandwidth utilisation. This analog
channeliser technology has been implemented
in a few commercial satellites, such as ANIKF2 and AMC 15/16.
The digital channeliser brings this capability
further by enabling circuit switching between
different beams of transponder bandwidth at
much smaller sub-channels. These techniques
promise to increase capacity usage on multibeam satellites by providing routable
bandwidth on demand. The Wideband Global
SATCOM (WGS), a military SATCOM or
MILSATCOM constellation, is believed to be
the first to implement the digital channeliser
(Elfers, 2002).
There are shortcomings in using analog devices
for satellite routing and channelisation since
they are usually heavy and have large power
consumption. As it is critical in the design of
a satellite to achieve lighter weights and larger
system capacity, advancements in Very-LargeScale Integration (VLSI) technology has allowed
the replacement of some analog components
with digital components. This progression will
lead to a satellite of smaller mass with lower
power consumption but will result in a much
higher overall system cost due to expensive
digital components. However, channelisation
technology is still expected in newer satellites
yet to be launched though it is likely to be
based on a combination of both analog and
digital components considering the mentioned
trade-offs.
All in all, this technological breakthrough is
significant for both commercial and military
applications. The increased capacity usage for
the same payload translates to higher revenue
potential and a greater return on investment.
For military applications, it can serve as a
counter-measure to mitigate unintentional
interference and jamming.
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Figure 4: Payload design of WGS (BOEING, 2007)

Space-Based Inflatable Reflector
Antenna

Composite

Satellite antennas have evolved since the last
two decades from small-sized solid reflectors
(2m to 3m in diameter) to large, lightweight
deployable antennas (5m to 30m in diameter)
for providing high aperture power to the
desired ground coverage. Previously limited
by launch vehicle fairing and packaging
constraints, deployable antenna technology
has been demonstrated in the 12.25m parabolic
reflector of the Thuraya (L-band) satellite and
more recently, the 9m (L-band) reflector of the
INMARSAT 4 satellite.

Multi-Beam Antenna and
Steerable Beam Antenna

Figure 5 shows an Astro Mesh reflector supplied
by Northrop Grumman Astro Aerospace of
Carpinteria, California fully deployed on the
INMARSAT 4 Satellite. Astro Aerospace
received an award from the Royal Aeronautical
Society for designing a smaller packaged and
lighter deployable reflector (Northrop
Grumman, 2007).

The advent of Multi-Beam Antenna (MBA) and
Steerable Beam Antenna (SBA), especially those
that utilise transponders in and above the Kband frequencies, is gaining importance in
commercial SATCOM systems. These antennas
offer a high degree of network coverage
adaptability and, in order to meet the dynamic
market demands, are able to create multiple

Figure 5: Mesh reflector on INMARSAT 4
satellite
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Figure 6: Planned MBA coverage under WINDS (Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs,
Posts and Telecommunications, 2003)
narrower beams, particularly in the overly
congested C-band spectrum that is also being
accessed by terrestrial wireless services. This
technology is beginning to make commercial
sense as using multiple spot beams over
different geographical areas can increase
bandwidth utilisation, therefore enhancing
system capacity through frequency re-use.
Furthermore, the use of spot beams instead
of global beams improves the SATCOM link
performance. As a result, receive-only ground
antennas can be substantially smaller.
Another vital advantage of the use of such
multi-beams and steerable antennas is their
effectiveness in combatting the rain fade
issues for frequencies in and above the K-band.
This is especially notable in the rain-prone
tropical region whereby C-band spectrum
availability is of imminent concern and higher
frequencies like Ku, Ka, V and even Q-bands
are viable options for a variety of
communications applications.

Composite

engineering test and Demonstration Satellite
(WINDS)9 programme employs MBAs with high
power Multi-Port Amplifiers to provide flexible
power assignments (Shimada, 2006). The
satellite system is currently under development
and has completed the acoustics and vibration
tests (JAXA, 2007).
• SPACEWAY is a next generation commercial
satellite system, operating in the Ka frequency
band that employs multi-spot beams
technology. The SPACEWAY 3 satellite was
successfully launched in 2007 (Hughes, 2007).
• HOTBIRD 3 has a SBA, where its steerable
beam can cover all points of the globe visible
from 13°'a1 East in both the Northern
and Southern hemispheres (Geo-Orbit).
• The Advanced Communications Technology
Satellite (ACTS) (Kramer) employs both MBA
and SBA technologies, and its spot beams hop
sequentially within each other in a Time
Division Multiple Access fashion.

Examples of satellite systems that are equipped
with these capabilities include:

Internet Routers in Space

• The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency’s
( J A X A’s ) W i d e b a n d I n t e r N e t w o r k i n g

The US Department of Defense (DoD) recently
awarded INTELSAT a Joint Capability
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Figure 7: Multi-Beam antenna technology in the ACTS

Technology Demonstration (JCTD) Programme,
titled “Internet Routing In Space (IRIS)”. This
three-year programme represents the first
foray into putting an Internet Router as part
of the satellite communications payload. Cisco
will provide commercial Internet Protocol (IP)
networking software for the on board router,
while SEAKR Engineering Inc. will manufacture
the space-hardened router and integrate it
into the IRIS payload. The satellite, IS-14, is
set for launch in the first quarter of 2009 and
will be placed in geostationary orbit at 45
degrees West longitude with coverage of
Europe, Africa and the Americas.
IRIS will serve as a computer processor in the
sky, merging communication data received on
various frequency bands and transmitting them
to multiple users based on data instructions
embedded in the uplink. Specifically, the
payload will support network services for voice,
video and data communications, enabling
military units or allied forces to communicate
with one another using IP and existing ground
equipment.
The payload will interconnect one C-band and
two Ku-band coverage areas. The IRIS
architecture and design allow for flexible IP
packet (layer 3) routing or multi-cast
distribution that can be reconfigured on

Composite

demand. With the on board processor routing
the up and down communications links, the
IRIS payload is expected to enhance satellite
performance and reduce signal degradation
from atmospheric conditions.

Communications Payload for
Surrogate Satellite Platforms
There is a new league of “surrogate satellite”
communications payload, designed for
deployment on High Altitude Platforms (HAPs)
or stratospheric platforms, which are capable
of delivering similar broadcast, fixed and mobile
communications services for regional area
coverage. These platforms, either in the form
of airships or planes, will be situated at about
20km above the Earth to capitalise on the
undeveloped space between the terrestrial
and space domains, akin to a rapidly deployable
“GEO” at 20km altitude. The underlying
component technologies are similar to the
technology developed for both satellite and
terrestrial radio systems. For instance, flight
tests of Ku frequency band and millimetrewave communications were conducted using
a helicopter together with the development
and use of multi-beam antenna i.e. MultiBeam
Horn and Digital Beam Forming Antenna on
board the platform (National Institute of
Information and Communications Technology,
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2002). Besides the US and Europe, Asian
countries like Japan, Korea and China are
actively involved in exploring HAPs as satellite
gap fillers in the event of loss of space assets.

Other Technological
Advancements
Though the development of power amplifiers
as a driving force in satellite communications
has been subtle, it is undeniably changing the
face of satellite usage. Developments in helix
Travelling Wave Tubes have made forays into
new frontiers and made significant
achievements in size reduction, conduction
cooling and efficiency gains by using multistage collectors. With the onset of more
powerful power amplifiers, ground antenna
dish sizes promise to become smaller, leading
to more prevalent usage of higher-frequency
bands like Ku and Ka.
Interactive multimedia services via satellite
look set to be the next big wave with the
introduction of multiple spot beams and the
consolidation of open standards based on the
successful Digital Video Broadcast–Satellite
(DVB-S) or Digital Video Broadcast-Return
Channel over System (DBV-RCS). Coupled with
on board processing techniques, the result is
an interactive system that is compatible with
the open standards of DVB-S (downlink) and
DVB-RCS (uplink), multi-beaming over several
coverage areas. AmerHis is an advanced
communications system carried by Hispasat’s
Amazonas satellite. Its DVB on board
processor has the capacity to provide the
demodulation, decoding, switching, encoding
and modulation for the four transponders on
Amazonas. Each Ku-band transponder covers
one of the four geographical regions served
by the satellite, namely Europe, Brazil, and
North and South America.
In recent years, open standards such as the
Digital Video Broadcast-Satellite 2 (DVB-S2)
have emerged. Some of its key features are
the dynamic assignment of coding and
modulation, and traffic conditioning which
are key enablers for dynamic bandwidth
allocation and optimisation. The new

Composite

developments will help to break down the
barriers caused by the current proprietary
ownership of some of these techniques, and
hence drive the cost of market equipment
downwards. In MILSATCOM, plans are
underway in the US DoD to implement these
open-standards dynamic bandwidth resource
allocation techniques, with additional features
such as dynamic resource assignment across
uplink and downlink beams, and even MultiLevel Precedence and Preemption in their
Tactical Satellite programme.

CONCLUSION
Satellite systems have come a long way since
their evolution in the 20th century, as seen in
the wide array of applications such as
telecommunications, TV broadcasting services,
navigation and weather monitoring. Satellite
systems are now an integral part of the global
ecosystem and are set to continue to play a
bigger role in our daily lives.
The conventional bent-pipe satellite
architecture will form the foundation for
continued augmentation in support of the
expanded growth in SATCOM network services
in the immediate and near term.
However, for the long term, the next
generation satellites necessitate the
employment of new technologies in
communications payload, in view of the
physical constraints and availability of
frequency spectrum and orbital space
congestion. “Super-computers-in-the-sky”,
with higher power amplifiers, larger and
smarter antennas, are poised to create more
capacity and space out of these constraints, to
meet the future needs of a fully connected
planet.
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proportional to the cubes of the semi-major
axes of their orbits. This expresses the distance
to all the planets relative to earth's orbit by
knowing their period.
2. The ORBCOMM has a constellation of 29
operational LEO communications satellites in
six orbital planes that provide worldwide
coverage.
3. The LEO ONE has a constellation of 48 LEO
communications satellites arranged in eight
orbital planes at an altitude of 950km.
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Propulsion Laboratory, Royal Aeronautical
Society Recognize Northrop Grumman
for Success in Space Deployables.
Retrieved on 13 August 2007 from
http://www.irconnect.com/noc/press/pages/n
ews_releases.html?d=115085

4. CASCADE is a communications payload
demonstrator scheduled to launch in 2007. It
is positioned to be the first space-based digital
courier service based on store and forward file
transfer techniques, operating in the Ka
frequency band. CASCADE is designed to
deliver data files of between 50 to 500Gbytes
at transmission speeds of 1.2Gbyte/s when a
ground station is within view of the spacecraft.
This service is expected to be available
commercially by 2009.

Rayermann, Patrick. (2003). Exploiting
Commercial SATCOM: A Better Way.

5. I n f o r m a t i o n e x t r a c t e d f r o m
http://www.lyngsat.com on 24 August 2007.

Sherman, Robert. (1997). Military Space
Programs. Retrieved on 2 August 2007 from
http://www.fas.org/spp/military/program/com
/intro.htm

6. The two-degree orbital spacing policy by
ITU ensures Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) satellites
in geostationary orbit can operate without
causing interference to neighbouring GEO FSS
satellites located as close as two degrees away.

Shimada, Masaaki. (2006). Overview of WINDS.
The Workshop for the Satellite Communications
Experiments
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S PA C E M A R T. ( 2 0 0 6 ) . B o e i n g L a s e r
Communications Demonstration Validates
Critical Element Of TSAT Network. Retrieved
on 2 August 2007 from http://www.
spacemart.com/reports/Boeing_Laser_Comm
unications_Demonstration_Validates_Critica
_Element_Of_TSAT_Network_999.html

7. Note that only non-GEO satellite networks
in certain frequency bands governed by the
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No. 9.11A procedure are subjected to advance
publication and coordination procedures.
Other non-GEO satellite networks (all pertinent
services and certain frequency bands) will
require only the advance publication procedure
before notification.
8. These are major categories of satellite
services as defined by ITU. Besides FSS, BSS
and MSS, there are also Earth Exploration
Satellite Service and Radiodetermination
Satellite Service. One satellite can be made up
of a number of satellite networks providing a
combination of services, such as FSS, BSS, or
MSS, in a number of different frequency ranges.
9. JAXA has become one of the world leaders
in communications, positioning experiments
and engineering research in the area of satellite
applications. Its WINDS programme, which
promises a maximum speed of 155Mbps for
households and 1.2Gbps communications for
offices, has been launched in 2007 (Shimada,
2006). On top of delivering large-capacity
international Internet access, it aims to enable
advances in telemedicine to remote areas.
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ABSTRACT
A serviceman’s training forms the bedrock for the development
of his competencies and skills. Embracing emerging technologies
in the educational sphere aids the Singapore Armed Forces
(SAF) to train its personnel better, more safely and efficiently.
Pedagogies for adult learning are also introduced into teaching
methodology and infused into the design of the classroom.

The SAF has moved from A-frames and flip charts to ComputerBased Training, from classrooms to boundary-less training, and
from being teacher-centric to learner-centric. Riding on
technologies like learning management systems and islandwide Internet connectivity, the SAF can truly conduct training
anytime and anywhere!

Lee Hwee Ling
MAJ Jaiganth Arumugam
MAJ Chua Kok Siang
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Enterprise Learning
Management System –
The Singapore Armed Forces’ Experience
THE SINGAPORE ARMED
FORCES’ THIRD
GENERATION LEARNING
MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIC THRUSTS
As the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF)
transforms itself into a third generation force,
educationists are under increasing pressure to
close the gap between the knowledge and
skills that trainees learn in school today, and
the knowledge and skills required for their
success in their future communities and
workplace. In 2005, the SAF and DSTA jointly
embarked on the Third Generation Learning
Management (3GLM) journey. Leveraging
technology, the transformation initiative
encompassed four key thrusts (refer to
Figure 1):

schools will be able to validate, summarise and
manage content and structured thought for
re-use and ensure that such information is up
to date. Information technology will help
translate the SAF training institutions and
schools into dynamic knowledge hubs. This
will enhance access and reduce knowledge
transfer latency.
b. Faculty empowerment programme.
Fundamental to the success of the entire system
is the availability of relevant and appropriately
structured content that is created in-house.
To avoid high outsourcing costs, SAF instructors
will be equipped with a user-friendly content
packaging tool and will be trained to author
and publish content in the new environment.
Through this programme, the SAF will adopt
the Sharable Content Object Reference Model
(SCORM) as the eLearning standard for the
organisation. This strategic move would also
allow the SAF to better collaborate and
integrate with other institutions.

a. Schoolhouse as knowledge hubs. In the
Third Generation SAF, major training
c. Leveraging technology. With advancements
institutions and schools will be repositioned
in technology, the SAF will be able to provide
as knowledge hubs to serve as knowledge and
a common platform across the
information sources for the
organisation to host, organise and
organisation. With access to
share the learning content
electronic repositories, the
among schoolhouses.
major training
The Learning
institutions and
Operational Readiness
Management

Thrust 1

Thrust 2

Schoolhouse
Faculty
as
Empowerment
knowledge
hubs

Thrust 3

Thrust 4

Leveraging
Technology

Learning @
schoolhouse
& workplace

Governance Framework
Enabling Infrastructure
Security
Infrastructure

Wireless
Technology

Internet
Technology

Web 2.0
Infrastructure

Figure 1 – The SAF’s Third Generation Learning Management strategic thrusts
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Figure 2 – The SAF’s Learning Management implementation approach
System (LMS) will enable the intuitive
harvesting of knowledge by learners, instructors
and other knowledge workers through a
taxonomy-based engine that will allow the
systematic mining of contextual knowledge.
The LMS will also enhance collaboration among
learners, instructors and knowledge workers.
d. Learning @ schoolhouse and workplace.
Upon graduation from schoolhouses,
knowledge workers in the workplace will need
to make frequent references to previously
engaged learning content, in order to build
upon their understanding. There is a need to
reduce the latency between knowledge
generated in the workplace and the parcelling
of knowledge to audiences in the training
institutions. In view of the anticipated
immediacy of information and knowledge in
the Third Generation SAF, training institutions
will need to share the same information
architecture as that of the workplace.
Advancements in technology will help the
SAF address this requirement.
This paper shares the SAF's experience,
challenges and lessons learnt in our 3GLM
journey, in particular the implementation of
our enterprise LMS.

Composite

IMPLEMENTATION
APPROACH
Our 3GLM transformation journey is a fouryear implementation roadmap. Instead of a
big-bang approach, selected schools were
nominated to pioneer the experience of LMS
application, and the redesign of curricula, work
processes and course organisation. The
following development and implementation
phases were adopted (refer to Figure 2).

Business Needs Analysis
As the SAF transforms to a Third Generation
force, training and education in the knowledge
age have surfaced new requirements for
learning, creativity and thinking. It was
recognised that to maximise the time spent at
training institutions and schools, the SAF has
to optimise storage, access and delivery of
learning content to meet individual and
organisational learning needs. Our legacy
eLearning application has reached its maximum
shelf life and there is a need to re-invigorate
the system to meet new business demands.
LMS was identified as the platform to facilitate
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the intuitive harvesting of knowledge
by learners, instructors and other
knowledge workers.

LEARNING PYRAMID

AVERAGE
RETENTION RATE

Lecture

5%

Identification of Return On
Reading
10%
Investment. As in all other projects,
identifying Return On Investment for
Audiovisual
20%
the project is a crucial step to solicit
Demonstration
30%
management buy-in and funding.
Discussion Group
50%
Based on the study and results
gathered from an LMS trial conducted
Practice by Doing
75%
at one of the advanced schools, the
Teach Others/Immediate Use of Learning
90%
immediate and obvious tangible
benefits of the LMS are a 20%
Figure 3 – The learning pyramid (Hofstetter, 2000)
reduction in course administration
overheads and 25% cost savings from
school has unique business processes and
management of hard copy course content.
requirements. Developing a system to satisfy
Learner Effectiveness. With the LMS, both
all requirements would result in a highly
SAF instructors and trainees would have
complex system that may not be cost effective.
continuous access to updated learning content
A governance board was thus established to
anytime, anywhere (such as from the
resolve inter-school challenges and make final
schoolhouse, workplace and home). The ability
decisions.
to pre-engage learning content before class
Acquisition of LMS Software
and stay connected virtually would allow
institutional time to be leveraged for instructorstudent or student-student interactions and
Prior to the funding approval process, the
discussion. In terms of learner retention rates,
project team conducted a market survey. From
the traditional methods of lectures and
the onset, we were aware that no single LMS
readings yield on average 10% retention. The
product would be able to meet all the SAF
use of audio-visual materials (through
schoolhouse requirements. The acquisition
courseware), demonstration and group
strategy is to procure a cost-effective solution
discussion will raise retention rate to 50%.
that will meet most of the SAF’s requirements,

Change Management Plan
Stakeholder identification and support. It was
recognised that simply buying software and
training soldiers to use it would not work. Key
stakeholders were identified well in advance,
and a series of internal marketing plans with
the senior management was established.
Consultative approach to gather ground
requirements. Right after management’s buyin and support was solicited from the top,
a consultative approach was adopted on the
ground with the aim of instilling system
ownership. The project team actively engaged
representatives from the various military
schools to understand and match their unique
instructional environments. Each individual

Composite

in particular the transformation to an
eLearning methodology, with minimal
customisation. This approach will meet
the management’s intent for speedy
implementation and ease of maintenance and
application support.
An open tender was released and industry
players were invited to participate in the tender
exercise via the Singapore Government
Electronic Business System.
Evaluation process. For the purpose of LMS
evaluation, an SAF Evaluation team co-chaired
by Head Joint Training Branch and DSTA was
established. Its members include key
representatives from each of the schoolhouses.
The following evaluation criteria framework
was adopted (refer to Figure 4).
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Criteria
LMS
Features

User Experience, ease of use
Course Structure
Assignment Management
Assessment/Quiz
Collaboration
Feedback Management
Reporting
Training Administration
Search Functions
System Administration

Systems
Architecture

Aviation Industry Computer-Based Training Commitee (AICC) and
SCORM Compliant
Able to support 128 SSL encryption
Able to support 3-Tier architecture, ensure secured and scalable
environment
Platform (Operation system, database) independent
Ease of configuration and customisation, support Open Scripting

Vendor
Technical
Competency

Implementation experience of systems integration team members,
any large-scale (>10,000 users) implementation experience?
Resource commitment. How many engineers have to be dedicated
to this project? Over reliance on one or two people?
How strong is the vendor's local customer service contact centre?
Relationship between local systems integration and development team,
back-to-back support between vendors

Product
Strategy/
Market
Presence

Installed base, how large is the vendor's installed base of customers
for this product?
Product roadmap. Sound product roadmap in the next two to
three years?
Technology partners. How strongly do the technology partners
support this product?
Revenue growth. How strong is the vendor's revenue? What is the
vendor’s year-over-year quarterly revenue growth?
Figure 4 – Evaluation criteria for enterprise LMS
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After numerous rounds of product
demonstration and testing, a Commercial-offthe-Shelf (COTS) solution provided by a local
vendor was acquired. This solution has been
able to meet most of our requirements with
minimal customisation.

Business Process Review

Composite

instructional elements. Our instructors were
also sent to attend an instructional design
course so as to equip them with new skills and
a new thinking paradigm.

Content Development And
Migration

Work process review. While the vendor
configured and set up the system, the project
team visited each schoolhouse to help review
its course structure design and business
processes. One of the uphill tasks was to
convince and assist the schools to modify their
business processes, instead of customising the
LMS intensively. This process took much longer
than originally planned, as most users were
too comfortable with their old ways of doing
things. As demonstrated in one of the
schoolhouses, LMS brought along a series of
changes and transformation to the school: the
course syllabus was revamped, the printing
office was down-sized, the training coordination department was re-organised and
the instructors were tasked with new
responsibilities. Without command emphasis
from the school commander, these process
changes would not have been possible.

Content upgrading of legacy courseware and
faculty empowerment. Over the past 10 years,
the SAF has accumulated more than 2,500 hours
of courseware. Most of these legacy
coursewares are not web-enabled and do not
conform to any eLearning standard. In tandem
with the LMS initiative, we also initiated the
content re-purposing programme, whereby
infocomm-literate Subject Matter Experts
(instructors/faculty) were empowered with a
user-friendly content packaging tool, training
and mentoring programme to develop
Computer Based Training courseware more
quickly and cheaply. Content that needed to
be migrated from the old system was also
reviewed and refreshed to ensure that they are
web-enabled and SCORM compliant; the SAF
also made use of this opportunity to adopt
SCORM as the eLearning standard within SAF.
This strategic move helps to eliminate system
compatability and migration issues in the future.

Instructional Design

Implementing The System

Instructional Design is the systematic
development of instructional specifications
using learning and instructional theory to
ensure the quality of instruction. LMS equips
instructors with a new set of tools like discussion
forums, white board collaboration, instant
polling and online quizzes. With these new
functions, SAF instructors have to review
current training methodologies and learning
objectives and decide which tools and methods
best meet the required learning outcomes.
Once the instructional methodologies have
been identified, the next step is to assemble
the necessary instructional materials. The
materials may be in various forms such as
courseware, slides, documents, audio and
audio-video materials. Although the necessary
instructional materials may already exist, there
is always a need to revise and integrate all

System configuration and integration. The SAF
has a legacy eLearning application that has
existed since 1995. To avoid any disruption to
the conduct of courses on the ground, the old
system co-existed for 18 months with the new
LMS until the new system was fully tested and
certified operational.
The technical team did a thorough study on
the centralised and the decentralised system
architecture models. Due to our small
geographical location, a centralised LMS
was adopted. Interfaces between the LMS and
other management information systems, in
particular the manpower database, were
thoroughly reviewed.
Training. A 'train the trainer' concept was
adopted in the deployment of LMS usage skills.
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Figure 5 – The enterprise LMS homepage
Each school provided a LMS 'champion' who
was trained by the vendors in a one-day
training programme. They then provided the
necessary cascaded training to their instructors
on the use of the LMS. The enterprise LMS was
successfully commissioned in November 2005,
supporting 6,600 users.
Community of Practice. Three months after
the commissioning, the project team
established a virtual LMS Community of Practice
(CoP), where members could exchange ideas
and tips on using the LMS. A CoP forum was
organised once every six months for members
to interact and for project teams to provide
periodic updates and share best practices. The
CoP has proven to be a very effective platform
for communication as faculty members who
were early adopters relied on this platform to
help educate the next tier.

Post Implementation Review
One year after the implementation, a Post
Implementation Review (PIR) survey was
conducted. A total of 1,099 responses1 (51%)
were received. Key findings from the PIR survey
are summarised as follows:
a. Features of LMS. More than 67% of the
respondents felt that the features were useful
and adequate, in particular, the TimeTable,

Composite

Content Repository, Online Assignment and
Online Survey tool. However, 38% also
highlighted that the user interface could be
further improved.
b. Response time and performance of LMS.
50.9% of the respondents were satisfied with
the system performance. Most of them
highlighted that the system was slow especially
when there was high concurrent access of
courseware and downloading of lecture notes
at the schoolhouse.
c. Operational Support. This was provided
by school instructors, co-ordinators and DSTA.
Students were generally satisfied with the
means of getting help from all parties and the
responsiveness of the Directing Staff and
supporting engineers to their queries and
feedback.
d. Self-paced eLearning. 76% of the students
generally subscribed to the idea of self-paced
eLearning via Internet. They valued the
opportunity to pre-engage with learning
content before class and agreed that they had
more valued-added classroom discussions.
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e. User Interface. Despite a rigorous
evaluation process involving users, it was
observed that initially, the user interface elicited
comments that were unsatisfactory. The user
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Figure 6 – Enforcing the policy via strict control measures at application level

interface of common operating systems, such
as MS Office and Explorer, were used as a
benchmark for the LMS. This led to less than
desired initial user satisfaction. As the system
was used frequently over two or three weeks,
trainees’ acceptance of the interface grew, but
they were overall inclined towards the more
common icons and page layouts available on
the Internet.
f. Infrastructure. The initial implementation
at each school reinforced the LMS dependency
on the network access infrastructure. For
example, once the wireless connectivity stability
issues at a particular camp were resolved, the
LMS usage increased by 30%. Thus, adequate
network infrastructure directly affected the
LMS experience and must be addressed upfront
at the start of the project.

RELATED FINDINGS
AND OBSERVATIONS
Importance of Command Emphasis. The
emphasis of the School Commander
contributed significantly to the success of the
project. This was clearly demonstrated by some
schools like the SAF Command Staff College
and the Air Force School. While business
processes were reviewed, the school’s
organisation structure was also re-organised
so as to reflect the key roles required to support
the LMS. This resulted in better usage of the
system at the command, staff and trainee level.
Importance of system load test and Content
Governance. Courseware had traditionally
been delivered in classroom settings over the
local area network or distributed via CD-ROMs.
With the proliferation of the LMS, schoolhouses
started to ride on the LMS to deliver content
over the wide-area-network (WAN).
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Unsatisfactory system performance was
reported during the initial phase. Load test
results showed that the slowdown was due to
a combination of three key factors: poor
content control and design, inefficient
application code, and limited WAN bandwidth.
It was thus essential to proliferate and enforce
a guideline on courseware creation quickly so
as to facilitate smooth delivery over the WAN.
After detailed study on the WAN, the
courseware creation guideline was
promulgated to the ground. To help enforce
the policy, the LMS application was further
customised to build in the necessary control
measures such as file types and file size.
Concurrently, the COTS application algorithm
and database queries were further reviewed
and optimised. The WAN bandwidth for key
camp sites was also upgraded progressively.
The system performance has since increased
drastically, and 81.4% of the population is now
satisfied with the system performance. This
improvement was made possible by taking a
multi-pronged approach involving collaborative
effort by multiple agencies.
Continuous training. While the “train the
trainer” concept is an effective approach during
the initial implementation, it is not sustainable
in the long run, especially in an environment
where officers and instructors rotate
appointments every two years. A core team
has to be maintained to provide refresher
courses for new instructors regularly.
Multimedia and Instructional Design Support.
While instructors were able to create basic CBT
packages containing instructional content and
basic interactivity, additional resources were
required to create the illustrations, animations
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and supporting media to complement the text
or image information. Multimedia works took
up a large portion of the conversion time and
would lengthen the total conversion time
considerably if done improperly. For the
creation of new courseware, instructional
design is an important skill required. The SAF
is currently reviewing the curriculum of
Instructional Design Courses in the Specialist
Diploma in Learning Science Programme, and
will ensure that vacancies are sufficient to
meet demand.
Facilitation and mentoring skills sets of
Instructors. As more lessons are conducted
online via eLearning, instructors are able to
spend more time interacting with the class and
facilitating classroom discussions. Current
instructor development training focuses on
classroom facilitation. With the LMS, the
instructor needs to be equipped with the skills
of mentoring and virtual facilitation, so as to
augment and supplement his classroom efforts.

CONCLUSION
Progress and momentum have been achieved
under Phase One of the SAF's 3GLM initiative.
The efforts of our instructors, administrators,
and students, together with the command
emphasis from the school commanders have
been instrumental in moving the project
forward. Riding on this success, we will
complete the 3GLM implementation by FY2009.
Future efforts will focus on providing seamless
access, mitigating military security concerns,
establishing framework for reusable learning
objects and adapting to the wave of open
source solutions.
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of 6,600 LMS accounts, 2,010 accounts
were active during the month of
September 2006.
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ABSTRACT
Defence procurement in Singapore is a highly regulated
discipline. A myriad of laws, rules and regulations permeate
the entire process from the initial conceptualisation of a military
requirement by the Singapore Armed Forces through to the
final contracting mechanism adopted by the Ministry of Defence
and its central procurement arm, DSTA. This article seeks to
alleviate the dearth of literature on the subject by affording
some insight into the applicable laws and practices, which
impact the workings of MINDEF and DSTA’s defence
procurement system. It begins by illuminating the rationale
for regulating the procurement regime in the first place, and
then seeks to shed some light on the procedural framework
and operative concepts governing the law and practice of
defence procurement in Singapore. Selected issues frequently
encountered in practice by both purchasing authorities and
prospective contractors alike would also be highlighted. It is
hoped that the concepts and principles revealed in this article
will go a long way towards helping the parties involved in any
form of contracting by MINDEF and DSTA gain a better
understanding of the law and practice relating to the defence
procurement process in Singapore.
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in Singapore

WHAT IS PROCUREMENT?
Every government has a need to acquire goods
and services to sustain a variety of municipal
functions and activities. The complexities of
modern governance demand that a wide range
of goods and services be procured for this
purpose. Invariably, the Government obtains
those goods and services by contracting with
private sector suppliers. The Government could
do so either in its capacity as an agent of the
state, or through organs such as departments
and ministries, or state-owned corporations
set up specifically for the purposes of acquiring
goods and services to meet the needs of the
state. The processes involved in the acquisition
are generally referred to as procurement.

DEFENCE PROCUREMENT
Similarly, the Government would have to
procure goods and services from the private
sector to meet the defence needs of the state.
The processes involved in this particular form
of acquisition are more specifically referred to
as defence procurement1. Here, the goods
that may be needed include aircraft, tanks,
warships, weapons, and other military
equipment. The services required could range
from the transportation and warehousing of
the goods themselves, research and

development, and materiel maintenance, to
incidentals such as insurance, legal and
technical consultancy services.
The list is obviously not closed. Given the
intricacies of modern warfare, the range of
goods and services that a state might possibly
need for its defence can never be exhaustive.
Indeed, much would also depend on the
purchasing power of individual states and the
size of their defence budgets.

CONTRACTING BY THE
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
In Singapore, all defence-related matters –
including defence procurement – fall within
the purview of its Ministry of Defence
(MINDEF). Most of the procurement functions
undertaken by MINDEF involve exacting
regulatory measures designed to ensure the
efficiency and integrity of the system. When
MINDEF engages in defence procurement,
much effort goes into the processes of sourcing,
tendering and contracting for the required
goods and services at all levels. The myriad of
regulatory policies and practices involved in
the defence procurement process is often a
source of disconcertment for suppliers and
service providers alike. The prospective
contractor may also find himself ensnared in
the nuances of the standard form procurement
contract which MINDEF uses for
all of its purchases 2 . These
‘difficulties’ are compounded for
the overseas contractor, given that
much of the law governing
defence procurement in Singapore
is anchored in her domestic law

The future unmanned
battlefield. The increasing
demand and reliance on
unmanned air vehicles (UAV) in
warfighting and peacekeeping
operations have doubled the pace
of UAV-related research and
development in recent years, as
well as the procurement and
acquisition of such complex
defence capabilities.
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of contract and of sale, which is further
supplemented (or modified) by local legislation,
regulations and directives. The overseas
contractor, and perhaps, even certain local
ones, may not be fully aware or cognizant
of these.
It is therefore important for all parties involved
in the defence procurement process to have
at least a working knowledge of the law in
this area. This would include persons in the
defence and local industries (i.e. the
contractors) who have a direct interest in the
various aspects of a MINDEF procurement
exercise such as the preparation and submission
of tenders and other documents, and the
execution of the procurement contract itself.
The knowledge would also be important to
the procurement entities within MINDEF, such
as the Decentralised Procurement Agencies,
the Project Management Teams and the
Procurement Division within DSTA, as they are
directly responsible for contract preparations,
pricings and risks, pre-qualification and
identification of contractors, as well as the
evaluation of tenders received and the
subsequent contract award. The knowledge
thus acquired could help translate the
intricacies of the defence procurement process
into a more meaningful exercise for both
contractors and purchasing authorities alike.
In turn, an intelligible defence procurement
regime lends support to creating a level playing
field for the parties involved, thereby
promoting an arena of transparency, fair
competition and non-discrimination in all forms
of contracting by MINDEF.

THE NEED TO REGULATE
DEFENCE PROCUREMENT
The starting point in any discourse on the law
and practice relating to defence procurement
is to understand why the regime is such a
regulated discipline in the first place. As stated
earlier, defence procurement refers to the
process of acquiring goods and services to meet
the defence needs of a state. It entails the
contracting from private sector suppliers by
public procuring entities on behalf of the
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The M113 and its robotic equivalent.
The defence procurement process has led
to the development of the Autonomous
Unmanned Ground Vehicle – itself a
modification of the similarly acquired M113
Armoured Personnel Carrier – with capabilities
such as remote control, autonomous waypoint
seeking, obstacle avoidance, road following
and vehicle following.
Government. As such, public funds are
inevitably involved in the process, of which a
country’s taxpayers’ contributions are the
principal source. It therefore becomes
imperative that governments secure the best
value for money in the goods and services that
they procure, and on the best possible terms.
This is commonly referred to as the “best terms”
ideal of the defence procurement process3.
Any lesser treatment of this imperative could
result in waste, either of a government’s
precious resource, or, in the specific context of
defence procurement, a compromise in its
overall defence capability and operational
readiness.
For this reason, the defence procurement
regimes of most governments – including
Singapore’s – are subject to extensive regulatory
policies and practices. These policies and
practices ensure the efficiency of the
procurement process, and that the needs and
expectations of the Government are addressed
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in a timely, adequate and cost-effective manner.
Typically, these objectives are met by adopting
(i) an open and transparent tendering system
and approval process; (ii) a systematic procedure
for awarding contracts; (iii) an avenue to
challenge and review those approval and award
processes; and (iv) an elaborate scheme of
checks and balances to ensure that these
measures are adopted and enforced. The
transparency of the system instils contractorconfidence in the integrity of the procurement
process. Such a system gives assurance to all
who respond to the Government’s call for
goods and services that their tender proposals
would be evaluated fairly and on their merits.
This would, in turn, encourage potential
suppliers and service providers to participate
competitively in any defence procurement
exercise. The competition thus generated
facilitates the Government’s efforts to secure
the best deal available in the market.

THE DEFENCE
PROCUREMENT REGIME
IN SINGAPORE
Operative Concept
Given the benefits of regulating procurement,
Singapore, too, has adopted such policies and
practices in her defence procurement regime.
Singapore is also bound by international law
to do so by virtue of her accession to the 1994
Agreement on Government Procurement of
the World Trade Organisation. That Agreement
codifies the rules on access to public
procurement, and applies to states which have
acceded to it. The aim is to liberalise trade
among member states and free their
procurement markets from discriminatory, anticompetitive practices. On their part, the state
parties would agree on the Government’s
procuring entities to which the provisions of
the Agreement will apply. Singapore is a party
to the Agreement; and MINDEF, an entity
covered thereunder.
For these reasons, the defence procurement
regime in Singapore is aligned and operated
against an open economy that is plugged into
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The Apache Longbow (AH-64D) Attack
Helicopter. The SAF acquired the Apache
Longbow AH-64D attack helicopters from
Boeing through DSTA, as part of its defence
procurement programme.
the global market system4. Such an operational
framework, with its attendant open market
concept, lends support to creating a levelplaying field for the parties involved in the
procurement process, thereby enabling MINDEF
to make its purchases on “best terms”.

Procedural Framework
A structured and disciplined procedural
framework is necessary to further the operative
concept. Typically, such a procedural framework
involves the interplay between two distinct
considerations and three key players5.
The first consideration relates to the
conceptualisation of an operational need. It is
up to the armed services of the state to specify
the military capabilities and materiel that it
requires to counter any perceived threat. Once
identified, these needs are communicated to
the defence ministry or department of the
state, or its designated procurement arm, to
set in train the procurement process. The local
defence industry or an appointed overseas
industrial supplier is then tasked to realise the
military needs of the armed services.
The second consideration relates to the defence
procurement contracting mechanism itself,
and the need to find that contract on
“best terms”.
Both these considerations are manifested in
Singapore’s defence procurement regime.
MINDEF – as part of the Westminster ministerial
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model of governance which Singapore has
adopted in her parliamentary system – is
charged with the responsibility of defence
procurement. The Singapore Armed Forces
(SAF) constitutes the military arm of MINDEF.
It comprises the armed services (namely, the
Army, Navy and Air Force) where defence needs
are identified and written submissions for their
acquisition are staffed to appropriate levels
within MINDEF. There, the submissions undergo
an extensive evaluation on their merits,
prioritisation and budgeting before approval
is finally given for those needs to be procured.
The approved submissions are then channelled
to the Procurement Division within DSTA – the
central procurement arm of MINDEF – for the
purpose of acquisition6.

Acquisition Process
The conceptualisation of a new military
requirement by the SAF constitutes the primary
stage in the acquisition process. It paves the
way for MINDEF to determine the mode of
acquisition; either by way of an upgrade of an
existing equipment, or the purchase or
development of a new defence capability
altogether. The nature of that military
requirement itself influences the choice of
procurement approach to be adopted by DSTA
with regard to its acquisition.
DSTA’s procurement policy follows the
international norm of encouraging competition
to secure the best deal that the market can
offer. To this end, two main procurement
methods are used. These are the Invitation-toQuote (ITQ) and Invitation-to-Tender (ITT). The
ITQ is commonly used for low-value
requirements while the ITT is catered for
higher-end purchases7.

available to all who can meet the specified
requirements8. Limited Tenders, on the other
hand, serve to restrict competition in the
procurement process by limiting participation
to selected suppliers only. The Limited Tender
is used mainly for security reasons; often where
the SAF’s requirements have been deemed
classified such that the same may not be
disclosed freely through an Open Tender9.
A Selective Tender is one in which only a predetermined group of suppliers who have
fulfilled certain qualifying criteria set by DSTA
are allowed to participate. These criteria include
technical expertise, experience, and overall
ability to meet the operational needs and
demands of the SAF. This mode of procurement
represents a deviation from the traditional
tendering process, and is justified by the
complexity or sensitivity of the acquisition
at stake.
The tender proposals which have been received
pursuant to any of the three types of tenders
are then evaluated extensively through the
Analytical Hierarchical Process. In this process,
all aspects of the tender proposal – technical,
financial, commercial, performance and life
cycle costs10 – are assessed, and the most cost
effective proposal, awarded the contract.
Apart from the ITQ and ITT, other procurement
methods exist. These include the “Direct
Purchase” (where the prospective supplier,
whose price of goods or services is already
known, is approached directly); the “Reverse
Auction” (where prospective suppliers engage

In the ITQ, the sourcing of at least three quotes
is encouraged so that the most cost-effective
method of meeting the SAF’s requirements
may be uncovered.
In the ITT, three types of tenders are devised
to find the acquisition on “best terms”. These
are the Open Tender, the Limited Tender and
the Selective Tender. The Open Tender is
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The F-16 fighter aircraft. As part of its
defence procurement programme, Lockheed
Martin was engaged by MINDEF, through
DSTA, to provide the F-16 fighter aircraft to
boost the operational capabilities of the
Republic of Singapore Air Force.
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in an open online bidding process over the
Internet in real-time and with price visibility);
and the “Request for Proposals” (which is used
if prospective suppliers have not been
responsive to the tendering procedures of the
ITT). An IT system known as the “Government
eBusiness portal”, or GeBIZ, where bids by
prospective suppliers are submitted online, has
also been implemented to facilitate the ITQ
and ITT.
As MINDEF’s central procuring authority, DSTA
is charged with the responsibility of managing
the entire defence procurement process from
its conception to the conclusion of the
procurement contract, as well as any postcontractual management thereof. To this end,
DSTA employs a “risk management” framework
to address the areas of treasury, investment,
project management and technical assessment
during the course of the procurement process.
The “risk management” framework is
entrenched in the DSTA Code of Corporate
Governance. It is essentially an enterprise-wide
approach to enable DSTA in identifying the
risks involved at each stage of the acquisition,
thereby facilitating the necessary controls to
be put in place throughout the procurement
process. In a way, the framework could be
discerned as yet another means of ensuring
that any form of contracting by MINDEF is
indeed founded upon “best terms”.

THE LAW ON DEFENCE
PROCUREMENT IN
SINGAPORE
Overview
In essence, defence procurement is an exercise
of a state’s purchasing functions. When MINDEF
contracts through DSTA for its defence needs
in an open and competitive environment as
the one described earlier, the process is almost
akin to an ordinary arm’s length sales
transaction. Such a transaction is one which is
devoid of any undue influence or control
exerted by one party over the other, and in
which both have acted independently in
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As the central procurement arm of MINDEF,
DSTA acquired and retrofitted four
ex-Sjoormen class submarines from Sweden.
The submarines were delivered between 2000
and 2004.
arriving at their agreed terms11. As is in the
nature of such arm’s length transactions, the
procurement contract which is eventually
awarded at the conclusion of the acquisition
exercise is governed principally by the private
law of obligations (i.e. that of contract and of
sale) as in any other commercial contract
between private persons.

Private Law of Obligations
In Singapore, the private law of obligations is
fundamentally contract-based. For historical
reasons, the Singapore law of contract is
inspired by English common law principles and
equity12. That law is, in turn, founded upon
precedents established by superior court
decisions, or case law.
One of the reasons why parties seek to enter
into contractual relations in the first place is
that the contract is capable of creating binding
obligations which are enforceable at law.
Contracting is therefore acknowledged as an
important aspect of the procurement process
in that it facilitates acquisition planning, secures
the purchasing authority’s expectations, and
assists in setting out obligations for the supplier
or service provider to adhere to. Where all the
requirements to constitute a valid procurement
contract are present, the parties are entitled
to assume that their expectations will be
sanctioned by the courts. What, then, are these
requirements? Firstly, a valid contract must be
premised upon an offer by the contractor
which is capable of being converted into a
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binding obligation by the authority’s
acceptance. It is then essential that such offer
and acceptance be supported by valuable
consideration; the latter invariably being the
price of the goods or services in question. As
the goods and services themselves are inevitably
of a routine, generic or recurrent nature,
standard form contracts are commonly used
by DSTA to effect most of MINDEF’s purchases.
Those standard forms would have encapsulated
the requirements necessary to find a valid
contract. For this reason, issues relating to the
want of offer, acceptance or consideration
hardly arise in the usual course of MINDEF or
DSTA’s procurement practice.
While it has been submitted that procurement
contracts are generally analogous to
commercial transactions between private
persons, one crucial difference is to be
discerned. A contract in furtherance of defence
procurement is distinguishable from routine,
commercial ones in that a public authority (i.e.
MINDEF), and hence, public interests are
involved. Additional laws are therefore needed
to safeguard those interests. The private law
of obligations is therefore not the only source
of law governing defence procurement or
its resultant contract. That law is complemented
by other sources such as local legislation,
regulations, directives, and standard
form clauses.

Legislation

procurement contract made in Singapore for
the Government, it would have to “be made
in the name of the Government and… signed
by a Minister or by any public officer15 duly
authorised in writing by the Minister for
Finance, either specially in any particular case,
or generally for all contracts below a certain
value in his Ministry or department”16. The
Act further provides that the Government
would not be bound by a contract which does
not conform to these formalities17.
For expediency, DSTA uses standard form
contracts to effect most of MINDEF’s defence
procurement. The clauses therein take into
account the statutory provisions which are
necessary for the contracts’ legal effectiveness.
For example, the formality that the contract
“be made in the name of the Government” is
reflected by the words used in the recitals18
and signature blocks19 of those standard forms.
Similarly, the fact that MINDEF is only executing
the defence procurement contract on behalf
of the Government is documented at the head
of those contracts, where the names and
identifying details of each of the parties thereto
are set out.
In connection with the other requirement that
the contract be signed by a Minister or a duly
authorised public officer, a subsidiary legislation
– the Government Contracts (Authorisation)
Notification – is issued. That Notification, which
can be amended from time to time, lists the

Statutes are written laws enacted by the
Parliament of Singapore. In contrast to case
law (described earlier), statutes form the
primary sources of law in the country. Several
such statutes directly impact the defence
procurement process in Singapore.
In the first place, the Singapore Government
is empowered to enter into contracts by virtue
of Article 37(1) of the Constitution13 . The
legislative framework for defence procurement
is then prescribed by the Government Contracts
Act 14 . The Act sets out the contracting
formalities, which the parties would have to
adhere to in order that the Government be
bound by the contract. Hence, for a written
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As part of its defence procurement
programme, MINDEF signed a contract with
Direction des Constructions Navales of France
to deliver six frigates to Singapore, to boost
the operational capabilities of the Republic of
Singapore Navy.
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The Leopard 2A4, with the new
Rheinmetall 120mm L55 gun. The Leopard
tank is an acquisition by DSTA on behalf of
MINDEF as part of its defence procurement.
(Photo: Krauss-Maffei Wegmann GmbH)

public officers who are authorised by the
Minister for Finance to sign Government
contracts20. It is believed that this promotes
accountability and financial integrity where
public funds are put to such contracts. Under
the Notification, the authorisation to sign
contracts which bind the Government is based
on the dollar value of the contract in question
and the relative standing of the public officer
whose purview that contract falls within. As
the value of the contract increases, so does
the standing (or appointment) of the public
officer who is authorised to sign it. By so listing,
the Notification has severely restricted the
authority and ability of public officers and
other agents to bind the Government. In a
way, this acts as an added check in the
acquisition process so as to ensure that only
informed, authorised officers may sign off such
legally enforceable procurement contracts.

Composite

to deal with the requisition of stores, works
and services by Ministries, Departments, Organs
of State and Statutory Boards22. This directive,
as with others in the series, deal with aspects
of public administration23. In particular, IM3
“lays down procedures for Ministries and
Departments to obtain goods, services and
construction services either on their own or
through the procurement authorities
performing centralised functions” 2 4 .
Though not having the force of law, the
instructions contained in the Manual are strictly
adhered to by all of the Government’s contract
administrators, who deal with the subject
matters addressed therein. MINDEF, DSTA and
the rest of the procurement entities naturally
subscribe to these instructions.

DEFENCE PROCUREMENT
IN PRACTICE
The defence procurement regime in Singapore
is primarily modelled on a platform which
supports the acquisition at the lowest costs
and in the most efficient manner. The
operational framework of the procurement
process is similarly geared towards the pursuit
of this, the “best terms” ideal.

Apart from the above legislative provisions,
the Singapore Government has not enacted
any other statute of direct relevance to defence
procurement. However, other written laws
exist, and these may indirectly influence the
procurement process as well as the resultant
contract21.

That said, defence procurement has also been
used in practice to advance certain national
objectives25. Often, states use the acquisition
process as a front to further their economic26,
industrial27 and social28 aspirations. When
opened exclusively to foreign participation,
the process can also be used to champion such
political goals as international co-operation,
collaboration and understanding among
friendly nations29. Admittedly, the pursuit of
these objectives – commonly referred to as the
secondary policies of procurement – may not
be consonant with the principles of fair
competition, transparency and nondiscrimination in the procurement process.

While no other procurement-specific statute
has been enacted, a directive – known as
Instruction Manual No. 3 (IM3) – is promulgated

On occasion, Singapore, too, has felt the need
to depart from the “best terms” ideal in order
to pursue secondary policies of national security
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through her procurement activities. This
inevitably leads to an erosion of the traditional
framework which accompanies a typical
procurement process. However, in the context
of defence procurement, this appears to be
entirely permissible, both at law and in practice.
Although the procurement regime in Singapore
is procedurally influenced by the provisions of
the 1994 WTO’s Agreement on Government
Procurement, Singapore may still choose to do
that “which it considers necessary for the
protection of its essential security interests
relating to the procurement of arms,
ammunition or war materials, or to
procurement indispensable for national security
or for national defence purposes” 30 . This
“concession” of the WTO is in recognition of
the peculiarities of defence procurement
practice. It is in this area that political
sensitivities abound. Chief among these are
those of national interests and security. For
instance, the reality of defence procurement
invariably demands that the nature of the
goods and services to be acquired, or anything
which might otherwise reveal the military
might of the procuring government in
question, be kept confidential31. Strategic
concerns may also influence a state’s choice of
contractor in an international defence
procurement, or require its participants to be
restricted, pre-determined, or otherwise hailing
from a particular region or state32. Further,
in times of war and emergency, compulsory
acquisition of goods (usually immovables) and
services by the state may have to be exercised
to meet its exigencies of defence 33 .
All these considerations call for a dispensation
of the traditional public procurement
framework, especially those relating to the
transparency of process34. Prospective defence
contractors should therefore not assume that
all of MINDEF’s contracting requirements shall
be met only through “open” tendering
procedures: the other procurement approaches
enunciated earlier in this article35 are readily
engaged by MINDEF (or DSTA) as part of their
acquisition exercises too.

Composite

In so far as the resultant procurement contract
is concerned, there are departures from
established legal principles to be discerned as
well. It has already been highlighted earlier
in this article that the Government Contracts
(Authorisation) Notification and its enabling
Government Contracts Act preclude nonauthorised officers from signing contracts
which bind the Government. This represents
a modification of the traditional common law
concepts of agency and apparent authority36.
Effectively, this means that prospective
contractors can no longer rely on the ostensible
authority that a Government agent has to
conclude the contract; neither can they simply
rely on the signatures of such agents on
contracts to bind the Government.

The LEOPARD 2 for Peace Support
Operations, and its robotic/plan
equivalent. (Photo: Krauss-Maffei Wegmann
GmbH)
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ENDNOTES

CONCLUSION
The defence procurement regime in Singapore
is very much shaped by her history and
geopolitical landscape. Given the rising threat
of terrorism in the region, the main objective
of defence procurement within MINDEF and
in Singapore has been the build-up of a
sufficiently credible military force to deter
aggression. To this end, the acquisition of highperformance and technologically superior
military equipment features significantly in
MINDEF and DSTA’s procurement agenda.
While it has been universally recognised that
an open and transparent procurement system
is fundamental in enabling states to find their
purchases on “best terms”, it is also
acknowledged that derogations from such
operative frameworks are inevitable in defence
procurement. Indeed, the trend in most
international systems has been the inclination
towards “selective” (as opposed to “open”)
tendering procedures and other variants in
the acquisition process. Most forms of
contracting by MINDEF are similarly based
upon this premise. This is to be expected as
the complexity of modern warfare, and hence,
the materiel needed, increases in complexity.
A flexible and ‘informed’ defence procurement
regime – such as the one adopted in Singapore
– is to be lauded as MINDEF and DSTA
increasingly depart from ordinary off-the-shelf
purchases to technology transfers and
collaborations to satisfy most of the operational
and military needs of the armed services37.

1

Defence procurement is actually part of the
wider notion of public procurement, which is
“…the acquisition by public procuring entities
of goods, construction, and services from
private sector suppliers” – Campell (editor),
International Public Procurement (Dobbs Ferry,
N.Y.: Oceana Publishing) (2000).

2

Standard form contracts are “uniform
documents which must be accepted by all who
deal with large-scale organisations”, such as
the government: Phang, Cheshire, Fifoot and
Furmston’s Law of Contract: Second Singapore
and Malaysia Edition (Singapore: Butterworths
Asia) (1998), p 74.

3

Arrowsmith, Linarelli and Wallace,
Regulating Public Procurement (The Hague:
Kluwer Law International) (2000)

4

See the keynote address, Defence
Acquisition and Procurement in the New
Economy, delivered by Mr. Peter Ho (then
Permanent Secretary (Defence), MINDEF) at
the 3rd International Acquisition/Procurement
Seminar – Pacific, held on 18 Sep 2000 in
Singapore.

5

See, generally, Kiely, Defence Procurement:
The Equipment Buying Process (London: TriService Press) (1990).

6

DSTA is a statutory board, so-called because
it is established pursuant to a specific statute,
the Defence Science & Technology Agency Act
(Cap. 75A, 2001 Rev Ed). DSTA is empowered
by section 7(1)(a) of the Act to take the charge
in defence procurement matters by, inter alia,
“…enter[ing] into contracts for itself or the
Government for defence systems, facilities,
technology, equipment, materials or services
or for the execution of works or any other
contract…”.

7 A yardstick, called the Estimated Procurement

Value (EPV), is used to gauge which of the two
procurement approaches is to be adopted. The
EPV refers to the total estimated costs involved
in addressing the SAF’s needs. Generally, the
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ITQ is used for purchases where the EPV does
not exceed S$70,000. Beyond that amount, the
ITT is used.
8

In an Open Tender, these requirements are
published in the local press, or on GeBiz – the
internet portal – at http://www.gebiz.gov.sg
for the conduct of business between suppliers
and the Singapore government electronically.

9

Such reasons are unique to defence
procurement (as opposed to public
procurement), and are examined under the
section, “Defence Procurement in Practice”, in
a later part of this article.

contract would bear the following recital: “This
contract is made the _____ day of 2008 between
the Government of the Republic of Singapore
(“the Government”) of the one part and
_________ (“the Contractor”) of the other part.”
19

Signature blocks are those parts in a contract
where the parties indicate their assent to the
agreement. The signature block of a standard
form procurement contract typically reads:
“Signed by _________ (name and designation),
for and on behalf of the Government of the
Republic of Singapore, in the presence of:
_________.”

20
10

In the context of procurement, “life cycle
costs” relate to those which are needed to
operate and maintain the acquired system
from its acquisition to its decommission.

11

Ipp and Weerasooria (editors), Butterworths
Business and Law Dictionary (Sydney:
Butterworths) (1997).

12

See, generally, Phang, Cheshire, Fifoot and
Furmston’s Law of Contract: Second Singapore
and Malaysia Edition (Singapore: Butterworths
Asia) (1998), Chapter 1.

13

The Constitution of the Republic of
Singapore, 1999 Rev Ed. Article 37(1) simply
provides that “[t]he Government shall have
the power to…make contracts”.

14

Cap. 118, 1985 Rev Ed.

15

“Public officer” is defined by section 2(1)
of the Interpretation Act (Cap. 1, 2002 Rev Ed)
as “the holder of any office of emolument in
the service of the Government”.

Section 2(2) of the Government Contracts
Act (Cap. 118, 1985 Rev Ed) provides that “[i]n
making an authorisation under subsection (1),
it shall be sufficient for the Minister for Finance
to name the office held by such public officer
and the Minister may cause the authorisation
to be published in the Gazette”.

21

These written laws include but are not
limited to the Unfair Contract Terms Act (Cap.
396, 1994 Rev Ed), Contracts (Rights of Third
Parties) Act (Cap. 53B, 2002 Rev Ed), Copyright
Act (Cap. 63, 1999 Rev Ed), Patents Act (Cap.
221, 2002 Rev Ed), Electronic Transactions Act
(Cap. 88, 1999 Rev Ed, in relation to
procurement transacted over GeBiz) and
Income Tax Act (Cap. 134, 2004 Rev Ed, on the
Agency’s need to withhold tax from nonresident contractors). For obvious reasons, the
Sale of Goods Act (Cap. 393, 1999 Rev Ed)
would also be highly relevant. An exposition
of all these statutes would be outside the ambit
of this article.

22

Collectively, these entities are known as
Government Procuring Entities (GPEs):
IM3(B)(1).

16

Section 2(1), Government Contracts Act
(Cap. 118, 1985 Rev Ed).

17

Section 4, Government Contracts Act
(Cap. 118, 1985 Rev Ed).

23

The other Instruction Manuals deal with
Finance and Accounts, Staff, Office
Management, Daily Rated Employees,
Government Marine Craft, and Information
Technology.

18

Recitals are paragraphs in a contract which
set out the background to the transaction and
the purpose for which the parties are entering
into it. Typically, a standard form procurement
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24

IM3(A)(1). Generally, these procedures relate
to the adoption of the principles of
transparency, value for money, and open and
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fair competition in Government procurement;
principles of which have already been
addressed elsewhere in this article.
25

Arrowsmith, Linarelli and Wallace,
Regulating Public Procurement (The Hague:
Kluwer Law International) (2000), Chapter 5.

26

To generate employment or promote
technology.

27

To support the local industries against
competitive imports, as in the protectionist
1933 Buy American Act (41 USC section 10) of
the United States legislative enactment which
prescribes that only American products be
acquired for the purposes of public
procurement.

28

To assist small businesses, or those owned
by disadvantaged groups, to compete for
government contracts.

29

This is mainly achieved through research
programmes, technology transfers and other
developmental projects with foreign defence
industries.

35

Under the heading “Acquisition Process”.

36

Simply put, apparent authority is the
authority of an agent as it appears to others.
An aspect of agency law, the doctrine of
apparent authority is used to bind a principal
to the actions of a person whom that principal
has represented or allowed to represent as
having the authority to act on his behalf:
Freeman & Lockyer v Buckhurst Park Properties
Ltd [1964] 1 All E.R. 630.

37

In his keynote address at Asian Aerospace
2002, “New Developments in DSTA Acquisition
and Procurement”, on 27 Feb 2002, Professor
Su Guaning (then Chief Executive, DSTA)
reiterated that the Agency can “[n]o
longer…meet [the armed services’] needs with
primarily off-the-shelf purchases”, and that
there is now “a strong need for technology
collaboration in developing the systems and
equipment, as well as a strong need for
technology transfer in setting up support
infrastructure” (emphasis added).
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